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Abstract
An EBIC (Electron Beam Induced Current) microscopy system has been set up at the 
University of Surrey for the first time. Its instrumentation, technical details and use are 
described.
The EBIC mode of the SEM applied to semiconductor multilayer structures showed its 
potential for defect visualisation. It appears to be especially useful for determining the 
quality of strained layer samples and the strain relaxation therein. One sample shows a 
unique white contrast for misfit dislocation lines, which has not been reported previously. 
A quantitative description of this white contrast with the existing EBIC contrast theory is 
beyond its range, as a detailed investigation shows.
An alternative way for approaching the contrast calculation is possible by employing the 
Monte Carlo technique for EBIC. With this, an accurate description of the energy dissi­
pated into the sample by the electron beam is achieved. Additionally, the Monte Carlo 
simulation makes it possible to include getter phenomena into a numerical contrast calcu­
lation, which has not been done before.
The contrast calculation gives, by assuming a cylindrical getter zone with an increased 
diffusion length around the misfit dislocation, the same type of contrast and line scan pro­
files as the observed misfit dislocations. Also, the simulation can make predictions about 
the geometrical properties of the defects for which a few examples are given.
Only yesterday the things of today were decried 
as impractical, and the theories which will be 
practical tomorrow will always be branded as 
valueless games by the practical men of today.
W. Feller
in "An Introduction to Probability Theory and Its Applications"
John Wiley .& Sons, Inc. New York, 1968
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
III-V compound semiconductor heterostructures which employ strained epitaxial layers 
have increasingly become a focus of attention because of their capacity for use in ad­
vanced optoelectronic devices. Utilising properties of low dimensional and strained layer 
systems requires epitaxial layers with good quality interfaces with a flatness at the atomic 
monolayer scale and free from microstructural defects. This is difficult to achieve in epi­
taxial structures with a high degree of lattice mismatch. With up to date MBE and 
MOCVD growth, however, much progress has been made in systems such as InGaAs and 
InGaAsP by using layers of different compositions. It is becoming evident that there is 
great need for microstructural characterisation as to how perfect the epitaxial structures 
really are. Some pressing questions concern dislocations and their properties in those 
structures. X-ray, TEM, SEM, PL are some of the techniques used to study the defect 
properties. For this PhD thesis, electron microscopy is used to study the electrical proper­
ties of defects in multilayer structures.
Charge collection scanning microscopy, also known as electron beam induced conductiv­
ity (current) (EBIC), is an important mode of operation of the electron microscope for 
semiconductor characterisation. The incident high-energy electron deposits its energy in 
the semiconductor target during a multiple scattering process which immediately forms 
mobile charge carriers. In an n-type semiconductor, for instance, electrons are promoted 
from the filled valence band to the conduction band, where they are free to move under 
an applied electric field, and a corresponding positively charged hole is left in the valence 
band, which is also mobile, forming an electron-hole pair. These electron-hole pairs are 
created throughout the interaction volume of the primary electrons. The electrons and 
holes mutually attract and tend to annihilate (recombination). However, if an electric 
field due to a p-n junction or a Schottky barrier exists across the volume in which the 
electron-hole pairs are produced, the charge carriers can be swept apart before recombi­
nation occurs. Carriers which reach the pn-junction by diffusion are also collected. The 
internal motion of this charge will cause an equal amount of charge to flow in an external 
circuit connected to electrodes on the front and back surface of the specimen. This exter­
nal current is used to provide the signal for SEM imaging. Contrast arises at defects 
where the local recombination rate differs from the bulk rate for perfect material.
EBIC microscopy is a powerful technique for the study of defects and inhomogeneities in 
semiconductors. Review articles about EBIC can be found by Bishop (1974), Hanoka and 
Bell (1981), Leamy (1982) and Holt (1989). Like all microscopic techniques, greatest 
value is obtained from the image produced. In addition to an image, a line scan delivers 
further information about the electrical quantities of a single object. The size, shape, den­
sity and inter-relationship of the features that an image reveals often cannot be obtained 
by other methods, and this information can be evaluated simply by looking at the micro­
graphs. Moreover, if applied with judgement, it can deliver additional quantitative infor­
mation of great value.
The EBIC technique has the spatial resolution and the high sensitivity to reveal indirectly 
the atomic scale decoration of defects caused by impurity atoms. This is what makes it a 
powerful diagnostic tool for studying gettering at individual dislocations as well as other 
types of extended defects. However, EBIC cannot resolve the atomic structure of disloca­
tions but rather detects the electric properties of the defect structure. Its length scale reso­
lution is limited by the extent of the interaction volume of the beam electrons with the 
solid, which is of the order of 1-2 pm.
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My previous experience with EBIC in Cologne, Germany, during my work for a Diploma 
thesis, has enabled me to set up an EBIC system at the University of Surrey, where such a 
system did not previously exist. With this EBIC system I have carried out some investi­
gations in III-V semiconductor laser structures and other multilayer structures. In order to 
interpret the collected data, a great deal of theoretical work has been necessary. The theo­
retical analysis forms a large section of this thesis.
100 years of electron beams
Since the publication of Lenard (1895), an explanation of the phenomena connected with 
electron penetration into solid materials has required quantitative information about the 
attenuation of the electron flux. With the increasing use of scanning electron microscopy 
and electron probe microanalysis one needs models which can describe the findings. 
Consequently many theoretical expressions for the stopping power of electrons in solid 
have been developed over the years for example, Bethe (1933), Ferrell (1956) and Mar- 
ton et al (1954), Pines and Bohm (1952), Everhart (1960), Archard(1961), Cosslett and 
Thomas (1964, 1965), Everhart and Hoff (1971), Kanaya and Okayama (1972), Fitting 
(1974).
Electron beam solid-target interaction also has been approached by using the so-called 
Monte Carlo method, a numerical procedure involving random numbers that is able to 
solve mathematical problems. This method is convenient for the study of electron pene­
tration in matter, since the probabilistic laws of interaction of an individual electron with 
the atoms constituting the target are known, (Newbury and Yakowitz (1976)). Conse­
quently it is possible to compute the macroscopic characteristics of the interaction proc­
esses by simulating a great number of real trajectories and then averaging them.
Purpose build programs have been used to assist the utilisation of the EBIC technique, 
Joy (1984, 1985, 1986), Napchan (1987), Russ et al (1990), Fitzgerald (1994). These 
programs have been used to determine the size and shape of the interaction volume of the 
beam electrons with the bulk material. Expressions which fit these simulations are given 
by Akamatsu(1981), Olgart (1984), Werner et al (1988), Donolato (1981). A few pro­
grams go a step further and include dislocation properties either during the trajectory 
simulation or after the interaction volume is generated (Czyewksi,1990 and Joy, 1986). 
The program by Czyewski (1990) is even capable of generating the cathodoluminescence 
(CL) signal at the same time as the EBIC signal is generated.
Some dislocation and sample structure properties have not so far been included into theo­
retical models for EBIC contrasts or in Monte Carlo simulations. These are the effects of 
multilayer structures onto the EBIC signal and the effect of intrinsic gettering at disloca­
tions. It is important to have an accurate description of the interaction volume, if one 
wants to make quantitative EBIC measurements on multilayer structures, because the in­
teraction volume is actually the probe with which one attempts to study the material. The 
SEM only provides the electron beam which generates this interaction volume. So far lit­
tle has been done to get quantitative EBIC measurements from multilayer samples.
The other less investigated detail attributed to defects is the effect of gettering. Gettering 
has been observed in one of the investigated samples as an very unusual bright contrast 
along misfit dislocations. Various getter effects have been reported in a few other EBIC 
studies, but it has never been included in a model for the EBIC contrast.
The program which is described in this thesis calculates the generation volume for a mul­
tilayer structure and includes for the first time gettering effects at the dislocation. This
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program could successfully explain the peculiarity of an observed white contrast of misfit 
dislocations.
Outline of the thesis
Chapter 2 will describe the necessary equipment required for EBIC microscopy and how 
it should be used. Some limitations of the existing equipment are also pointed out as well 
possible modifications. EBIC micrographs of the examined samples are shown.
Chapter 3 deals with the possible dislocation structures encountered in EBIC microscopy 
and an unusual white contrast encountered in one sample.
A theoretical survey of the EBIC technique and the recombination process at defects is 
given in chapter 4, in order to explain the white contrast. It also attempts to describe the 
interaction volume using an analytical expression.
This is followed by the main part of this thesis in chapter 5, a computer simulation of the 
EBIC technique. This includes the Monte Carlo calculation of the interaction of beam 
electrons with the sample and a numerical contrast calculation. A necessary expansion of 
the existing models includes the gettering. The results of the computation are compared 
with EBIC measurements. Conclusions and a summary are given in chapters 6 and 7.
Chapter 2
2 Experimental Set Up for EBIC 
2.1 Equipment for EBIC Observations
2.1.1 The Scanning Electron Microscope
The microscope is used to examine solid specimens and to give images that have a high 
visual impact, Holt (1974).
SEM Method of Operation
The specimen is irradiated by a finely focused electron beam. This releases secondary 
electrons, backscattered electrons, characteristic x-rays, and several other types of radia­
tion from a small part of the specimen. The intensity of these signals will depend in some 
way on the shape, chemical composition, and crystal orientation of the irradiated volume. 
A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1 The SEM
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The electron column is on the left, and the scanning and display circuits are in the centre 
and on the right. The electron column consists of an electron gun, demagnifying lens, 
beam-defining apertures, and scanning coils. Electron lenses form a fine beam of elec­
trons that can be moved over the surface of the specimen in a repeated scanning order. 
Either the beam scans along a line or is scanned in a television raster over a rectangular 
area. A detector that is sensitive to the chosen output signal from the specimen is con­
nected through a suitable amplifier to the grid of a cathode-ray tube that is scanned in 
synchronism with the beam on the specimen. In other words, the brightness at any point 
on the screen will depend on the strength of the signal from the corresponding point on 
the specimen. In this way, an image of the specimen surface is built up on the cathode- 
ray-tube screen.
Generally, in the surface SEM, secondary electrons are collected to form the image. The 
SEM is very similar in appearance to a light optical image, except that there is no colour 
and both the resolution and the depth of focus are greatly improved.
Magnification:
This is controlled by varying the size of the area that is scanned on the specimen. Magni­
fication can be varied over a wide range, typically from 15 to 100,000 times or more.
Depth of focus:
In the SEM the convergence angle must be kept small because of lens aberration. A typi­
cal semiangle is lO'^rad so that the depth of focus can be 100 or more times the beam 
diameter.
SEM resolution:
Signals used in the SEM operation give a different resolution, depending on where in the 
sample the signal is generated. During the interaction of the beam electrons with the solid 
a variety of signals are generated, see for example Fig.2.2. The majority are generated 
throughout the entire generation volume.
Secondarv electrons (SE) are generated by the beam electron interacting with the loosely 
bound conduction-band electrons of the solid. The energy transferred to the conduction 
-band electron is relatively small and in the range of l-50eV. Because of the low energy 
of the secondary electrons, their range in the solid is only of the order of 5nm. Although 
secondary electrons are generated along the entire trajectory of the beam electron within 
the target, only those secondaries generated when the beam electron is near the surface of 
the solid have a significant probability of escape. Therefore the signal is obtained at the 
point at which the primary electron enters the specimen. The secondary image has a high 
resolution and is the most generally useful type of image for studying surface topogra­
phy. The detector in this case is sensitive to electrons that emerge with less than 50eV 
energy.
The smaller the diameter of the electron beam the better the potential instrumental resolu­
tion, but a reduction in probe size is accompanied by a reduction in beam current which 
means fewer secondary electrons are emitted and thus the image will be noisy.
Instrument manufacturers tend not to calibrate the spot size control in actual values of the 
beam diameter since this is not only dependent on condensor lens settings but also on ac­
celerating voltage, final aperture, and working distance.
For another imaging mode, the beam electrons themselves can be used as a signal when 
they leave the sample after many scatter processes. By then they have moved away from 
the point of impact and the image has a lower resolution. The main energy of those
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backscattered electrons (BSE) is about 0.8 times the primary beam electron energy and 
therefore much higher than secondary electrons.
Induced-signal image: This is obtained from semiconducting materials by detecting the 
electron-hole pairs that are generated in the specimen by the beam. These can show, for 
example, surface topography, crystal defects, microplasmas, and p-n junctions, but the 
image is of lower resolution.
Luminescent image: This is obtained by collecting the light output. This can show lumi­
nescent particles or inclusion in minerals, crystal defects in luminescent semiconductors 
such as GaAs, and nonuniformities in phosphor screens.
X-rav image: This is obtained by collecting the characteristic x-rays and is used to dis­
play the distribution of chemical elements in the microanalyzer.
y  X
( 1 Secondary electrons
2 Backscattered electrons
3 Low-Ioss electrons
4 Auger electrons
5 Light
6 Characteristic x-ray
7 Continous x-ray spectrum^ 8 El.-hole pairs
irradiated 9 Specimen
zone current
Fig 2.2 Different signals for SEM mode of operation 
Thermionic tungsten hairpin electron gun
This is the simplest form of a small-source electron gun. This type of gun can operate in a 
vacuum of 5*10'^torr. The emitting surface is a tungsten wire of typically 120pm diame­
ter bent as sharply as possible to give a small emitting area. This is positioned behind a 
small hole in a negatively biased Wehnelt shield to control the emission. The lifetime is 
approximately 50 hours, depending on brightness. All observations in this thesis have 
been made using a tungsten hairpin electron gun
Other types of electron guns are the LaBg gun and the field-emission gun. Both improve 
the image quality and allow a higher resolution in the SE-mode. With a field-emission 
gun an ion pump is practically essential because in that case the vacuum must be better 
than lO' t^orr.
Electron wavelength in the SEM
The relation between the electron wavelength and the beam energy is
“ J U(Volt) •
For a beam energy of 20keV the wavelength is 0.086Â, but this is irrelevant for EBIC, in 
contrast to TEM operation.
Specimen stage
The specimen to be examined is mounted on a suitable holder and placed in the specimen 
chamber on the specimen stage. The stage has external controls for manual movements in 
the X, Y and Z direction and also for rotation.
Camera
Micrographs are taken with a camera mounted on a cathode ray tube. The camera aper­
ture is opened and the screen starts scanning once over the field of view. The
11
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exposure/scan time can be set between 15sec per frame and up to 500sec/frame. The 
screen brightness must be adjusted according to the exposure time. A longer scan time 
results in a better SNR and therefore a cleaner image. A suitable film is a Ilford HP4, 400 
ASA, black and white film.
Line scans are taken in a similar way. For this the camera aperture is synchronised with 
the line scan start and opens only for one line scan. The scan speed for a single line scan 
can be set as 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2 -> 60sec. The screen brightness must be reduced, otherwise the 
spot is too big and a broad line appears on the photograph.
The normal camera can be replaced with a Polaroid camera for instantaneous images. But 
this has the disadvantage that no negative for future copies exist and magnifications of 
the paper print are of lower quality and difficult to achieve. The film can be developed by 
conventional processing, i.e. developing and fix bath. A useful photographic paper for 
paper prints is Ilford Multigrade 111 RC De Luxe MGX.IM, a variable contrast, resin 
coated paper.
A more advanced way of taking images is a digitised image process system with a video­
computer interface and storage on disk or video tape, but the University of Surrey does 
not have such a system. Its advantage over the photographic system is its instantaneous 
control over exposure parameters and picture quality, because with the photo camera the 
operator does not know if the picture has the right brightness. With an image processor, it 
is also possible to judge the recorded picture quality at slow scan rates. Without such a 
system, just by looking at the screen, only the slow moving spot which illuminates the 
screen is visible, while the actual picture is left to one's imagination. A few microscope 
data are superimposed on top on the micrograph: the beam energy, the magnification, the 
working distance, a film and picture number and a marker for the scale, usually in pm, 
see for an example Fig.2.3.
1 . 4 0 K X  15KU WD 36MM S 0 0 0 2 1  P 0 0 0 1 2  
2 0 U M --------------------------------
Fig. 2.3 Screen marker part ora normal SEM pnoto.
The vacuum system
The vacuum system of an electron microscope exists for two reasons. Firstly it is essen­
tial to remove most of the air from the column of the microscope in order to minimise the 
scattering of the electron beam by gas molecules and to permit the electrons to travel 
from gun to specimen and detector, a distance of about a metre. This requirement is eas­
ily met by a relatively modest vacuum system providing pressures of 10"^  torr or better 
throughout the column. The second reason for the vacuum system is more rigorous. It is 
to prevent the specimen, the apertures, or the electron gun becoming contaminated by the 
deposition of any atomic or molecular material which may be in the column. A simple 
mechanical pump, a rotary pump, is used to rough-pump the microscope before a second 
pump is used and to back the second pump. The second pump is a turbomolecular pump 
which has as a very rapidly rotating fan which sweeps gas molecules out of the pumping 
line. A pressure better than 10*^  torr can be achieved using a single pump. For EBIC mi­
croscopy the quality of the vacuum is not crucial, but one should always operate under 
the best possible conditions which can be obtained by the microscope. At higher pressure 
the remaining gas molecules can lead to a detectable deposit on the sample surface at the 
scanned area. This obviously should be avoided.
12
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Radiation damage
At the usual electron accelerating voltages encountered in EBIC microscopy, the bom­
barding electrons do not have sufficient momentum to dislodge atoms. This type of radia­
tion damage only occurs if the bombarding particles are in the energy range above 
lOOkeV. Therefore, radiation damage is no problem for EBIC, although it can be a prob­
lem for TEM.
13
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2.1.2 Current Amplifier
EBIC is usually observed by connecting a high-gain, large-bandwidth current amplifier 
across the specimen. The short-circuit current must be obtained for quantitative evalua­
tion of data. But why not simply terminate the current source with a resistor and amplify 
the resulting voltage with a voltage preamplifier? Two points need to be considered, one 
regarding the RC time constant and the other concerning the resulting voltage. To get a 
large voltage from a small current, large resistors are necessary and this would force the 
current source to operate into possibly large bias voltage. Thus the input impedance of 
the detection amplifier must be very low relative to that of the specimen for true EBIC. 
The reason for this can be understood by looking at the junction energy band diagrams 
for the barrier electron voltaic effect in a p-n junction.
Charge collection under bombardment is due to the separation of electrons and holes gen­
erated in the depletion region by the built-in field plus the acceleration across the junction 
of minority carriers, generated at a distance, that diffuse to the junction.
electrons
short circuit 
I^ c =max
v=o
p-type
Band diagram n-type Circuit
r = 0
Fig. 2.4 a) Junction band energy diagram for the barrier EVE in a p-n junction. 
Charge collection under short circuit condition. The maximum short-circuit 
current will he detected in this arrangement.
The result produced depends on the value of the external load resistance r. Under short- 
circuit conditions a maximum short-circuit current will be detected, but no voltage.
E
p-type
g
$ev %
n-type
electrons
Band diagram
0 < r < oo
Circuit
V and I intermediate Values
Fig. 2.4 h) For an intermediate value of r.
For an intermediate value for r, both a voltage and a current will appear externally. An 
estimate of the series resistance effects on the EBIC contrast is given by Wilshaw (1989).
14
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The Other, more important point comes from the principal difference between a current 
amplifier and a voltage amplifier in responding to capacitance effects. The RC time con­
stant in a system with series resistance R=10kn and a capacity of the pn-junction of 
about InF leads to a time constant of O.lps. This time is short enough for non imaging 
measurements like PI^ but far too long if one image per second is required. On the other 
hand, a current amplifier can operate with a much shorter response time, so that imaging 
at one image per second is possible, but only under the condition that the capacitance of 
the diode is not too high. This is mainly limited by the size of the sample. Therefore sam­
ples with cm dimensions are difficult to work with.
And finally the I-V characteristic of a diode needs to be considered:
( ^ )  "  1 j - I c c  ( 2 .1 )
where is the collected current of the junction, is the saturation current of the diode 
and V the voltage across the junction. Rearrangement of the I-V characteristic equation 
for 1=0 yields:
Voc =  ^ l n ( ! ^  +  l )  (2 .2 )
The logarithmic nature of the voltage response to changes in the 1^1  ^ quotient further 
complicates analysis of the information obtained from this signal.
For general use, besides low-noise, high-bandwidth and high-gain, a detection system 
should have:
*1) facilities for biasing the specimen and backing off the resultant DC current for 
observing devices under operating conditions. But this current might be very 
large, as in the case of a diode under forward bias, and can reach several mA 
which is a few orders of magnitude higher than the actual extra current generated 
by the electron beam and the signal variation at defects. Operating under bias 
voltage can exceed the possible current limit of the current amplifier.
♦2) simple electronic signal processing such as filtering to minimise noise for mi­
croscopy. This is particularly useful for slow line scans where the fast response 
time of the amplifier is not needed and a filter does improve the signal quality.
♦3) "digital" monitoring of the signal from the specimen, the bias voltage and the 
back-off current. On our system this could have been done simultaneously by 
using the RS 232-interface and a connection to a PC, but in practice it was done 
by connecting a digital multimeter to the appropriate outputs of the amplifier.
♦4) an analogue-to-digital interface for connecting to a microcomputer or image 
processing system. The amplifier has a sophisticated electronic interface which 
allows all amplifier settings to be set by a PC, and the connecting cables are opti­
cal isolated amplifier circuits to reduce noise.
A specially purchased amplifier, model SR570 from Stanford Research Systems, Inc., 
was used for all the EBIC measurements. The SR570 is a low current preamplifier, pro­
viding a voltage output proportional to the input current. Sensitivities range from ImA/V 
down to IpA/V, vernier sensitivity 1%. A DC voltage at the input can be set as a virtual 
null or biased from -5V to +5V. An input offset current from IpA to 1mA, positive and 
negative, may also be introduced. Two R-C filters (configurable as high-pass or low- 
pass) are provided to condition signals selectively in the frequency range from DC to a 
maximum bandwidth of IMHz. The amplifier ground is isolated from the chassis and the 
AC power supply. A listen-only RS-232 interface line is provided for remote instrument
it is not PL, rather Photoconductivity 15
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control. These lines are optically-isolated to reduce signal interference. Internal batteries 
are provided for line-independent operation. The input impedance depends on the sensi­
tivity. For normal EBIC operation between 2pA/V and 20nA/V the impedance is in the 
range lOOQ - lOkQ. The gain accuracy is ±0.5% on the output at 25°C.
Input
GND
Offset  ^
Current
Front-End
Amplifier
A / W
Bias
Voltage I
Filter 1
HPF LPF 
0.03H z- IMHz
GND
Signal
Amplifier
Filter 2
HPF LPF 
0.03Hz - IMHz
Output Buffer 
Amplifier
500
Output
O 
GND
Fig. 2.5 SR570 Block diagram
An image processing system would have been of immense advantage, allowing one to re­
cord several line scans in a row for storing and digital filter processing. This is very im­
portant for weak and noisy signals, and it reduces the data analysis time compared to 
photographed line scans. Such a system also needs access to the video processing unit of 
the SEM for synchronisation with the scan rate. An early version of a complete computer­
ised system is described by Wilshaw (1983), similar systems by Milshtein et al. (1984) 
and Bell and Sawyer (1994) and another one with an advanced image processor by Kittler 
(1991). With the improvement in computer power and SEM technology very fast data ac­
quisition is possible. But the system at the University of Surrey is still working with the 
old simple photographic system.
Image processors provide frame storage and signal as well as picture ("image") process­
ing software and a variety of peripherals; interactive processing devices like digitising 
pads, light pens and hard-copy facilities. At the University of Surrey only the S I00 has a 
basic image processor, for one frame at the time only, but without data storage.
Requirement for beam current measurements
In order to measure the beam current, one has to make sure that all beam electrons are de­
tected. This is best done with a Faraday cup. A Faraday cup is a small metal tube with a 
closed bottom and a small opening at the top with a diameter of 200pm. The electron 
beam passes through the opening and hits the bottom. All beam electrons which are not 
re-emitted contribute to a current. Backscattered electrons (around 30% of the initial 
electrons) can not escape from the inside of this tube and hit the metal at other places and 
also contribute to the current. This current is fed into the current amplifier and represents 
under calibrated amplifier settings the beam current, see Fig. 2.6 for a circuit diagram. 
Under manual brightness control the SE or BSE-image appears absolutely dark, because
16
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no electrons can escape from the Faraday cup and reach the detector. The Faraday cup 
and the sample holder need to be very well insulated.
0.200V
Fig. 2.6 Schematic circuit diagram for beam current measurements.
2.2 Sample Preparation
Contacts
To avoid unexpected specimen signals, reliable Schottky (if used) and ohmic contacts 
are necessary. Ohmic contacts are, strictly, those with a linear I-V characteristic. The 
properties of contacts on III-V compounds are known to depend on complex interfacial 
chemistry and metallurgical microstructures and contacts are called ohmic if their imped­
ance is low, see for example the work by Rideout (1975), Thiel (1977), Rhoderick 
(1978), Erickson (1979), Kuphal (1981), Tseng (1981), Piotrowska (1983), Brillson 
(1983), Barnard(T992) and Fatemi (1993), Weizer (1993).
Evaporating appropriate metals like Au-Ge or Aluminium do not guarantee an ohmic 
contact. They sometimes behave unintentionally like a perfect Schottky contact. (For in­
formation about Schottky contacts see McCaldin (1976) and Gibson (1985).) It would 
also require a heat treatment, which is not desirable, because this will affect the disloca­
tion behaviour in an unpredictable way, either due to contamination, defect multiplication 
or defect movement. Therefore, the findings of the dislocation might be artefacts of the 
sample preparation.
Ohmic contacts are made by rubbing InGa eutecticum to the bottom side of the sample on 
a very large area and placing a small InGa spot on the sample top surface. These give ef­
ficient ohmic contacts. Care has to be taken not to bring the liquid InGa eutecticum close 
to the sample edge. If this occurs, the p-n junction is short-circuited and no EBIC current 
can be detected.
All sample handling must be done in such a way that the surface stays free from dust par­
ticles and scratches. Small dust particles appear in the EBIC micrograph as black dots 
and can be mistaken as defects. Only a one-to-one comparison of EBIC and SE-image 
can clearly determine if a black spot belongs to a defect or a surface particle. Further, 
dust particles are mainly nonconducting particles and tend to charge up during scanning 
with the electron beam. Therefore, a charged particle creates an extra electrical field and 
disturbs the image around it. This effect scales with the size of the particle, large particles 
can affect the image around it over several pm.
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Scratches on the sample surface can appear as dark lines. They can be mistaken for dislo­
cation segments. A comparison with a normal SE-image is required in order to establish 
the origin of the contrast.
If etching should be necessary, suitable etchants are described by Nishitani (1979), Thiel 
and Bams (1979) Ferrante (1983), Srnanek and Sataka (1993) and Adachi (1992) and ref­
erences therein.
Polishing the sample surface can alter the defect properties, as was shown by Voigt and 
Stmnk (1994) in multicrystalline silicon.
Procedure for taking an EBIC micrograph in plan view
The following is for a sample with a p-n junction
1. Cut from the available material (part of a wa­
fer) a small piece of dimension 4x4mm. It is 
possible to examine larger pieces, but they 
can give unwelcome capacitance problems.
2. Rub InGa on the bottom side. Slight scratch­
ing with a pair of tweezers will scratch the 
top thin oxide layer and improve the contact 
quality.
3. Mount the sample on the sample holder making sure that only a small part of 
the sample is hidden under the contact finger, because this part is not assess­
able by the electron beam and can not be examined, (see Fig.2.7.)
4. Deposit a small droplet of InGa on the top surface where the contact finger will 
touch the sample. This is not necessary for Schottky contacts.
5. Carefully lowering the contact finger by screwing down the spring load.
6. Connect all cables. These are: the cable from the sample holder to the micro­
scope chamber door inside the chamber, the BNC cable from the door to the 
amplifier input and the connection between amplifier output and digital mul­
timeter. A light induced signal from the sample should now be detectable. It is 
suitable to have the amplifier controls at LowDrift and lOHz filter frequency. 
Simply covering the sample so that less light will fall onto it should decrease 
the signal. The amplifier sensitivity could be changed from Ip.A to a higher 
sensitivity if necessary.
If the signal increases from negative values towards zero then the contact po­
larity is wrong and needs to be changed (by rotating the small plug which con­
nects the sample holder). The polarity depends on whether the p- or n-type 
region of the sample is upside. Changing the polarity on the amplifier output 
does not result in good signals.
7. Loosening or tightening the screw which presses the contact finger onto the 
sample surface might increase the absolute signal output. If no signal at all can 
be detected it is worth while to repeat the procedure from step 3) onwards.
8. A mounted sample which gives a light induced signal, is very likely to give an 
EBIC signal.
9. Closing the SEM chamber door and pumping down until a vacuum of lO '^ rr 
is reached.
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Fig. 2.7 Schematic diagram of a sample holder for plan view with Faraday 
cup.
10. Measuring the resistance of the diode is useful for later comparison, if the sam­
ple is to be used and mounted again.
11. With the SEM in the nomial SB operating mode the microscope needs to be 
adjusted as for normal SE work. It is best to start at an intermediate energy 
(20keV) and intemiediate spot and beam size, so that the SE-image appears 
with little noise. Focusing in the usual way. So far, this can be done in the TV- 
operating mode. At low magnification the sample should be placed with the 
X,Y-stage control in the screen centre.
The sample is not tilted for the SE-view.
12. Change from SE-mode to the 
external input to which the 
current amplifier is connected. 
The amplifier should now be 
connected to the SEM and run 
on internal battery power. 
Otherwise, the main line con­
nection leads to visible inter­
■ ------------ --
E B ir  * * ■ • • •  ■
-------------------- 4 - 1 1
ference pattern on the screen. Changing from TV-mode to scan mode, a fast 
scan rate is sufficient. Filter frequency is set at 300kHz and a High Bandpass 
filter.
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13. By increasing the amplifier sensitivity from 5pA/V to 500nA7V or lOOnA/V 
only the sample area should give a homogenous bright signal. The scan speed 
needs to be reduced, otherwise a possible image is blurred and smeared out. By 
using the current-offset the signal intensity can be reduced in brightness, and 
major sample features become visible, such as cracks from handling with the 
tweezers at the sample edge, dirt on the surface or unconnected parts of the 
InGa contact.
The contrast and brightness controls of the SEM are not effective in EBIC 
mode. The sensitivity and current-offset controls of the amplifier are the 
equivalent for these image control functions.
14. Increasing the microscope magnification and fine tuning the amplifier setting 
can reveal dislocations, if present.
15. If no other features than surface related ones are encountered, then beam en­
ergy and beam current need to be altered. As well different areas should be ex­
amined at low and higher magnification, by moving the sample stage, until a 
good EBIC image is visible. The microscope working distance can also be 
changed, or a small bias voltage can be applied to the sample.
16. Steps 14) and 15) can take several hours, especially when a sample is examined 
for the first time.
17. Taking photos of the EBIC micrographs is in principle the same 
as for images in SE-mode, except that the scan rate needs to be 
slower. Because the EBIC image is never fully visible on the 
monitor, the operator is left a bit in the dark about what the final
photo quality will be. This is due to the fact that with the even slower photo 
scan-speed the image quality will improve. A lower filter frequency can also 
be applied, which is not possible for fast scan rates.
18. Distinct lines or shadows along the line-scan direction can appear on screen 
and/or on the photo, which might look like faint dislocation contrast. In order 
to distinguish between real defects and scan-related artefacts, the image on the 
screen should be rotated in a way that scan-direction and dislocation cross un­
der an angle and are not parallel. The same can be done by using the sample 
stage rotation. This is of particular importance for the defect studied here, 
which happen mainly to be long straight lines. For example, an extreme case 
for dislocation lines oriented in three directions is given in Photo 22 of 
Fig.3.15 , but the scan direction for this photo is not parallel to any of the 
dislocations.
19. The focus setting found for the SE-mode might not be the best for an EBIC im­
age, and slight adjustment can improve the image. Only the contrast quality 
will be improved. The absolute signal intensity is to a certain degree insensitive 
to a defocus, even if this focus setting means that the SE-image is out of focus.
20. An increase in contrast can be achieved either by increasing the amplifier sen­
sitivity or by using available video processing features of the microscope. By 
increasing the amplifier sensitivity the input impedance is increased. This im­
pedance might be too large and lead to an undesirable alteration in the sample 
band structure. The S250 has a video processing facility, called expanded con­
trast. By electronically manipulating the video input, faint contrasts can be en­
hanced. The video signal input range is normally in the range of 0 to +1V, 
therefore an input signal of OV will leave the screen dark and an input of IV
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will give maximum brightness. The expanded contrast makes use of only 1/2,
1/4 or 1/8 of the full input range for converting the signal into screen intensity.
In expanded contrast mode 8, an input of +0.125V will already give full inten­
sity on the screen. Signals larger than +0.125V will be reduced in such a way 
that signals between 0.125V and 0.250V will be displayed as 0 and 0.125V 
signals, and similarly for higher values. Therefore, the full input range of IV 
can give a screen signal which contains 8 bright patches. This can be best un­
derstood on an example. Let us assume that the signal has OV at the left side of 
the screen and increases linearly to IV to the right side of the screen. The 
screen will display 8 stripes and each stripe starts on its left side with very dark 
and ends at its right side in maximum brightness, see Fig. 2.8.
Input
signal
Normal
Screen
image
Expanded Contrast 4
Fig. 2.8 The effect of the expanded contrast video facility on a linearly increasing 
input signal. Left, the normal screen image, right, the same input after proc­
essing with expanded contrast 4 and the accompanied video output.
This kind of image processing is only useful when the input signal is over the 
entire scanned area in the range of only one enhancement fraction, say between 
OV and 0.125V. If the signal covers more parts, the final image can have some 
very confusing extra lines which look like contour lines. A viewer who is unfa­
miliar with the system can be distracted by such an image. To make use of this 
tool the amplifier current offset must be controlled very carefully. It is some­
times the only way to achieve a useful image, especially when the EBIC cur­
rent is very small and a higher sensitivity setting of the amplifier leads to a 
change in the input impedance. Fig. 2.9 is a photo taken under expanded con­
trast conditions.
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Fig. 2.9 EBIC micrograph with expanded contrast.
2.3 Quantitative Measurements
Besides taking EBIC micrographs for defect assessment some quantitative measurements 
are possible with the system in Surrey.
♦1)EBIC gain measurements with varying beam energy 
*2)EBIC gain measurements under sample tilt 
♦3)Contrast measurements at defects 
The first method makes use of the energy-dependent penetration range of the electron 
beam into the sample for computing the diffusion length of the sample. This requires the 
knowledge of the EBIC gain of the sample. Therefore, EBIC current and beam current 
must be measured for a given beam energy. Only the S250 is suitable for these measure­
ments. This microscope has the facilities to adjust the beam energy in small steps and to 
display a line scan on the screen. The S I00 can only be used for measurements of sample 
tilt. It does not provide the video facilities for line scans, and has only a few available 
beam energies (25, 15, 10, 5keV).
The following procedure needs to be repeated for every beam energy:
1. Set the beam energy to a certain value and focus on the sample surface in 
SE-mode.
2. Move the sample holder with the X,Y stage control so that the Faraday cup is 
in the centre of the screen and at high magnification the electron beam is en­
tirely inside the Faraday cup.
3. Adjust the beam current with the vernier on the spot size control to a given 
value, usually 0.2nA. Amplifier settings are 12dB, low drift, 3Hz, no offset, no 
bias and In AW. The beam current can be controlled under constant beam con­
dition as well as IpA and has a small drift of 0.5pA/min.
4. Move the sample stage to an appropriate sample position. This step has to be 
repeated several times and it is useful to choose a position which can be easily 
found again, for example by recognising a typical dust pattern on the surface.
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5. At a magnification of 3000 and at TV-mode the EBIC current is recorded.
6. Move back to the Faraday cup, and check, if the beam current has changed.
7. Change beam energy and repeating the steps 3) to 6).
Usually the beam current is very stable with a drift of 1.4% over one hour. If fluctua­
tions or large drift appear, it is necessary to change the filament.
The second method for the EBIC gain measurement under sample tilt is very similar to 
the first method. For this the beam energy is kept constant and the sample is tilted with 
the SEM stage control. Between each tilt adjustment, the beam current is checked as de­
scribed above and EBIC current is measured. It is very difficult to repeat each measure­
ment at the same sample position due to the very large movement of the sample under 
tilt, because the sample itself is a few mm away from the tilt axis and therefore describes 
a large circle during movement. This means a large-scale change in focus. Also the focus 
is not right for all parts of the scanned area at large tilt settings. The height difference be­
tween upper and lower parts of the scanned area can exceed the depth of focus. Moving 
the sample slightly to the left or right can alter the output signal and must be taken into
account for estimating the precision of the measurement.
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2.4 Recording a Line Scan for Contrast Measurements 
and Calibration Procedure
The only way to obtain a quantitative measurement of the dislocation contrast is by pho­
tographing a line scan. A photograph of a single line scan across a defect has no value. 
Because the S250 offers no scaling marks, for neither the scanned distance nor the ampli­
tude, a number of multiple exposures of artificial marks must be taken for each recorded 
line scan.
First of all, it is essential to reduce the brightness of the monitor from which the line 
scans are photographed, otherwise the lines appear on the photograph as a very broad line 
and details in the line scan are lost. A 10% reduction of the setting used for taking images 
is sufficient.
In order to achieve any precision, a calibration procedure is necessary. This is done by re­
cording sample-independent line scans of known currents. First of all the actual line scan 
is photographed, and the amplifier controls are noted. A second exposure, superimposed 
onto the first, with a disconnected amplifier from the SEM, and therefore a line scan of 
value zero, is taken. An exposure of the inverted zero-signal is taken as well. This line 
represents the maximum possible position of a signal on the screen. Finally, a fast full­
screen photo of zero input is taken. This will superimpose only the screen marks of mag­
nification, distance and beam energy, as well as the photo number, but no other informa­
tion because a zero input is equal to a black screen. On the photo are now two straight 
lines, the line scan with the peak at the dislocation position and the normal SEM screen 
marking, as shown in Fig.2.10.
inverted zero line
— line scan 
from sample
--------------------------------------------  ^4 -  zero line
screen
m arkerr^ 2 ^ ^ ,  20kV 0012 
Fig. 2.10 Diagram of a line scan photo
Next, the sample input of the amplifier is disconnected from the sample and left open. 
Then the amplifier sensitivity is changed into the region of the offset current. If the sensi­
tivity is known, and there is no input, it is then possible to read out at the amplifier output 
the current offset. (A PC-connection could give this value immediately).
For an evaluation of the later developed photograph, the response characteristic of the 
video unit must be known. This is a calibration process which needs to be done only 
once. For each possible amplifier sensitivity a number of line scans are superimposed on 
one photograph. The amplifier input is left open and the current-offset control allows one 
to shift the line scan up and down. A schematic diagram of a calibration photo is shown 
in Fig.2.11. Therefore the line scan movement in mm on the photo can be plotted against 
the offset current. In all cases the response is linear. Those calibration plots are necessary
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for all sensitivity settings and all expanded contrast settings. The plots are then used to 
evaluate actual sample current for a given line scan position.
A
mm SnA.
5nA^ zero lines
3nA-^ —
Fig. 2.11 Diagram of a calibration photo.
Also, a further scaling factor needs to be considered. The calibration photos are devel­
oped under a certain magnification between negative film and photographic paper. This 
magnification is different for each film and must be evaluated, simply by comparing the 
distance between the zero and inverted zero line of the recorded line scans with those of 
the calibration photos.
Finally, the actual sample current is equal to the amplifier offset current plus the current 
evaluated from the line scan photograph.
At very high amplifier sensitivities, systematically-constant output offsets need to be 
taken into account.
Hungerford (1987) showed that very long irradiation of one spot or one line can lead to a 
change in contrast at that spot or line. Li, Tsuchiya and Petroff (1990) showed this effect 
for high energy electron beam irradiation (400keV). Beam writing was, on the other 
hand, considered as a possible method for data storage, as shown by Possin (1977).
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2.5 EBIC Micrographs
This chapter shows several EBIC and SE micrographs taken from various samples. These 
photos are representative of the examined samples, and thus are of significance for this 
work. To give an impression of the length scale involved, a few SE micrographs are 
shown whose largest features are in the mm range. SE images at low magnification are 
similar to images from optical microscopes but have a higher depth of field.
Photo 1(01/08) in Fig.2.1 shows a semiconductor laser on its mounting, which also acts 
as a contact to the top layer. Also, the contact wire to the substrate is visible. Photo 
2(01/34) is an enlargement of photo 1. The active region of this laser is positioned along 
the interface between substrate and the semiconductor material see also the diagram in 
Fig.2.1. The EBIC image is shown in Photo 3(01/37) on the left side, and resembles the 
pn-junction. This arrangement of a mounted laser can not be used for EBIC. The interest­
ing top layer of the sample is mounted onto the heat sink, which makes it impossible for 
the electron beam to reach the top layer. In such a lateral view only the position of the 
p-n junction can be seen. In order to image the dislocation a plan view geometry is 
necessary.
l^ ing  area
p-n 
junction
substrate
Fig 2.1 Photos 1-3, SE-image (upper row) and EBIC micrograph of a mounted 
laser.
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A small piece from a wafer mounted on the sample holder is shown in the SE Photo 
4(04/000) of Fig.2.2. The gold contact wire to the top layer is visible at the left. On the 
sample surface close to the contact wire is some silver dag. This arrangement is used in 
all plan view EBIC micrographs.
Fig.2.2 : Photo 4, Sample 
mounted on a sample 
holder for plan view 
imaging.
The damaged facet of a laser is shown in photo 5(042/21) as an SE image. Visible is the 
Z-contrast of broader layers and the damage at the facet due to a high density of defects. 
The bright area in the upper right part of the photo is the sample surface which is 
mounted on a diamond heat sink.
8 , 0 6 K X
5 U M -
15KV WD'12MM 5 : 0 0 0 4 2  P : 0 0 0 2 1
Fig. 2.3: Photo 5: High 
magnification SE- 
image of a damaged 
laser facet.
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Techniques to investigate especially the facet are Raman Scattering (Bragger, 1990), 
EBIC (Fried, 1991). Other SEM techniques can observe thermal effects (Jacubowicz, and 
1993, Jacubowicz et al. 1993 and Robertson et a l  1981).
EBIC: principle and microcraphs:
The electron beam impinges on a semiconductor sample containing a pn-junction or 
Schottky diode. The energy of the electrons in the beam, Ey, typically range from 1 to 
40keV while the minimum energy to create electron hole pairs in a semiconductor, Cj, is 
the band gap energy. Eg, which is of the order of leV. As a result, a single high energy 
electron incident on the semiconductor produces many electron hole pairs, of the order of 
10^  to 10"^  per incident electron. These electron hole pairs are created within the material 
in a volume termed the generation volume. The important carriers here are the minority 
carriers - electrons in the p-type layer and holes in the n-type layer. If the diffusion length 
of the generated minority carriers is long enough, they will diffuse to the p-n junction and 
be swept across it by the strong field present, thus producing a current that can be meas­
ured externally and be used as an image signal.
Photos 6 and 7 (0x/02&0x/03) of Fig.2.4 are SE and EBIC micrographs under low and 
high magnification of a Si(Ge) transistor test structure. Visible in the SE image (left part 
of photo 6) are two contact wires and the edge contrast from thin films which contact 
the emitter, base and collector region of the transistor. Only the upper transistor in the 
image is connected. The EBIC image of this transistor is shown in the right part of the 
photo, and shows the position of the p-n junction. The contrast arises from the different 
thickness of the contact stripes in which the electron beam is more strongly absorbed 
than that in the uncovered parts above the pn-junction. Dirt on the wafer surface also ab­
sorbs the electron beam, and thus affects the EBIC image. This technique finds its appli­
cation in control and testing for integrated circuits.
m s m
Fig.2.4 : Photo 6 & 7; Transistor structure as SE and EBIC image.
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Fig.2.5: PhotoS; Misfit
dislocation network 
under a Schottky 
diode.
An EBIC micrograph representing a defect structure is shown in Fig.2.5 (Photo 8). The 
dark lines represent a network of misfit dislocations in a strained layer sample. In order to 
interpret such an image, the concept of defects, so far as they are relevant for EBIC mi­
croscopy, will be introduced in the next chapter.
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3 Multilayer Materials
3.1 Principles and Concepts of Strained-Layer Epitaxy
Atomic-scale growth control of artificially modulated structures by advanced crystal- 
growth techniques such as molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic chemical 
vapour deposition (MOCVD) has in the last decade extended the frontiers of materials 
science, physics, and semiconductor device performance. The initial focus has been on 
the growth of material combinations with essentially the same crystal lattice parameter 
and structure.
Interest in extending the range of possible material combinations has encouraged experi­
mentation in lattice-mismatched epitaxial structures. In addition to the problem encoun­
tered in lattice-matched epitaxy, the primary extra complication introduced by this extra 
degree of freedom is the introduction of extended defects that attempt to relieve strain in 
the structure.
Wavelength of laser emission, frequency response, and output power of transistors all 
suffered limitations in lattice-matched systems. The availability of device-quality 
strained-layer epitaxy has provided additional flexibility to the design of device struc­
tures, allowing the development of improved electronic and optoelectronics devices, thus 
expanding the applications that electronic and optoelectronic semiconductors devices will 
be able to address in the near future.
Strain serves to modify the bandgap and offers a new range of band offsets and transport 
properties (Adams and O'Reilly, 1992). Some of these properties are sufficiently impor­
tant so that it would be desirable to grow thick layers of this material for device applica­
tions. Unfortunately it is not possible to grow strained layers beyond a critical layer 
thickness because large densities of misfit dislocations are formed to accommodate the 
strain.
Applications of strained-layer epitaxy for the modification of hetero-junction band offsets 
in high-speed and high-frequency electronic-compound semiconductors-device structures 
can be found for electronics-device structures such as:
1. Modulation-Doped Field-Effect Transistors (MODFET)
2. Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors
3. Resonant Tunnelling Oscillator Structures 
and in Optoelectronic-Device Structures such as
1. Quantum-Well LASERS
2. Detectors
3. Modulators.
Semiconductors lasers are an important field for strained-layer devices (Neumark et a l,  
1994). There are three reasons for moving to strained Gain As quantum-well laser struc­
tures. First, specific longer wavelengths with photon energies below the bandgap of GaAs 
can be reached, allowing GaAs to be used as a transparent substrate for fabrication of 
surface-emitting lasers. Emission out to 1.03pm and 1.07pm have been obtained in this 
way. Second, the strain-induced splitting of the valence bands predicted to lower the den­
sity of states in the highest energy valence band permits lasing to occur at lower threshold 
currents than for unstrained lasers. Third, the strain-induced splitting of the valence bands 
results in a reduction in the hole mass in the plane of the junction, which is predicted to 
result in higher speed modulation.
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Materials for lasers must be of very high quality for efficient lasing operation with low 
unintentional impurity concentrations and low defect densities. Laser designs and condi­
tions of growth must be determined such that the presence of the strained material does 
not result in the formation of undesirable defects that may limit performance or opera­
tional lifetime.
Strain Relief in Lattice-Mismatched Epitaxy
In principle, it is possible to grow coherent lattice-mismatched epitaxial structures, where 
the lattice parameter of the deposit is different from that of the substrate. This concept is 
illustrated in Fig.3.1.
a b
t I
o
o
Lattice-matched
o
Strained-layer Dislocated
Fig.3.1 Schematic illustration of (a) lattice-matched heteroepitaxy; (b) coherently 
strained lattice-mismatched heteroepitaxy; (c) relaxed lattic-mismatched 
heteroepitaxy.
In lattice-matched heteroepitaxy (Fig3.1 a), the deposit and the substrate have the same 
lattice parameter, and deposition of the epilayer atoms onto the substrate surface allows 
them to easily locate the potential minima corresponding to the substrate lattice sites, as­
suming they have sufficient thermal energy (depending on the growth temperature) to 
move to the nearest minima. In strained-layer epitaxy (Fig.3.1 b), despite the difference 
in substrate and deposit lattice parameter, deposit atoms are constrained to the substrate 
interatomic spacing in the plane of the interface. A tetragonal distortion of the unit cell of 
the deposit is produced and significant elastic strain energy is stored in the structure. The 
strain produced by accommodation of the lattice mismatch is equal to (a^-aj/a^, where a^  
and a^  are the substrate and epilayer bulk (relaxed) lattice parameter, respectively. This 
relationship assumes effectively that the substrate is of infinite thickness, such that all the 
elastic strain energy is stored in the deposit.
For a given lattice mismatch, the elastic strain energy in the coherent deposit will in­
crease linearly with the substrate thickness. When the strain energy is sufficiently large, it 
will start to be relieved by deformation of the hitherto coherent structure. This process 
occurs via the introduction of slipped regions into the crystal, bounded by line defects
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known as "misfit" dislocations. As shown in Fig.3.1 (c) and Fig.3.2, these effectively re­
move planes o f atoms from the deposit if  the epilayer is of larger lattice parameter than 
the substrate (if the epilayer has the smaller lattice parameter then extra planes will be 
effectively introduced into the deposit). The removal o f these atomic plane increases the 
average spacing between deposit atoms, allowing the epilayer to relax toward its bulk 
structure.
Fig. 3.2 Ball and wire model of an edge dislocation.
It might be expected that there will be a characteristic epilayer thickness (for a given lat­
tice mismatch) at which the transition Ifom coherently strained to relaxed lattice- 
mismatch occurs, or at least dramatically accelerates. The magnitude of this "critical 
thickness", h ,^ will be related to the balance between the relief o f strain energy and the 
extra energy associated with the lattice distortions produced by the misfit dislocations.
A number o f theories have been developed to attempt to describe h  ^ as functions o f the 
elastic mismatch and the elastic constants of an epitaxial system (Dodson and Tsao, 
1987).
Matthews and Blakeslee (1974, 1975) developed models for strain relaxation in epitaxial 
III-V compound semiconductor systems. Relaxation o f the epilayer was predicted to oc­
cur via glide o f the original threading dislocation along the strained interface, as illus­
trated schematically in Fig.3.3.
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Fig. 3.3 A schematic diagram showing the nucléation of misfit dislocations via fixed 
sources and heterogeneous surface half-loop nucléation: left hand side, thread­
ing dislocation at the strained interface, the dislocations in the epilayer glides 
from A to B; right-hand side, substrate surface inhomogeneities.
A geometrical model by Dunstan (1991) predicts the critical thickness inversely propor­
tional to the strain. In this model, strain energy and dislocation energies do not appear 
explicitly.
In addition to a certain density o f substrate dislocations which can create misfit disloca­
tions, there also exists a certain density of inhomogeneities on the substrate surface be­
fore growth, such as particulates, impurities and possible mechanical damages see 
Fig.3.3. A substrate surface inhomogeneity will result in stress concentrations through the 
buffer layer and into the epilayer. The resulting stress concentration lowers the activation 
energy for nucléation of dislocation half-loops from the surface.
Figure 3.4 shows a variety of possible dislocation geometries
1. a substrate threading dislocation which is not affected by the strain at one of the 
strained-layer interfaces
2. a substrate threadingdislocation is bent into a misfit dislocation segment before it 
reaches the sample surface
3. this threading segment is also turned into a misfit segment but has moved to the 
wafer edge or can not be followed to the leading upper threading part if the 
sample is only a small part of the wafer
4. a surface half-loop nucléation
5. at higher lattice mismatch a second lattice orientation is available for glide which 
directions are for (100) growth perpendicular <110> directions.
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EBIC
imaqe
Fig. 3.4 Types of characteristic dislocation geometry’s in strained layers and their 
correspondent EBIC image.
The corresponding EBIC image shows the misfit segment as a straight line and the 
threading dislocation as a circular dot for the upward turning part. The exact condition 
for a visible threading end of a misfit dislocation depends also on the position of the 
space charge region and the imaging condition of the SEM, which was shown by Bergon- 
zoni (1991). Also, the size and shape of the growth area determines the amount of mis­
match in heterostructures (Bedair et al. (1986), Fitzgerald et al. (1989), Watson et al. 
(1993)). The dynamics of misfit dislocation is studied for example by Hull (1991).
Other defect-imaging techniques such as TEM, STEM (Brown, 1985), PL microscopy, 
CE (Higgs, 1994) and XRT can also detect the misfit dislocation and the threading dislo­
cation. DLTS can give information about the energy levels of traps inside the band gap.
This technique has also been combined with EBIC (Agarwald et al. (1994)).
Fritz (1987) pointed out the importance o f the experimental resolution for critical layer 
measurements. EBIC is particular helpful in establishing critical thickness, due to the 
large area (mm^) which can be observed.
The effect on devices is discussed by Holt (1979).
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3.2 Atomic Structure of Covalent Crystals
The space lattice IS face-centred cubic with two atoms per lattice site, one at 0,0,0 and the 
other at 14,14,14, as shown in Fig 3.5. Each atom is tetrahedrally bonded to four nearest- 
neighbours, and the shortest lattice vector 14<110> links a second-neighbour pair. The 
close-packed {111} planes have a six-fold stacking sequence AaBbCcAaBb... . Atoms of 
adjacent layers of the same letter such as Aa lie directly over each other. Perfect disloca­
tions have Burgers vector &6<110> and slip on {111} planes. They usually lie along 
<110> directions at 0° or 60° to the Burgers vector as a result of low core energy in those 
orientations.
[Ill]
[101]
[110]
[Oil]
Fig 3.5 Diamond-cubic unit cell. Illustration of the structure showing the tetrahe­
dral bonds and important crystallographic directions.
^  The space lattice o f the zinkblende structure, the most common 
structure for 111-V semiconductors. 35
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3.3 Lattice Mismatch and Dislocations in III-V Strained
Hetero Structures
It is well known that non-equilibrium, strained structures can be achieved with epitaxial 
growth techniques. This non-equilibrium behaviour is related to the type of dislocations 
and their ability to nucleate and propagate through the structure.
Dislocation Types
It has been generally observed, in many (100) epitaxial Zinc-blende or diamond systems, 
that for low misfit systems (f<~1.5%), most of the misfit dislocations at the interface are 
60° dislocations, and very few threading segments (i.e. misfit dislocations which thread 
through the epilayer to reach the top surface) are present. High misfit systems possess 
many edge dislocations at the interface, and many threading segments in the epilayer as 
well.
The 60° dislocations are able to glide in cubic crystals because the primary slip system is 
<110>{111}, i.e. the slip direction is <110> and the glide plane is {111}. The terminol­
ogy of the 60° dislocations is derived from the angle between the Burgers vector (slip di­
rection, <110>) and the line direction, which is often another <110> which is 60° or 
120° away.
TEM and EBIC are methods of observing the dislocation morphology in the transition 
from low to high misfit in systems such as InGaAs/GaAs. The EBIC technique is not able 
to determine the Burgers vector, which can be done easily by TEM. On the other hand, 
EBIC is able to give information on a larger length scale than TEM.
It is not absolute necessary for the understanding of EBIC to give here a detailed descrip­
tion of the defect nature at interfaces. The interested reader can find more information in 
the relevant literature, for example Fitzgerald (1991).
Possible mechanisms for the formation of 90° dislocations are given by Gosling (1993), 
and the interaction of misfit dislocations at interfaces is described by Lefebvre et al. 
(1991). Only a few combined studies of EBIC and TEM have be performed, in order to 
determine the exact defect type (Ourmazd and Booker (1979), Ourmazd et a l  (1981, 
1982), Petroff et a l  (1980), Heydenreich et a l  (1981), Gowers et a l  (1979) and Wang et 
al  (1994)).
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3.4 EBIC Microscopy on Two Selected Samples
Detailed observation of sample E878
This sample and three more were grown by MOCVD. The composition was varied so 
that the quantum wells had -1.5, -1.75 and -2% strain. Such structures are required for 
semiconductor lasers with a light emitting wavelength of 1.17pm.
— 0
__ 0.25
- -  0.5 
- -  0.6 
— 0.75-
- -  0.85— 
- -  0.95
InP p-i^ pe
InGaAs p-type 
InP 
InGaAsP
* # # # #  - - ' --
InGaAsP n-type 
InP n-type 
InP substrate
JnGaAsP
4QW
^"^^GaAs
Fig.3.6 The layer structure of sample E878, E892, E898, E902.
EBIC micrographs of structures equal to E878 with different strain are shown in photos 9 
to 12 of Fig.3.7. Photo 9(017/10) shows sample E878 with -1.5% strain. Visible are long 
lines which are in a <110> direction and are related to misfit dislocations. The dark dots 
are threading dislocations. Also visible is the inevitable dust on the sample surface. Very 
unusual is the bright contrast in this sample for the misfit dislocations.
Photo 10(040/10) shows sample E892 with -1.5% strain. Here the misfit dislocations 
have a dark contrast. Sample E898 with -1.75% strain is shown in photo 11(040/15), 
again misfit dislocations give a dark contrast. The sample with the highest strain, E902
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with -2.0% strain, is shown in photo 12(040/21). This time no single defects can be re­
solved. The defect density is higher than the resolution of the EBIC method. Only a 
speckle contrast pattern can be resolved. Threading dislocation density and misfit line 
density are given in Table 3.1.
15KV WOi20MM 0 0 0 4 0  P : 0 0 0 1 0
15KU WD: 20MM S : 0 0 0 4 0  P : 000 2  1
15KV WD 20MM S : 0 0 0 4 0  P : 0 0 0 1 5
Fig.3.7: Photos 9 to 12 represent EBIC micrographs of sample E878, E892, E898 
and E902.
Sample E878 E892 E898 E902
strain -1.5% -1.5% -1.75% -2.0%
misfit disk 
line density
375 cm ' 420 cm ’ 760 cm ’ - -
threader
density
6.7'10"cm"
5.7'10'cm"
1.1-lO W
defects white misfit, 
dark threader
dark misfit & 
threader
dark misfit& 
threader
speckley
background
Table 3.1 Dislocation characteristics obtained from EBIC micrographs.
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11mm
wafer
edge
i)
ii)
t
(N
i
Fig 3.8 Schematic arrangement of misfit dislocations in sample E878. Not shown are 
the positions of the threading dislocations.
Sample E878 was cut out of a 2 inch wafer and it includes the wafer edge.
The misfit dislocations are all arranged along one <110> direction. In addition, they can 
extend over the full length of the sample which is 11mm long and 2.5mm width. It was 
possible to make a map of 26 overlapping EBIC micrographs and get a complete image 
of all misfit dislocations in this part of the wafer. This map is not shown here, the neces­
sary reduction in size would make it impossible to see the dislocations. All of the follow­
ing data are taken from this map.
Near the wafer edge a very high density of threading and misfit dislocations was ob­
served. Also, individual misfit dislocations could be followed until they ended at an up­
wards turning threading segment. Those ends have a dark spot at the end of the bright 
dislocation line.
The following behaviour for misfit lines was observed; (Compare with Fig.3.8)
>  i) some lines extend from the wafer edge over the entire sample length
>  ii) some lines start at the wafer edge and are terminated at one point on the sample
>  iii) some lines start at the second sample edge and are terminated at one point on the
sample
>  iv) only a short segment somewhere in the sample is visible.
Observations ii) to iv) show the end of the misfit dislocation, and there is either a black 
spot or the dislocation ends without any detectable change in contrast.
Statistics of misfit dislocation endings and segment length:
The low misfit dislocation density made it possible to investigate the distribution of dis­
location length and the position on the sample with respect to the wafer edge. In the area 
close to the wafer edge, about 2mm broad, the dislocation density becomes so high that it 
is virtually impossible to accurately distinguish between the lines. Therefore, in the 
charts of Fig.3.9 are no values given for that region. Table 3.2 summarises the observed 
relation between misfit segments and the type of misfit ends.
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Le n g t h  di s t r i but ion of  s h o r t  misfi t  s e g m e n t s
0 -2 0 u m  2 0 -4 0 4 0 -6 0  6 0 -8 0  3 0 -1 0 0
s e g m e n t  l e ng t h  [>rm]
0.1-1 m m  1-4m rn
Distribution of "ends" with position on the sample
0=cutted sample edge 
110=wafer edge
l i M
0-10 10 20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80
position
Length distribution of misfit segm ents  
which are terminated at the cutted 
sample edge
25
20
y  15
O’« 10
sam ple edge 
two ends on sam ple
0-10 10 20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 >80
length [mm]
Fig.3.9: Frequency distribution of misfit segment and threading dislocations in sam­
ple E878.
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107 individual misfit segment endings:
26 are white, of which 6 are parts of short misfit segments <100pm long
81 are hlack
13 "short" misfit segments whose 
ends are on the sample end tvpe
6 hlack hlack
1 white white
5 hlack white
1 hlack lost in a crack (remainings from 
handling with a pair of 
tweezers)
94 observed misfit lines
who have only one end on the 
sample
25 misfit lines pass over the whole 
length of the sample
Table 3.2
If lattice mismatch strain was completely relieved by a series of parallel dislocations, the 
mean spacing d between the dislocation would be (Booker et ah, 1978):
d = ^ ,  (3.1)
where b is the Burgers vector of the dislocation b=l/2a<110>, f  is the stress-free lattice 
mismatch and
>  k=l for all edge dislocations
^  k=0.5 for 60® dislocations in (100) specimen (The edge component of the Burgers vec­
tor helps to relieve the lattice mismatch strain.)
>  k=0.3 for 60® dislocations in (110) specimen.
This would give for sample E878 a spacing of -14pm, but the observed spacing is twice 
as much: it is 27pm in average. At some places it is as high as 200pm. Therefore the mis­
match strain is not completely relieved.
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Fig.3.10: Photo 13) Photo 14)
Photo 14 of Fig.3.10 shows a very short misfit segment with one white and one black
end. A white end under high magnification is given in photo 13. Also three threaders are 
visible in photo 13. The diameter for one threader is 1.13pm and they are just distinguish­
able. Therefore, this points out the resolution limit for EBIC. The diameter of the genera­
tion volume at 15keV is about 2.2pm, and its FWHM is about 1.0 pm. This is comparable 
with the diameter of the threader. The black end in photo 16 (Fig.3.11) has a diameter be­
tween 2.0pm to 3.75pm. Other threading ends on the sample are of the same dimensions. 
Many threading dislocations are not perfectly circular dots, which could be caused by the 
following:
1) a badly focused electron beam, so that the beam diameter is large and has an asymmet­
rical shape,
2) the sample is tilted, in this case all black spots must show the same distortion, or
3) the individual threader is inclined to the surface.
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- 0 f X 1 5 KU WD 23MM 3 0 0 0 1 "  P 00W 
1 0 U M --------------------------------2 , 70KX 15KU WD 23MM S 0 0 0 1 7  P 0 0 0 1 2  10UM ------------------
Fig.3.11: Photo 15) photo 16)
Photos 15 and 16 of Fig.3.11 show the ends of a 422pm long misfit segment, which is 
also visible in the eentre of photo 9 (Fig.3.7).
1 / 4 0 K X  1 5KV WD: 36MM S - 0 0 0 2 1  P 0 0 0 1 2
2 0 U M --------------------------------
Fig.3.12: Photo 17) photo 18)
In the lower part of photo 17 are two closely spaced misfit dislocations visible, of whieh 
the bottom one might be a bundle of two or more dislocations, which can not be resolved
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by EBIC. In the upper part of photo 20 (Fig.3.13), more of those dislocation bundles are 
visible. Also, a short misfit segment with two white ends is visible in photo 17. This 
threading dislocation either belongs to the misfit disloeation or is passing by very close 
and can not be separated by EBIC. Observations show that along the misfit dislocation 
line lies a black threader very often, but the contrast value of the misfit segment to the 
left and right of the threader is not affected.
9 0 , 0X 
500UM
WD:16MM
0KA 1 5KV HD 23MM 
UM------------------------------'.m
S 0 0 0 1 7  P 0 0 0 0 6
a m
S : 0 0 0 1 5  P : 0 0 0 0 3
*'
Fig.3.13: Photo 19) photo 20)
Photo 20 shows clearly the spacing between the misfit dislocations, which is on average 
26pm for this photo. This spacing obviously depends on the position on the sample, and 
decreases towards the wafer edge. In some areas this spacing can be as high as 200pm. 
The white ghost image behind the big surface objects and some of the bigger threaders is 
an artefact of the amplifier. In this case the amplifier circuit is saturated and can not re­
spond quickly enough to the large change in current. The extension of these white traces 
depends on the speed with which the electron beam is scanned across the surface, which 
is higher for low magnification, and on the filter time-constant of the amplifier.
The very unusual white contrast of the misfit dislocation requires further investigation. 
Under all imaging conditions where the defects can be made visible, these lines are per­
sistent white, and threading dislocations are dark. Only the absolute contrast value varies 
for different beam energies.
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Sample RMB 1046 (InGaAs/GaAs). (I l l )  growth direction:
The sample structure is given in Fig.3.14.
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Fig 3.14 The structure of sample RMB1046.
Observation at 25keV:
Misfit dislocations are observed in all three possible <110> directions which cross under 
a 60® angle.
The irregularity along the line indicates gettering o f impurities towards the defect.
Due to the very high density of misfit dislocations it is difficult to find misfit dislocations 
which have a defined end. Also, threading dislocations are not found anywhere under 
these imaging conditions. The spaeing of the misfit dislocations is so small that it is diffi­
cult to define a background level, which is necessary for a contrast determination. A line 
scan has a similar appearance to a line scan of white noise. Only the 2D image gives in­
formation about the defect density and orientation. Photos 21 and 22 of Fig.3.15 show 
clearly the broad spectrum of contrasts from very faint lines to deep dark ones.
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25KV WD: 15MM S • 0 0 0 4 8  P : 00031
A# 4 'V ^  
—> Ü^ V^VttÀ-l A * ’ '*TA'A V
'  '
Fig.3.15 Photo 21) photo 22)
Observation at ISkeV:
Only misfit dislocations in one <110> direction are visible. Photo 23 of Fig.3.16 shows 
one of the very few ends of a misfit dislocation with a threader. Notice that the contrast 
for the threading segment is larger than for the misfit segment. Besides the distinguish­
able misfit lines there seem to be a background line pattern in the same direction as the 
misfit dislocations. Lines in the horizontal direction, parallel to the scale marker, are 
artifaets.
The difference in line density and direetion for the two beam energies clearly indieates 
that the deeper interface is the one with the higher misfit dislocation density. The penetra­
tion range in GaAs at 25keV is about 2pm, and at 15keV it is 0.8pm.
Comparing the EBIC micrographs with Fig.3.14 (the sample structure) indicates that 
threading disloeations from the substrate are turned over into misfit dislocations at the in­
terfaces elosest to the substrate. Only a few threaders are left to be bent at the higher in­
terfaces. Therefore the misfit dislocation density is lower at those interfaces. The 
structure is very effeetive in turning threading dislocations into misfit dislocations, so that 
under imaging conditions for the upper interfaces hardly any threading dislocations are 
detectable, as can be seen in photo 23.
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1 5 K U  WD 1 6MM
Fig.3.16 Photo 23) photo 24)
Reported EBIC studies on misfit dislocations in the literature:
Interfacial misfit dislocations have been investigated by a few researchers. Radzimski et 
al. (1988) compared EBIC micrographs with X-ray topography on GaAsP-InGaAs 
strained layer superlattices. X-ray topography confirmed that the ends of misfit disloca­
tion are either threading substrate dislocations bent at one of the internal interfaces, or the 
leading segment of the misfit dislocation (compare with Fig.3.8). Also, short misfit dislo­
cations have been identified as half-loop dislocations nucleated at the substrate/layer 
interface.
In another paper, Radzimski (1992), recombination at clean and decorated misfit disloca­
tions in Si(Ge) structures was investigated. Defect energy levels have been determined 
from the temperature dependence of the defects. Also, it was shown that clean disloca­
tions do not give a detectable contrast at room temperature. The contrast can be increased 
by decoration with Cu or Au or by cooling down to 120 K.
Hamaguchi et al (1988) investigated the onset of misfit dislocations in a InGaAs/GaAsPa 
strained layer structure with EBIC and X-ray topography. EBIC was used to determine 
the value of the critical layer thickness for the constituent layers of the strained layer 
structure. Misfit dislocations and substrate dislocations threading through the strained 
layers without being bent have been observed. They pointed out that if threading disloca­
tions are not on the slip plane, they can not bend at the interfaces (Matthews, Mader, 
Light, 1970).
Petroff et al. (1980) applied simultaneously EBIC, CL and STEM in a STEM to 
GaAlAsP epitaxial films on GaAs with a total thickness of 1.5pm. They showed, that 
misfit dislocations parallel to [110] and [iTO] with a Burgers vector at an angle of 60° 
with the dislocation line act as recombination centres. Dislocations with an edge character
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and a Burgers vector parallel to [110] in the plane of the interface gave no EBIC or CL 
contrast. Those electrically-neutral edge dislocations are always found to originate from 
the interaction of two 60° dislocations.
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3.5 White Contrasts Described in the Literature 
3.5.1 Gettering Phenomena
The interaction between impurities and dislocations in semiconductors results in a cloud 
of electrically active point defects around the dislocation, the so-called 'Cottrell- 
atmosphere'. Thus, dislocations are correlated with the spatial variation of electrical mate­
rial parameters. Impurity aggregation at dislocations has been investigated using various 
methods such as IR-absorption, photoluminescence, EBIC and TEM, mainly for Si 
materials.
Eckstein et al. (1986) investigated impurity aggregation at dislocations in GaAs with 
EBIC and CL. For this, copper was evaporated onto the backside of the specimen and a 
heat treatment followed. After copper diffusion into the specimen they observed an in­
crease in EBIC and CL contrast profiles along dislocations. The effective capture radius 
r^ fj. went up from 60...100nm to 120..160nm and a reduction in the diffusion length for 
the bulk material was found.
Gettering effect observed with EBIC has been reported by Bode et a/.(I986), de Coteau 
et a l (1990), Higgs et a/.(1991) and Kittler et a l (1994). A few studies are worthwhile to 
describe in more details, because they help to understand the observed contrast in sample 
E878.
3.5.2 Bright Areas around Dislocations due to Gettering
Fell, Wilshaw and De Coteau (1993) studied the gettering of impurities to dislocations 
and other extended defects in silicon, and how quantitative values for the energy level po­
sition and concentration of the resulting electronic states can be determined when the 
Wilshaw model of recombination is obeyed.
Dislocations are very effective gettering sites for impurities and therefore are always 
likely to be decorated to a certain extent. Dislocation-impuity interaction is a major cause 
of dislocation recombination activity.
Gettering of impurities to extended defects can be detected by EBIC in two ways
1. by a decrease in the electrical activity of the bulk material
2. by an increase in the electrical activity of the defect
Fell et al observed the former effect as the "dot and halo" type contrast where electrically 
active impurities are gettered to a defect from the surrounding area, thus increasing the 
carrier lifetime within the gettered zone. This increase in lifetime results in a bright EBIC 
contrast "halo" around the darker contrast electrically active defect.
EBIC is only very sensitive to changes in carrier lifetime in this way when the diffusion 
length of the material is of the same order or smaller than the maximum incident electron 
beam penetration depth, which is typically only a few p.m. The "dot and halo" effect is 
rarely found in silicon where diffusion lengths are normally much larger. By contamina­
tion with a relatively slow diffusing transition metal such as chromium and iron, very 
short charge carrier diffusion lengths can be obtained if the impurity atoms are quenched 
onto interstitial sites which have a high recombination efficiency. Under these conditions 
Fell et al observed such a "dot and halo" gettering effect in silicon. They found this
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effect at a SiGe/Si misfit dislocation network. Higgs et a l (1991) did not observe a halo 
type contrast.
Kittler et a l (1991a, b) observed a brighter area around grain boundaries and defect ag­
glomeration in polycrystalline silicon after ampoule annealing followed by quenching in 
water. The width of the bright zone depended on the cooling rate and was larger for 
slowly cooled samples. Such images not only provide evidence that gettering has taken 
place but also give some idea of the diffusion distance of the impurities as well, with the 
width of the bright getter zones depending on the rate with which the material was 
quenched.
These "dot and halo" effects are difficult to produce in material contaminated with quick 
diffusing elements in which fewer impurity atoms can be quenched onto electrically ac­
tive interstitial sites before reaching a gettering site such as a dislocation, precipitate or 
surface. Also, for materials with a slow diffuser, at slow cooling rates precipitation is ob­
served at dislocation rather then "dot and halo" getter zones.
3.5.3 Insulator-Semiconductor Interface Effects
Gates and Griffith (1975) report impurity redistribution during thermal oxidation in the 
n-channel transistor of SOS/CMOS, which can result in an inversion of silicon material 
type (from p to n) along the island edge and extending from drain to source. This inverted 
island edge produces excessive drain-to-source current leakage. Impurity redistribution in 
SOS results in the accumulation of donors and depletion of acceptors near the Si-SiO^ in­
terface. An inverted region in the n-channel FET would produce a junction at the bound­
ary of the region. In the EBIC image the bright junction can be seen extending along the 
edges of the silicon island. In other words the extra bright contrast in those images comes 
from an extra p-n junction which developed along a given sample structure.
SiO
(lOO)Si
b)
Fig. 3.17 a) Cross-sectioned view through the gate region of the n-channel FET. 
The inverted edges (Np-N^>0) are located at regions A. b) Image as given hy 
the SEM micrograph; D: Drain, S: Source, G: Gate. The arrows indicate the 
presence of n-type material extending along the island edge.
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3.5.4 White Contrast of Defects in Ni Contaminated
Si/Si(Ge) Structures
Radzimski et al. (1993) and Zhou et al. (1993) investigated with EBIC a network of in- 
terfacially confined misfit dislocations in hétéroépitaxial Si(Ge) on Si structures. A sur­
face conductivity type inversion was achieved by controlled contamination with Au and 
Ni metallic impurities introduced by diffusion from onto the bottom side evaporated thin 
metal layers. Thermal annealing took place at temperatures from 400®C to 1130°C for 30 
seconds. A wide spectrum of Au and Ni decoration, ranging from light decoration up to 
the formation of large precipitates was achieved. Only at annealing temperatures above 
800°C, impurities are gettered at the top surface and alter the electrical properties of the 
surface to the point where a conductivity inversion occurs. (A surface inversion was also 
found after hydrogen implantation by Zhou et al. (1991).) Following a 1130°C annealing 
a strong EBIC signal is collected far beyond the Schottky contact for both Ni and Au 
decorated samples. The signal collected beyond the contact area can only arise from a 
built-in field in a fashion similar to the electric field of a Schottky contact.
The misfit dislocations appear as dark lines in all Au diffused samples, whereas they are 
white or dark in the Ni sample annealed at high or moderate temperatures, respectively. 
These white lines have a diffuse appearance and a line width of about 5pm, with no cen­
tral dark contrast.
Radzimski et al. give three possible reasons for the defect enhancement of the EBIC sig­
nal (bright contrast):
(i) A local improvement of diffusion length occurs via gettering of impurities at the ex­
tended defects. In this case, the EBIC contrast should show a dark spot or line at the core 
of the defect surrounded by a bright zone corresponding to the improved region of semi­
conductor. But their EBIC micrographs show no such dark lines and this explanation was 
dismissed.
(ii) The creation of a built-in electric field around the defect which attracts minority carri­
ers. As a result, an additional charge collection takes place at the defect. The detection of 
this signal component requires a contact to the defect space charge region by a metal 
electrode to facilitate current flow in the EBIC experiment. No such connection exists in 
the studied samples.
(iii) The contrast is not attributed to the inherent electrical activity of dislocations, but 
arises from different conditions of observations (potential configuration). The Ni- 
precipitates form NiSi^ pyramids at the surface, 1pm wide and 0.5pm deep, as confirmed 
by TEM. (Other precipitate structures are given by de Coteau, 1990.) Each of these pyra­
mids makes a Schottky type contact creating a localised space charge region in the un­
derlying silicon. If the density of the precipitates is high enough, then their space charge 
region can overlap and form a continuous layer of the surface electric field. This continu­
ous near-surface layer would have a negative potential.
This last explanation seems not to be very satisfactory. If only an extra surface space 
charge region can invert the signal polarity, no dark contrast from any defects should be 
detected, because recombination at a defect means in this case a bright contrast. On the 
other hand large precipitates show a clear dark contrast in the EBIC micrographs along 
with the white contrast from the misfit dislocations.
The authors dismissed possible explanation (i) on the ground that no dark lines at the core 
of the defect have been detected. My Monte Carlo simulation showed that under certain
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circumstances a line scan and therefore an EBIC micrograph does not necessarily show 
such a dark centre contrast, see for example Fig.5.44. As in this case, where gettering 
plays a crucial role in the explanation of the white contrast, it is sufficient to assume that 
during the annealing the misfit dislocation attracted most of the Ni contamination and in­
creased the diffusion length around the dislocation.
3.5.5 Junction irregularities in Bipolar Transistors
Bull and Ashburn (1980) investigated the behaviour of 60° defects in silicon shallow 
junction bipolar transistors. The EBIC signal was collected across the emitter-base junc­
tion as well across the base-collector junction (Ashburn et a l, 1979). Junction depth were
0.5pm and 0.8pm and were fabricated by a diffusion process. Dislocation depth has been 
determined with HTEM. Two types of defects have been found which could give under 
certain current collecting conditions white contrast, see Table 3.2 and Fig.3.18.
I
oo
o
Emitter
Base
Collector
Type A Type B
Fig. 3.18 Schematic diagram of the dislocation and junction irregularities responsi­
ble for the type A(depth ~0.42pm) and type B (depth ~0.6pm) contrast effect.
contrast
type
E/B junction: zero 
bias
8keV 15keV
E/B junction: 
reverse bias
C/B junction
E/B
short-circuit
reverse bias
A Black Black Black, Black & 
white halo
White no effect 
White
B zero or weak Black 
black
White White no effect 
White
1) 2) 3)
Table 3.2 Contrast obtained under the different current-collecting conditions used 
in this work.
to 1) At beam energies low enough to ensure that all electron-hole pairs are generated in 
the emitter, these dislocations would not give rise to any contrast. For a 8keV beam the 
maximum penetration range in silicon is about 1pm, but the maximum carrier generation
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occurs at 0.33pm. At higher beam energies the dislocations in the base may give rise to 
black contrast by acting as recombination centres. The contribution to the contrast from 
the dislocation-associated junction irregularities is sufficiently small to be undetected.
If the diffusion length is longer relative to the junction depth such that most of the holes 
reach the emitter-base junction, the irregularities will give rise to a stronger contrast than 
would be observed if the diffusion length is relatively short.
to 2) Localised breakdown is occurring along those lengths of dislocation lying within the 
reverse biased E/B depletion region. Varker and Ravi (1973) found a pre-avalance break­
down characteristic at high reverse biased junctions and correlated this to carrier genera­
tion at stacking faults.
to 3)All contrast from the emitter is removed, and a local increase in base width, due to 
local retardation of the emitter diffusion, gives rise to white contrast because the collected 
current is locally higher (Ashburn and Bull, 1979). EBIC on bevelled devices showed 
that the E/B junction is locally shallower where the 60° dislocation lie near to the 
junction.
Bull and Ashburn draw the conclusion that the dislocations may be acting as either 
sources or sinks for the condensation of point defects involved in the diffusion of the 
phosphorus. These point defects are self-interstitials and they could be absorbed by the 
growing dislocations and thus cause a local retardation of the phosphorus diffusion front.
This example of detected white contrast in EBIC micrographs is the only documented 
case in the literature where the contrast can appear without applying a bias voltage in a 
device with a p-n junction. Other detected white EBIC contrasts are mainly seen under 
reverse bias conditions (Lesniak and Holt (1983, 1985), Neve (1966), Donolato (1977)), 
or at defects and grain boundaries outside a Schottky diode area (Ziegler, 1982). The 
white contrast may also be related to an extra p-n junction along a certain sample struc­
ture, mainly in transistors (Jakubowitcz and Habermeier,1985 and Augustus, 1979). Also, 
some white contrasts are only found at low temperatures (Kimerling, 1977) or after long 
beam irradiation (Wjlshaw, 1994). It is more common to find signals close to the area of 
a Schottky diode (Alexander et a l, 1990 and Radzimski, 1991). A dot and halo contrast 
type at small defect clusters was observed by Dishman (1979), Heydenreich (1979) and 
Farrow (1987).
Conclusions
Many observations of white contrast have been made but none of those described in the 
literature is of the type seen in sample E878. Many are not related to extended regular de­
fects such as misfit dislocations, they appear predominantly at localised spots. However, 
most of their explanations have in common a relation to getter effects.
In order to find a satisfying explanation of the observed white contrast in sample E878 
the existing EBIC contrast theory needs to be exploited. This is done in the next chapter.
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4 EBIC Theory
4.1 Basic EBIC Principle
The first EBIC observation in an SEM was made by Everhart in 1958 (PhD Thesis) 
where the beam-induced conductivity on either side of a p-n junction in Ge was reported. 
Everhart coined the term EBIC. In 1963 Lander et al published the first EBIC contrast 
photograph which depicted a dislocation network on {111} slip planes in Si.
This section gives a brief, qualitative discussion how EBIC works in ideal defect free ma­
terial. All proposed models are only valid in homogenous materials. EBIC measurements 
are made from many different geometries with different relationships between the elec­
tron and the charge collecting junction.
Electron hole pairs are created by the electron beam within the material in a volume 
termed the generation volume. The important carriers here are the minority carriers - 
electrons in the p-type layer and holes in the n-type layer. If the diffusion length of the 
generated minority carriers is long enough, they will diffuse to the p-n junction and be 
swept across it by the field present, thus producing a current that can be measured 
externally.
The average pair production energy, e^ , can be obtained from the phenomenological 
model by Klein (1968), which gives
e=2.8E+1.3. (4.1)
where E„ the band gap energy of the material.
Using the value of e^  for the appropriate material the gain, G, or current multiplication in 
the EBIC process is given by
G = -^ ( l- f ) r | . (4.2)
The term (l-f) accounts for energy loss due to backscattering, f  depends on the material 
and impact angle, (l-f) ~ 0.77,... 0.9; r\ is the efficiency with which the charge is col­
lected by the junction (always <1). If all the charge is collected, then rj=l. Unfortunately, 
values for (l-f) are not explicitly given for EBIC, rather it is the backscattering coeffi­
cient of a sample that is measured, which does not exactly reflect the beam interaction 
with the solid.
The spatial distribution of the minority carriers is in part determined by the so-called 
generation function g(r), which is the number of electron hole pairs generated per unit 
time as a function of position within the semiconductor, see Fig. 4.1. The actual carrier 
distribution results from multiple scatter events of the beam electron inside the target, but 
this process can not be described in a simple analytical expression.
Fig. 4.1 Schematic illustration of the generation volume.
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Therefore, approximations have been made in order to describe the distribution, of which 
many make use of the radial symmetry. The beam parameter often used in characterising 
g(r) is the range, R, which is a measure of the penetration of the beam and the associated 
generated carriers.
The range or the extent of electron penetration into the semiconductor does not have a 
unique definition. Different definitions of electron range exist and energy-range formulae 
are closely related to the experiments from which the range has been extrapolated. Those 
experiments measure the transmission of electrons through thin films, T(x). The most im­
portant definitions are as follows:
1. Bethe Range Rg: This quantity is the mean free path length of electron trajecto­
ries. Integration over the energy loss relation (see for example Eq. (5.Bethe)) and
extrapolation to E=0 results in the Bethe range. Rg = ® j  dE
2. Maximum electron range R^ ^^ : For this the foil thickness must be varied in very 
small steps to determine the thickness for which no transmission can be measured. 
Or the electron energy has to be varied for a constant mass-thickness.
3. Extrapolated Ranges Rg and R^ : The linear part of T(x) at medium mass-thickness 
can be extrapolated and the intersection with the axis is then the extrapolated 
range Rg. Similarly, this procedure can be applied in a plot T versus E for a con­
stant foil thickness x, resulting in R^ .
4. From computer simulations of beam trajectories the range is deduced as the maxi­
mum depth for which trajectories have been followed.
Often the range is expressed as a function of the beam energy E  ^ (the range-energy rela­
tion) in the form
R = ik E “ , (4.3)
where p is the density, k is a constant, and a  can vary from 1.2 to 1.8, depending upon 
the incident electron energy, atomic number and definition of R, similar for k.
The generation function is a very important quantity, and several models ranging from 
simple 1-D versions to more elaborate 3-D models give approximations.
Everhart and Hoff (1971) propose a universal energy dissipation curve (the same as the 
electron hole pair generation curve) based on measurements that depend on Rq and a nor­
malisation expression. Rq is the Griin range or Bohr-Bethe range, a theoretically derived 
expression. The polynomial expression for the energy dissipation is of the form
X{y) = 5.69y3 -  12.40y^ + 6.21y + 0.60 0 < y < 1.1 (4.4)
where y=z/Rg and z is measured form the surface. X does not go to zero at Rq but rather 
at 1.1 Rg. Also l(y) is normalised such that
I.IRG
J ^  1 • (4.5)
0
The actual maximum range of charge generation is even larger and according to Shea et 
al. (1978) is about 1.2Rq.
The Equation (4.4) was originally derived only for electron energies between 5 and 
25keV and atomic numbers between 10 and 15.
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Other, simpler, models of the generation function, g(r), have been used. The simplest 
case assumes that all the charge is generated at a depth Zq corresponding to some fraction, 
1/2 or 1/3 of the range
g =  g o ô ( z - z o )  . (4.6)
This model has the advantage that for certain problems analytical solution can be ob­
tained. Another model assumes that the generation is proportional to a Gaussian 
distribution,
g = K • cos 0 • exp j  • (4.7)
The origin from which r is measured is the point at which the beam enters the surface, 
and 0 is measured with respect to the beam direction and a is a constant («1/2R) (David­
son and Dimitriadis, 1980).
Another form is the sum of a Gaussian and exponential.
g = A • exp - B - e x p [ - - ^ |  , (4.8)
where u=pz/R, z is the depth and A, B, b and Uq depend on the material of interest. Wu 
and Wittry (1978), Kyser (1971), Donolato (1982a) and Oelgart and Scholz (1983) give 
example of this model.
From basic scattering theories it is possible to simulate the beam trajectories on a com­
puter and deduce from the simulation the form of the generation volume, this is explained 
in more detail in chapter 5 which describes the Monte Carlo model.
One method of visualising the distribution is to look at a side view intensity profile given 
by radiation of N^gas under low pressure irradiated by an electron beam (Cohn (1970)).
For the samples used in this work, which are multilayer structures, there is a problem. 
Each layer has a different effect on the generation volume, for two reasons. First, each 
layer composition has as a bulk material its own penetration range and, second, the band 
gap energy is different and consequently from equation (4.1), the amount of generated 
electron hole pairs is different. If, and how, such a structure can be described with a sin­
gle generation function will be shown in chapter 4.6.
The equation governing the behaviour of the minority carriers once they are generated is 
the diffusion equation. Its general form, say, in p-type material is
D V ^ r ) - $  + g ( r ) = '^ ,  (4.9)
where D is the electron diffusion constant, n(r) is the excess electron concentration, and 
T(r) is the local minority carrier lifetime. Under steady-state conditions the right-hand 
side of Equation (4.9) is zero. Only for time dependent measurements, where a beam 
blanking unit in the SEM is used, need the term 3n(r)/3t be considered (Zimmerman 
(1972), Kuiken (1976), Kamm and Bemt (1978), von Roos (1979), von Roos (1980), 
Fuyuki and Matsunami (1981), Ourmazd et al (1981), Pietzsch and Rodemeier (1981), 
Pietzsch (1982), Romanowski and Wittry (1986a, b), Jakubowicz (1985b) and Mohr 
(1992)). In general T(r) is a function of position, as for example when defects occur. 
Variation in x are a principal source of the contrast in EBIC micrographs.
In addition to Equation (4.9), boundary conditions must be imposed to define the solu­
tion. A typical geometry is that of the electron beam incident through the barrier, see Fig. 
4.2(a). The boundary condition for this case is that n(r)=0 at the junction. The number of
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carriers collected per unit time is obtained by integrating the vertical carrier flux over the 
surface to obtain
= e x p | ^ ^ j = 0  , (4.10)
which Donolato calls the charge collection probability, i.e. the current due to a unit 
source at the point r at a depth Zg. Multiplying the source strength g (number of carriers 
generated per second) at each point by the collection probability O and integrating over 
the generation volume gives the EBIC current in "perfect", defect free material:
^  J j  j  g(l)exp f Y  jdxdydz = j  j  J  dz exp jg(x,y,z)dxdy (4.11)
where g(r) can be obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation or, for example, by scaling the 
Everhart and Hoff depth distribution function by multiplication by GI^ . By symmetry this 
is essentially a one-dimensional problem so:
I p = j r d z  e x p f^ ig (z |,  Jo uz CA i — igvzi, (4.12)
this is the EBIC current collected by a Schottky barrier in defect-free material, z is the 
normal distance from the junction.
Fig. 4.2 Basic geometries of observation of electrical barriers in semiconductors:
(a) Schottky surface barrier in plan-view geometry, (b) buried p-n junction in 
plan-view, (c) edge on Schottky barrier, (d) edge on p-n junction. The width of 
the space charge region is denoted by W.
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EBIC applied for the measuring of transport properties in semiconductors then reduces to 
solving Equations (4.9) and (4.12). Of course, EBIC micrographs can be interpreted with­
out any calculations, if one is purely interested in defect characterisation or device 
control.
p-type
p-n junction
Space 
charge 
(^) region
n-type
Fig. 4.3 Actual sample geometry of some samples studied in this work.
In a real p-n structure, Fig.4.3, the contribution to the current comes from three regions:
(a) the base layer, (b) the space-charge region, and (c) the top or surface layer. If the base 
is thick compared to the penetration depth and diffusion length, the first term can be cal­
culated with the help of Equation(4.12). For the second region, it is generally assumed 
that all the charge generated in the space-charge region is collected. This is because the 
built-in voltage sweeps the charge out in a time short compared to the lifetime. This is 
equivalent to using Equation (4.12) with the exponential set equal to 1, i.e. L » z , and 
performing the integration over the appropriate region. For the top layer equation (4.12) 
can also be employed, this time in the form.
1 = 1
Zd exp - (Z p -z )
L
g(z)dz (4.13)
Possin and Kirkpatrick (1979b) investigated the case of not uniformly doped layers and 
considered the effect of the built-in electric field due to the doping gradient as well as the 
effect of doping dependent mobility, by expanding the continuity equation. Despite ap­
plying the simple polynomial form, equation (4.4), for the one-dimensional generation 
function, they had to rely on numerical integration.
Applications:
For life time measurements with the EBIC technique see, for example, Berz and Kuiken
(1976), Possin and Kirkpatrick (1979a). Transport properties such as the diffusion length 
have been measured with the EBIC technique by van Opdorp (1974), Oelgart et al. 
(1981), loannau (1982), Castaldini ( 1987), Cavalcoli (1991, 1993, 1994) and 
Hakimzadeh (1992). Also the temperature dependence of the diffusion length has been 
measured, see Kittler et al. (1986). The depth of a p-n junction was measured by Chi
(1977) and Kittler (1983).
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4.2 Phenomenological Defect Theory after Donolato
The appearance of dark lines is attributed to enhanced recombination at dislocations and 
other extended defects. Defects are modelled phenomenologically as reducing the minor­
ity carrier lifetime from the bulk value Xq to a smaller value x' inside a volume F, see Fig. 
4.4
Surface0
Z
Fig. 4.4 Plan view of charge collection by a Schottky barrier over a region contain­
ing a defect of volume F and lifetime x'.
The starting point for the theory is the calculation of the EBIC current in perfect material, 
Ip, for example under a thin Schottky barrier. The linear theory of Donolato (1978/79, and 
following papers published from 1979 to 1994) assumes that the carrier density, p ,^ is not 
significantly reduced in the volume, F, of reduced lifetime round the defect. If the defect 
is assumed to be point like and much smaller than the generation volume, then the net 
carrier generation rate can be written:
% ) = g(r)V-(l/x ')pp(r)F, (4.14)
where V is the total volume, and the EBIC current can be written with O, the charge col­
lection probability given by:
I(x,y) = jG(r)<D(z)dV 
= Ip-{l/T ’ )JpPp(r)<I>(z)dV = Ip-I*(x ,y) , (4.15)
where 1^ is the current that would be collected in perfect material and T is the reduction 
in EBIC current at the defect. The contrast profile is defined to be
i*(x,y) = ^ - ^ ,  (4.16)
while the maximum contrast as usually defined is given by
^  0 p-lo)
where I„ is the minimum EBIC current at the defect and
I *(x,y) = (l/x’)Jp Pp(r)dV
(4.17)
(4.18)
Donolato's model of recombination at a point defect was extended by him to line defects 
and was used to generate the first computer simulations of series of EBIC images for
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increasing beam voltages (Donolato and Klann, 1980). In this simulation, the generation 
function g(r) was treated as a homogenous spherical volume.
Linear dislocation EBIC contrast theory
Dislocations are represented by cylindrical columns of cross section along the line, 
Gj=7ir/, where r^  is the radius of the cylindrical column, F, around the dislocation. Hence 
dV=Gjdl and
r  = (Gd/T’)Jj Pp(r)dl = yjj pp(r)dl , (4.19)
where y=(G/x') (cmVs) is the strength or line recombination velocity of the dislocation. 
It is the property of the individual dislocation that determines the magnitude of contrast 
produced. Therefore, the contrast is proportional to the defect strength y,
C  ~  im ax ~  y  ' Ji P p ( f ) ^ ’
The concept of defect recombination strength was introduced by Donolato (1978/79) for 
a point defect. This was extended by Kittler and Seifert (1981) to the point-like defect 
characterised by a reduced diffusion length L'<L. L is the value far from any defect in 
"perfect" material. The point-like defect consists of an accumulation of statistically dis­
tributed, non-interacting recombination centres. The dimension of the defect, r^ , was as­
sumed to be small compared with L or the distance of the defect from the charge 
collecting barrier. The strength of such point-like defects is given by
. (4.20)
where L'^=Dx', D the diffusion constant.
The dislocation can then be regarded as a row of point-like defects. Under the condition 
that the diameter of this dislocation pipe of reduced diffusion length material is small 
compared to both the defect-barrier distance and to the diffusion length, the dislocation 
strength can then be expressed in the form:
1 1 ^y=7trd
(4.21)
Kittler and Seifert assumed that (L'/L)^«l and that it was possible to express the reduced 
lifetime in the form
T’=(NrOrVth)“' ,
where the subscript r indicates values for the deep recombination centres assumed to be 
responsible for the EBIC contrast, and v^  ^ is the thermal velocity of the carriers. Thus 
they assumed it was possible to express the dislocation strength in the form,
y=7irdNrarVth/D
= nrGrV{j^ /D , (4.22)
where n^  is the line density of recombination centres along the dislocation.
Once a contrast is measured, it is possible to calculate the defect strength for the observed 
defect, but it is not possible to give values for the radius r^  or the lifetime x' at the defect, 
because y is a combination of both.
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Paseman (1981) and Paseman et al (1982) extended Donolato's first-order approximation 
and considered the contrast in the n-th response of the excess minority carriers to the de­
fect. The author obtains an expression for non-linear corrections which are between 10 
and 20% different to the first-order approximation, depending on the defect radius, x^ , 
and diffusion length. But the calculation is done only for a point-like excitation source at 
the surface. A more general treatment of higher order effects for a more realistic genera­
tion volume does not exist. It is therefore difficult to estimate how important higher order 
effects are. Such effects have not been taken up in my work.
Surface recombination
Boundaries, such as the surface, have an influence on the minority carrier concentration, 
n(r), which is described by the condition
/X u/N f D/vs for r at the surface 1
q(r) = b ( 4 ^ j  b(r) = { ^ the junction } ’ ("'23)
where v^  is the surface recombination velocity.
The influence of surface recombination on the contrast is only strong if the dislocation is 
located near the surface (Paseman, 1981).
Consequences for white contrasts
So far the phenomenological theory can describe recombination which leads to a dark 
contrast for defects in EBIC micrographs. And the theory can give the dislocation 
strength from a measured defect contrast. Due to the nature of the theory, which assumes 
a shorter lifetime at the defect than in the bulk material, it is impossible to have a higher 
EBIC gain at the defect. If one makes the assumption, that the lifetime x' in a given part 
of the sample is higher than the bulk lifetime, because of, perhaps, doping fluctuations, 
then it is possible to collect a larger EBIC current at that area. But the observed white 
lines in the EBIC micrographs correspond to misfit dislocations and must be related to a 
normal defect correlated reduction in carrier lifetime. Therefore, this model is not suffi­
cient to explain the observed bright contrast at misfit dislocations in sample E878. 
Changes of the bulk material in the vicinity of the defect and still inside the generation 
volume are not included in this theory. The effect of a space charge around the defect is 
taken up in the next chapter.
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4.3 Contrast Model for Dislocations
4.3.1 Kinetics of the Recombination Process
Injection Level
'What effect does have the generation of electron-hole pairs onto the carrier concentration 
of the semiconductor?' In order to answer this question one has to look at the carrier den­
sity of the semiconductor.
Under equilibrium conditions the product of majority and minority carrier concentrations 
must equal The majority carrier concentration approximately equals the dopant con­
centration, for example ND=10^^cm'\ Hence
n„o=10‘W l
The first subscript refers to the type of the semiconductor. The subscript, 0, indicates an 
equilibrium quantity. Thus n^ g and p„o denote the electron and hole concentrations, re­
spectively, in an n-type semiconductor in equilibrium. A penetrating beam electron intro­
duces excess carriers of both types into the semiconductor, in equal concentration in 
order to preserve space-charge neutrality. The amount of carriers introduced by the elec­
tron beam can be estimated as follows:
A beam current of Ibg^ j^ =0.2nA and 20keV consist of n=I^ g^ /^q electrons, n=1.24*10^s'k 
Each beam electron generates, in an GaAs sample with a carrier generation energy of 
Egjj=4.24eV, m=20,000eV/4.24eV, m=4.7*10^ electron hole pairs. The volume in which 
those carriers are generated can be assumed, to first order, to be a conical volume with a 
base radius of 1.8pm and a height of 2pm, V=6.7*10'^^cm\ From this the carrier genera­
tion rate per second inside the volume for a homogeneous distribution is given by 
g=n*mW, g=8.6*10^^cm'\ In order to get the carrier density, the diffusion equation un­
der steady state condition has to be used
j  +  g =  =  0 (4.24)
where x is the minority carrier lifetime, x=10‘^ s, and, D, is the diffusion constant, 
D=220cm^s‘k If the diffusion term is neglected, the carrier density is given by p(r)=g*x, 
and is equal to 8.6* 10‘^ cm'^ .
Therefore the minority carrier concentration is increased to 10^  ^ cm' .^ Although at the 
same time lO^ c^m'  ^majority carriers are added to the semiconductor, this concentration 
of electrons is negligibly small in comparison to the concentration of electrons already 
present in the n-type semiconductor. Thus, while the magnitude of the change in the con­
centration of electrons is the same as the change in the concentration of the holes, the per­
centage change in electron concentration is negligible. This condition, in which the 
excess carrier concentration is negligibly small in comparison to the doping concentration 
Nj3=10’^ cm‘\  i.e. An=Ap« N^, is referred to as low-level injection, and the numbers here 
are typical for normal operating conditions of the microscope.
Recombination-generation through intermediate centres
Imperfections within the semiconductor disrupt the perfect periodicity of the crystal lat­
tice, and as a result introduce energy levels into the forbidden gap much as donor and ac­
ceptor impurities do. These energy levels then act as "stepping-stones" in the transition of
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electrons and holes between the conduction and valence band. The probability of transi­
tion depends on the size of the step, imperfections can make such a transition more prob­
able and, therefore, it can exert a drastic influence on the lifetime in the semiconductor. 
The theory of the recombination-generation process taking place through the action of 
such intermediate energy-level recombination-generation centres have been worked out 
by Hall, and by Schockly and Read (1952). This theory can give expressions for the car­
rier lifetime.
4.3.2 The Read Model of Charged Dislocations
Shockley(i953) suggested that there would be "dangling bonds", in the core of disloca- 
tions, thought of as having core structures like the undissociated shuffle set 60® disloca­
tion of Fig.4.5 and 4.6. The dangling bond states should be intermediate in energy 
between the bonding states which correspond to the valence band and the covalent anti­
bonding states corresponding to the conduction band, see Fig.4.7. Such deep states are 
thought to be responsible for the electrical effects of clean dislocations.
Shuffle
Glide
Fig. 4.5. The unit 60® shuffle set dislocation in the diamond structure, a, the disloca­
tion line direction and, b, the burgers vector differ by 60®. The green arrows 
indicate the shuffle and glide planes.
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Fig. 4.6 Perfect 60® dislocation of the glide set. The red atoms represent the extra 
plane and the core of the dislocation with its dangling bonds.
Read (1954) assumed that dangling bond states deep in the forbidden gap act as accep­
tors, able to take up a second electron. Thus, in Read's model, dislocations in n-type 
semiconductors have a negative charge, Q, per unit length which is screened by an equal 
positive space charge in a surrounding cylinder of radius r^ , Fig.4.7 (b). The spacing of 
dangling bonds along the dislocation is the spacing of neighbouring atoms in a <110> di­
rection which is equal to the Burgers vector, b. The line charge is the number of dangling 
bonds per unit length multiplied by the occupation function, f  (a fraction occupied by a 
second electron). Hence, for unit length of 60® dislocation the space charge is
Q=7ir^qî%) = q - f /b  = q -fN ^  (4.25)
where is the donor density and is the number of acceptor states per unit length of 
the dislocation (=l/b). The occupation fraction f, is given by the Fermi-Dirac statistics 
modified by the electrostatic repulsion between the accepted electrons and configura­
tional entropy (Read, 1955).
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Fig. 4.7 (a) The acceptor action of dislocation deep states of energy
(b) a negative line charge and screening positive space charge cylinder which 
results in (c) local band bending and a potential 'P that repels electrons and at­
tracts holes.
4.3.3 The Wilshaw and Booker Model
Dislocations in semiconductors are charged, therefore there is a local bending of the band 
structure at the dislocation, and this will affect the recombination behaviour. Such band 
bending is a basic concept in a theoretical treatment of recombination at dislocation (Fi- 
gielski 1978, Labusch 1979, Ourmazd 1981). The theory by Wilshaw and Booker (1985) 
follows the approach of the Figielski theory but differs in some assumptions made.
First, the dislocation energy level act as generation/recombination centres and both elec­
trons and holes are captured and emitted.
At dislocations in n-type material there will be a flux of electrons trapped and another of 
electrons activated back into the conduction band and a flux of holes captured to recom­
bine with electrons via the dislocation centres.
Wilshaw and Booker calculated the net rate of electron capture per unit volume and time. 
This involves the capture of electrons from the conduction band to the dislocation level 
by thermal excitation over the potential barrier, and thermalreexcitationof electrons from 
the dislocation level back into the conduction band. Further, the dislocation is treated as a 
cylinder of radius r^  in which the minority carrier lifetime is reduced from t to t'. Wil­
shaw and Booker assumed that holes which are captured into bound hole states are not re­
emitted so the reduced minority carrier lifetime depends on the cascade capture of holes 
into the potential well of the dislocation.
Their equations express the EBIC contrast strength in terms of fundamental dislocation 
parameters, 'F=E^-E ,^ the potential barrier against electrons entering the dislocation state, 
the line density of recombination states and the probability of transition from E^  to 
E  ^ and vice versa plus fundamental materials parameters like N the conduction band
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density of states. They found, that the defect strength, y, is approximately proportional to 
Q, the dislocation line charge.
Finally, including Donolato's phenomenological treatment leads to the conclusion that the 
measured EBIC contrast is proportional to the dislocation strength. The model can make 
predictions over the contrast behaviour for a change in beam current and temperature.
Beam current
For large beam currents (and hence large excess minority carrier densities Ap), or small 
number of states in the gap N ,^ or for levels deep within the gap, the contrast is dependent 
on the beam current, Co<:ln(Iy).
Measurements have been made, for example by Ourmazd et a l (1983) and Norman and 
Holt (1991). Also the dependence of EBIC contrast on the generation rate was investi­
gated by Davidson (1982) and Bondarenko (1993).
Temperature
Under temperature variation the Fermi level will be moved and the charge of the disloca­
tion and the occupation of the states will be altered. Depending on the relation between 
Fermi level, beam current and line density of dislocation recombination states, four re­
gimes for the contrast dependence on temperature exist.
For constant beam current, C is approximately proportional to T while, at constant tem­
perature, C is proportional to ln(IJ. Experimental results for clean dislocation in Si at low 
temperatures and high beam currents by Wilshaw and Booker are in agreement with these 
theoretical predictions, see also Fell and Wilshaw (1991) and Wilshaw er a/. (1991). 
Measurements by Wilshaw on GaAs do not confirm the theoretical prediction (private 
communication 1995).
Fundamental dislocation parameter obtained from EBIC contrast
Wilshaw and Booker made measurements on high-purity, float-zone-grown n-type 
(10*^cm' )^ Si deformed under clean conditions in two-stage compression at 850°C (to 
generate dislocation initially) and 420°C to multiply and move dislocations without point 
defect diffusion. This procedure developed by Professor H. Alexander and his co­
workers, produces the cleanest dislocation cores currently attainable. The specimen con­
tain large loops of crystallographically aligned dislocations of the type reported by Wes- 
sel and Alexander (1977), see also various Diploma and PhD theses submitted to the 
University of Cologne, for example Hollricher (1989) and Weber(1990) which show 
EBIC micrographs of these defects.
By fitting the theory to the C versus ln(IJ data the parametersF, C^ , and 'Pq can be 
evaluated. The result Wilshaw and Booker obtained was N^= 1.6x1 O^ cm'^  (dislocation 
states per unit length) for both screw and 60° dislocations. They found that the EBIC con­
trast was not strongly dependent on 'Fq (the energy depth of states below the conduction- 
hand). From the data the charge on the dislocation per unit length was calculated to 
Q=2.6xlO'^^Ccm'\ Since the dislocation has a negative charge the defect states must lie 
below the Fermi level and they concluded that the defect level for both screw and 60° dis­
location is at a depth>0.55eV below the conduction-band edge. This is for Si approximate 
mid-gap position. This is in agreement with the DLTS results of various groups on bulk 
deformed material, H. Alexander et a/.(1990). The same group showed that if the dislo­
cation is charged, the extended screening charge around the dislocation line with its 
strong electric field is attractive for minorities. Now this space charge cylinder acts as the
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volume in which the minority lifetime is reduced. The diameter of this region depends on 
the screening mechanism but in any case is between 40 and 130nm.
Recently a second class of recombination behaviour was found in silicon, which does not 
follow the proposed model, Kittler, Seifert and Radzimski (1993), Kittler and Seifert 
(1993, 1994) and Alexander (1994).
Charged dislocations have also been investigated by Bondarenko (1991) and conductivity 
along a dislocation by Bougrioua er fl/. (1994).
A different technique was recently proposed by Yakimov (1994) who modulated the de­
pletion region width.
The main body of literature is concerned about silicon, but also a few reports exist about 
other semiconductor materials, for example:
GaAs: Sieber and Carton (1991), Sieber (1994), Galloway (1994),
Wosinski et al. (1994)
GaAsP: Al-Jassim (1985)
InGaAs: Pratt et al. (1987)
CdT: Sieber and Farvacque (1987), Sieber and Philibert (1987), Sieber (1987)
GaP: Ziegler (1982)
Grain boundaries are a type of defect on their own, for which a large body of literature 
exist, see for example Ourmazd et al. (1984), Romanowski et al. (1986), Blumtritt 
(1991), Chen (1992) and Palm et al. (1994).
Conclusion
The Wilshaw and Booker model can describe most of the observed behaviour of undeco­
rated defects and delivers defect parameters such as the charge of the dislocation, band 
bending or the number of dislocation state per unit length N .^ On the other hand the ex­
pression for the defect strength y or contrast C can only give a minimum value of zero, 
which a simple evaluation of the limiting parameters shows. Remember, the defect 
strength is associated with the recombination ability of a defect and is therefore a parame­
ter which describes the localised extra loss mechanism in the semiconductor. It is an ex­
pression for the efficiency of the defect in terminating charge carriers.
If, on the other hand, a volume with a negative y is assumed, then one is describing an 
area with a higher lifetime compared to the bulk of the material. For example an area 
with a different doping density or material composition. But this is not anymore a defect 
in the sense of a lattice distortion. All the proposed models deal with real lattice defects. 
And the observed white contrast is related to a lattice defect. This means, that the more 
sophisticated Wilshaw and Booker model is not able to describe the observed white 
contrast.
Other theories described in the literature extend the existing theory only by incorporating 
a non-radiative recombination lifetime so that it also describes CL dislocation contrast 
(Lohnert and Kubalek, 1983).
From the existing theories one can try to extend the theory, so that more dislocation prop­
erties are included, for example a getter zone. Or one can try to approach the problem us­
ing a different technique. Two aspects of the problem are the layer structure and the 
defects in it. As those problems can be separated it is worthwhile to make further investi­
gations which deal only with one problem at a time.
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4.4 Bright EBIC Contrast at Crystal Defects
The explanation of bright contrast is complicated, because different physical effects may 
be involved, sometimes even acting simultaneously, and a unique theoretical modelling 
has not yet been performed. The five most likely models are summarised by Kittler 
(1989):
(all models assume a Schottky diode but are also valid for a p-n junction)
1) Contrast of doping inhomogeneities
The properties of the collecting junction, particularly the width of the space charge region 
and strength of the electric field, depend on doping and therefore influence charge collec­
tion significantly (Seifert (1987)). If a redistribution of dopants leads to a localised 
change in the depletion layer width, then this enlarged depletion layer width gives rise to 
a higher EBIC signal visible as a bright zone. Such a redistribution of dopants can arise 
from diffusion of oxygen in silicon to the defect after annealing, Seifert (1987).
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Fig. 4.8 EBIC contrast at depletion layer width variations, left without a defect, 
right with a defect.
2) Charge collection in defect-own depletion layers
In samples with dislocations arranged in such a way that they cross the edge of the Schot­
tky diode, dark contrast under the diode and bright contrast outside has been observed, 
Alexander et al (1990). The dislocation in question belong to sheets 150x400pm^ wide 
and O.I5pm thick with an extremely high dislocation density in n-type silicon.
The reason for such an enhanced defect signal can be an additional charge collection 
within the space-charge region of such a sheet. Moreover, the carriers must reach the 
Schottky diode to be detected by the amplifier. This indicates (longitudinal) conductivity 
of the dislocation sheet. Band bending provides the necessary lateral confinement of the 
holes to the sheet plane.
3) Lifetime contrast of getter zones
In the neighbourhood of decorated crystal defects zones of bright contrast may be ob­
served due to a slightly enhanced diffusion length, which results from a denudation of 
recombination-active impurities within this so-called getter zone. The appearance of 
strong recombination contrast and bright getter zones (bright haloes around dark defects) 
directly proves the dominant role of defect contamination and was used for comparative 
studies of the gettering efficiency of defects of different types, (Blumtritt et al. 1979).
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Fig. 4.9 Variation of the diffusion length across a defect with getter zone and the ef­
fect on the EBIC signal.
4) Contrast due to a repulsive defect potential
In principle, a repulsion of minority carriers by defects charged by carriers of the same 
sign should influence the charge collection process and, depending on the geometry, 
should result in enhanced or decreased EBIC signals. For extended Cu-Si planar defects, 
Gleichman et al. (1983) have found bright contrasts as a result of repulsion. An extended 
plane (~ 100pm in diameter) O.I - 0.5pm below the surface is shielding the minority car­
riers, generated below the defect, from the surface, or in other words, it acts as a barrier 
to the diffusion current towards the surface, thus reducing the carrier loss due to surface 
recombination. The CuSi lamella may be assumed to carry a negative charge in the p- 
type material above the p-n junction, which is 30pm below the surface.
5) Carrier multiplication
For defects located in the space charge region, increased EBIC signals have been ex­
plained by local carrier multiplication (Ravi (1973)). These observations have been made 
on extended stacking faults under a very large bias voltage.
Conclusion
The model of a lifetime or diffusion length contrast at getter zones is the most likely ex­
planation for the findings on sample E878. But this is difficult to justify with the existing 
EBIC contrast theories. None of them include such a getter zone. In order to do so one 
need to solve the continuity equation (4.9) again, this time with a getter zone as addi­
tional boundary conditions. Doing so would certainly give an expression which requires 
numerical integration. Already simpler problems require numerical integration. 
Additionally for our sample E878, an approximation for the carrier generation volume as 
for example given by the Everhart and Hoff polynomial eq.(4.4) may lead to an error in 
any EBIC gain or contrast calculation. Due to the layer structure consisting of different 
materials a more precise depth dose distribution is required. A method for constructing 
such a depth dose distribution is introduced in the next chapter.
The more powerful Monte Carlo method for calculating such a distribution is given in 
chapter 5. Also a finite element approach to calculate the contrast of dislocations with 
getter zones is given. The finite element approach is a pure computational method but has 
the advantage of less underlying restrictions compared to an analytical calculation.
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4.5 Penetration and Energy Loss Theory for Electrons 
after Kanaya and Okayama (1972)
As already stated in chapter 4.1, the generation volume needs to be described by some 
sort of analytical expression. In our case we are dealing with a multilayer structure, but, 
on the other hand, the generation functions given in chapter 4.1 have been developed for 
homogeneous samples and they are entirely empirical functions. This chapter and the next 
one develop a method which can describe the generation volume by a one-dimensional 
carrier distribution which requires only basic material constants and how those distribu­
tions can be combined in order to give the generation volume of a multilayer structure.
The theory developed by Kanaya and Okayama (1972) starts from a simple atomic model 
giving the potential between electrons and atoms, combined with multiple collision and 
energy retardation in accordance with a modified Thomson-Whiddington law, and with 
the elastic scattering cross section in the Lenard absorption law. On this basis the authors 
developed an expression for the fraction of electrons absorbed per unit mass-thickness 
and the depth-dose function. This expression is in good agreement with the Monte Carlo 
simulation of the depth dose function forhomogeneousmaterial of chapter 5.
They apply Lindhard's theory (1963) concerning ion-beam scattering which assumes a 
potential V(r) between the electron and the target atom to be
V(r) = Ze^a^-’/sr^ , (4.26)
with
a = 0.8853-3x2-") ,
where Z is the atomic number, e, is the electronic charge, a, is the effective screened ra­
dius of the atom, a ,^ is the Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom (5.292x10’^ cm) and 0.8853 
is the Thomas-Fermi constant ={9t^ Ÿ 'V ^ . The parameter, s, is a very important numeri­
cal parameter and is taken to be 6/5 in Kanaya's and Okayama's first paper, because this 
value gives good agreement with empirical results. The special case s=l corresponds to 
Rutherford scattering and s=2 to dE/dx=constant. s was later given by Kanaya and 
Okayama (1973, 1976, 1978) as a function of the incident energy in an empirically nu­
merical formulation as s=I/n:
n = 1 +2exp(-4+2 • IQ-^), (4.27)
where ^=lg(s/2) and 8=a/b, where e is defined as the reduced energy (dimensionless) and 
b is the so-called 'collision diameter' (given by b=2e^/E =4a^E^/E, E^ being the Rydberg 
energy).
A second empirical parameter, 1^ , is introduced into the differential scattering cross sec­
tion for angular scattering , given by
da4. = ^ f s ( t> « )d t  , (4.28)
with
where t=£ sin^O/2; 0  is the deflection angle in the centre of gravity system.
The differential scattering cross section for the energy transfer is derived from (4.28) and
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=  ^ é T ,  ( 4 .2 9 )
where T and are the energy transfer and its maximum value.
The nuclear scattering cross section d(7^  is for the special case of s=6/5, rewritten from 
(4.28) and b=Ze^/E:
d a n  =  . Sin9d9  ^ ( 4 .3 0 )
4e 5/3 (l+ cos9)ll/^
where 0=7U-O.
Multiple collision effect can mean that electrons do not travel into subsequent deeper lay­
ers of the target. A correction for the cross section is found by integrating form 0=0° to 
90° for an initial deflection between 0° and 90°, a second integration from i 0=90° to 
135° for a second deflection of up to 45° and a third integration from 0=90° to 150°. 
Therefore, this approximation takes account of only three deflections. The approximation 
may be expressed by
ç y  _  f^/2 sin9d9 1  _ f37t/4 sin9d9  ^ |*5ît/6 sin9d9
*^ 0 (l+cos9)^^^^ 2 Jît/2 (l+cos9)^^^^ 3 Jjt/2 (l+cos9)^^^^
The value for Q=333 is used as a further empirical factor. This expression was changed 
in a later paper (1978) to
^ + Mi l '  + 1! ’ (4-32)
where dfl=sin0d0/( l+cos0)'^^^" .The total scattering cross-section for the angular deflec­
tion due to nuclear collisions is expressed by
a n  ~  a f 2
=  ( 4 .3 3 )
On the other hand, the differential cross section for energy loss due to the electronic colli­
sions is derived from (4.29) and b=2e^/E:
d a e  =  X s ) l - [ ^ J  ^  ( 4 .3 4 )
and resultant energy loss is obtained as follows:
f  = N z j ;“ T ^ d T
^ ^ ^ 3.5/3..J/V0/3hZ (4.35)
where N is the number of atoms per unit volume in the target. From these fundamental 
relationship of elastic (nuclear) and inelastic (electronic) scattering theory they develop 
the well known range-energy relationship. This range-energy relationship, or penetration 
range, is widely used for EBIC research. The maximum range can be derived from the 
energy-loss equation (4.35):
^9 dE 
dE/dx 
E f
°  ( 4 .3 6 )
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where the number N is given by N=N^p/A; is the Avogadro number 6.023x10^^ 
p(gcm'^) is the density, A(g) is the atomic weight, and Eg is the incident energy. The 
mass-range pR can be expressed by
pR = 5.025xl0-‘^AE '^^A,sZ«® . (4.37)
Good agreement with experiments from 10 to lOOOkeV is obtained by taking 1^=0.182. 
The mass-range equation can take account of necessary relativistic correction for high en­
ergies by
io(i+0.978-10"6Eo^
1+1.957-10“ %
and a = 0.8853ajjZ
-1/3
p R  = r8/9
o) (l+ 1 .957-10-% o)
2.7610-"AEg/3 (l+0.978.10-%o)^^^
(^l+1.957-10“ % o )
\4 /3 (4.38)
see Fig. 4.10.
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Fig. 4.10 Voltage dependence of mass-range equation (4.38).
The maximum range equation developed in 1978 is valid over 5 orders of magnitude of 
the incident beam energy and fits well experimental results.
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Fig. 4.11 The maximum electron range in InP for varying electron-beam energies. 
The Monte Carlo calculation is compared to the Kanaya-Okayama expression, 
eq.(4.38).
The maximum range equation is compared with results obtained by the Monte Carlo cal­
culation. For this, the Monte Carlo simulation has to be modified, so that no elastic scat­
ter events take place and the beam electrons travel unscattered along a straight path until 
they have lost all their energy. This maximum range is plotted in Fig. 4.11 for several en­
ergies. The difference at higher beam energies results from the difference in the expres­
sion used for the energy loss at inelastic scatter events. Apart from this, equation (4.38) is 
a very good expression for the penetration range and will be used in the next chapter. 
From equation (4.35) and (4.36) the energy E of electrons at depth x is simply expressed 
in terms of the reduced depth y=x/R,
E = ( l -y)3«Eo.  (4.39)
Energv dissipation
The dissipation of energy with depth is calculated in the following, which complies with 
the original treatment by Cosslett and Thomas (1965)
Ea =Eo - tijE - tIbEb 
The absorbed energy, E^, is the initial energy Eq minus the transmitted energy (expressed 
as a fraction of the incident current which is transmitted, E, given in equation (4.39)), 
minus the backscattered energy, expressed as a fraction rjg of the mean energy of 
backscattered electrons. Eg, from the target due to nuclear collision.
The fraction T|y may obey an exponential relation similar to the Lenard Law
rix = 7^  = exp(-Nan • x) . (4.40)
By substituting the expressions for a„, equation (4.33), R and (4.39) can be expressed 
as a function of y and y:
tIt = e x p ( ~ )  (4.41)
The parameter y involves the effect of diffusion arising from multiple collisions for re­
turning electrons and energy retardation arises from electronic collision. The parameter y 
depends only on the atomic number as follows.
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= 0.187-Z 2/3
5-2
(4.42)
The general form of the variation with thickness in the fraction rjg of the backscattered 
electrons is assumed to have the same exponential form as T|.p, but the absorption factor 
must be larger than y because of diffusion loss from multiple collisions.
Kanaya and Okayama get an expression for rjg by differentiating (4.41) with respect to y, 
using (4.30) and normalising
6 fy yb my 6
’lB = 5jr e x p l-I^ ^ Jd y - 5-2 5/60
where Yg is given as Yb=1.9 y.
The equation Ea ^ E o- titE - tIbEb can now be written as
,3/5= l-( l-y )-^ '-’e x p [ - ^ 6-1.9 fy ,„Y__5 J0(i_y)7/6
(4.43)
(4.44)
Values for Eg/Eg are taken for several materials from experimental works. Kanaya and 
Okayama quote work undertaken in the years 1932 to 1936, 1954 and 1957. The value 
that best fitted the curve of measured points was used for further calculation. But these 
values differ by about 15%. Fig.4.12 shows the result calculated using (4.44) for an InP 
target.
1 .0  — I
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reduced depth
Fig.4.12 Fraction of energy dissipated E /^Eg within a given fraction of the range y in 
a InP target.
The calculated distribution of the energy resembles the fact that at a given incident en­
ergy the energy is retarded due to electronic collisions, but then diverge increasingly. At 
the end of the range this is equal to the amount Mg] (Eg/Eg).
^^^a /Eq j
The reduced fraction of energy dissipated in unit mass-thickness 
tained by differentiating (4.44):
d(px)
can be ob-
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pR(1(Ea/Eo) 1
+
d(pX) (l_y)
Eg 61.9 y
2/5
exp yy y . 3
l - y j U - y  5
(1-yy
exp 1. 9yy ^ (4.45)
The depth-dose function per unit mass-thickness dE^/d(px) follows by multiplication 
with the reduced depth px.
By comparison of theoretical and experimental distribution, again with values obtained 
by Cosslett and Thomas (1965), Kanaya and Okayama get a qualitative agreement and 
quote that a better agreement would be possible by selecting more appropriate values of 
pR and Eg/Eg. Also a better quantitative comparison between theoretical and experimen­
tal results may be obtained by using corrected values of the parameters y and y  ^which 
have been arbitrarily assumed on an empirical basis because these are independent of the 
fundamental course of the theory. It is also possible to incorporate secondary electrons 
into the model (Kanaya and Kawakatsu (1972)).
A comparison of the theoretical depth dose function with one generated by the Monte 
Carlo simulation for InP shows a general agreement, but the start value is higher and it 
drops faster. Comparison of other materials like, GaAs, Si, InGaAs and InGaAsP also 
give satisfying agreement.
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Fig. 4.13 Depth dose distributions generated by the Kanaya-Okayama model eq.
(4.45) and by the Monte Carlo simulation. 20keV
Nevertheless, the expression given describes the depth dose distribution very well and is 
better than an empirical fit like, for example, the Everhart and Hoff polynomial (4.4). 
The only remaining problem is to find a modification which includes a multi-layer struc­
ture. The weak part is the high uncertainty of the mean energy for backscattered elec­
trons, Eg, for which no analytic expression exists and one has to rely on experimental 
values.
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4.6 Cut and Paste Method for Constructing a Depth
Dose Distribution
It is desirable to have a simple method for creating a mathematical expression for the 
generation volume in a multi-layer structure, which then could be used in EBIC-gain and 
defect calculations. So far it is unknown how large the changes in the generation function 
are, when a multiple layer structure is encountered. Napchan and Holt (1987) showed, in 
a Monte Carlo simulation for a 150nm thick CdTe layer on Silicon, that the depth dose 
has a considerable variation in slope and magnitude at the interface. Subsequently the 
EBIC current is also effected by this variation. Once we have generated a suitable genera­
tion function, the difference in EBIC gain calculated with this new generation function 
and a function for a bulk model need to be compared.
A starting point might be the one dimensional depth dose distribution for bulk material of 
the involved materials. Such a distribution can be taken for bulk material from the Ever­
hart and Hoff polynomial expression, eq. (4.4), the expression given by Kanaya and 
Okayama ,eq (4.45), or from a Monte Carlo simulation.
Three-dimensional expressions obtained by fitting to Monte Carlo generated volumes are 
given by Akamatsu (1981), Donolato(1981) and Werner et al (1988). Those bulk distri­
butions are then selected for each layer according to the thickness and location of the ma­
terial in the layer structure.
The problem of this method is to define which part of the bulk-distribution is appropriate 
and to estimate the effect of the sandwich structure, because an interface means that ab­
sorption rate and penetration range vary and thus all the layers have a complex effect on 
each other.
One method for calculating the absorbed energy in a thin layer on a substrate is given by 
Dapor( 1992b, 1990b and 1991a, b). This involves backscattering (f^), absorption (fg) and 
transmission (f )^ fractions of the beam electrons as a function of the layer thickness. 
These fractions have been calculated by using the so-called "multiple reflection method", 
original introduced by Schmidt (1907). When the thin film is deposited on the top of a 
substrate composed of a different material, because of the backscattering from the sub­
strate, the fraction of electrons absorbed (h^), backscattered (hg) and transmitted (h^) are 
different to the corresponding fractions in the absence of the substrate. They are related to 
the "f" fractions by simple functions.
Both the "f" and the "h" fractions satisfy the physical requirement concerning the conser­
vation of the total number of particles:
fA+fB+fT= 1 and h^+hg+hT= 1.
When an electron beam irradiates a thin solid film of thickness s, a fraction, E^, of the 
primary energy, E ,^ is absorbed by the target. The value of Eg as a function of the film 
thickness can be obtained by energy conservation consideration. In effect, the energy ab­
sorbed by the thin solid film can be obtained by subtracting from the primary energy E  ^
times the total number, n, of electrons the mean energy, times the number rij of trans­
mitted electrons and the mean energy. Eg, times the number of backscattered electrons
nEy^ =nEg-nyE.p-ngEg . (4.46)
If the film is deposited on the top of a substrate of a different material, then nyn=hy and
ng/n=hg. The mean energy of the transmitted electrons is given by Ey=E=Eg(l-u)^^P ,w is
the reduced depth, and equation (4.46) becomes
EA=Eo-hT-(u)Eo(l-u)‘'P-hg(u)Eg . (4.47)
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This gives us the possibility to calculate the energy dissipated in a thin solid film once the 
mean energy of the backscattered electrons is known. As Dapor pointed out, Eg is only 
independent of the film thickness for a layer thickness larger than 0.2 times the penetra­
tion range and is then approximately 0.8Eg.
The first step in the cut and paste method is to establish the deposited energy, E^{s), in
the first layer. This fraction of the total absorbed energy, Ep is a scaling factor, Cj, for the
first part of the depth dose distribution. The integral over the distribution gj(x) from 0 to
the layer thickness, Sj, must be equal to the absorbed energy in that layer.
1^
Cl - j  gi(x)dx = EA(si). (4.48)
0
The remaining energy, E^-E^, is deposited into the substrate and serves as a scaling factor 
for the second depth dose distribution. The materials have a different penetration range, 
which means that the second part has to start at a different depth than the first layer thick­
ness indicates. Because the penetration depth of the second material is affected by the 
first one. It is best to use here the penetration range given by the Kanaya and Okayama 
model, equation (4.39).
For example, a thin layer of material with a shorter penetration range will absorb a 
greater part of the initial energy and less energy remains for the electrons which have 
passed into the second layer. Those electrons move a shorter distance then they would 
have done with a top layer of equal thickness and the same material as the substrate.
So, the final penetration range depends on the mean energy of the beam electrons at the 
interface, given by E = Eq(1 -  u) with u = s/Re. At the interface the energy has to be a 
continual function and therefore the beam electron energy in material 1 at the reduced 
depth Ui=s,/Rj is equal to the beam electron energy in material 2 at the reduced depth
U2—S2/R2.
Ei=Eo(l-ui)*'P = Eo(1-U2)‘'p =E2 . (4.49)
This leads to an expression for the effective layer thickness of the top layer expressed in 
terms of the second material:
S2 = S i ^  (4.50)
Equation (4.50) is independent of the initial beam energy and valid for all layer thick­
nesses. From this the starting depth for the second depth dose distribution is known and 
can be used to calculate the scaling factor in order to adapt the deposited energy. This is 
done simply by integrating over the second depth dose distribution g2(x) from the starting 
depth to the maximum penetration range, R^, ____  _____________
I C2'J^^§2W'*x = Eo-EA(si)-hB(Si)EB (4.51)
In Fig.4.14 this method is compared with the depth dose distribution calculated by the 
Monte Carlo method. A 0.4pm thick GaAs layer is deposited on an InP substrate.
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Fig 4.14 Reconstruction (left) of the energy depth dose distribution for a GaAs layer 
on a InP substrate taken from two bulk material distributions (right).
The absorbed energy in the first layer is given by eqn.(4.40) as 0.262E(). An integration 
over the depth dose distribution from 0 to 0.4 for GaAs gives a higher energy absorption 
of 0.413Eq. This makes the scaling factor equal to 0.634. The effective layer thickness 
§2, is given by the ratio of the penetration ranges, RG^^=2.49pm and Rj,^p=2.79pm which 
means R /R 2= 1.12 and so S2=0.448; therefore, the second depth dose distribution starts at 
a depth of 0.448pm. Distributions generated by the Monte Carlo simulation have been 
taken for the bulk material. The backscattering coefficients for the bulk materials are, for 
GaAs, 33.30% and, for InP, 31.16% but for the layer structure it is 31.01%.
It is possible to incorporate structures with more than one layer. For each layer the ab­
sorbed energy needs to be calculated, similar to equation (4.48) and also the change in 
penetration range. But the inaccuracy increases with the number of layers.
Limits of tbe model:
Fig. 4.15 shows an example where the method fails. In this case the difference between 
penetration range and backscattering coefficient of the involved materials has a larger 
difference than in the first example. In this case, Rg.=4.60pm, BSEg.= 17.24%, 
RoaAs=2.49pm, BSFg^=32.30%, and also the epitaxial layer is thinner. The model can 
describe the shape of the curve, but in the upper region of the substrate and epilayer the 
deviation from the depth dose distribution generated by a Monte Carlo simulation is 
considerable.
In this example electrons from the substrate still contribute to the backscattered electrons 
and give a different value as is expected from the top epilayer material. So the backscat­
tering coefficient for the structure is 20.85% and, therefore, closer to that of Si than that 
of GaAs.
The model gives good results when the material and accordingly the penetration range 
and backscatter coefficient are similar, which means the energy loss process is compara­
ble. However the model fails for thin layers and very different materials.
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Fig.4.15 A O.lSfxm GaAs layer on a Si substrate, see for example Fitzgerald et ai. 
(1992)
Conclusion
The given examples indicate a significant variation in the depth distribution across inter­
faces and an effect on the EBIC gain can be expected. If the same diffusion length is as­
sumed as in sample E878, than a calculation with the bulk generation function by 
Everhart and Hoff, equation (4.4) gives the EBIC gain at 20keV, for an InP sample as 
894. A calculation with the three dimensional generation volume obtained by the Monte 
Carlo program of chapter 5 gives a gain value of 800, which corresponds to a difference 
of 11%. Sure, the assumption to take a pure InP sample is a rough simplification, but 
what other material composition can be a valid representation for a multilayer structure? 
Nevertheless, even this simple model already shows that the generation volume in a mul­
tilayer structure is a distribution which has considerably large fluctuations. It is especially 
important, for modelling EBIC, to model the generation volume in a multilayer structure 
as well as possible because the junction and defects are very localised and sensitive to the 
shape of the generation volume. Therefore, it might be better to simulate the electron 
beam interaction with the sample by a Monte Carlo method and get a better expression 
for the generation volume. A Monte Carlo program is developed in the next chapter.
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5 Monte Carlo Simulation
5.1 Modelling Electron Beam Interactions In 
Semiconductors
5.1.1 Electron Scattering and Diffusion
Many processes contribute to the creation of an EBIC micrograph, especially in sophisti­
cated sample structures which the microscopist encounters in semiconductor lasers. This 
theoretical description of the technique become complex. The understanding of all the 
contributing processes has reached a level of sophistication such that it is possible to de­
velop models for each process, but the combination of all the different aspects in one 
model may only be done with the aid of a computer model.
This chapter will provide a survey of the electron beam-specimen interactions. A cata­
logue will be given of the elastic and inelastic scattering processes with equations de­
scribing the appropriate cross sections. The Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation 
technique will be developed from the physical basis. Selected applications will illustrate 
the use of Monte Carlo calculations for characterisation of semiconductors through im­
proved understanding of SEM imaging processes by modelling electron beam-specimen 
interactions in order to interpret image characteristics.
Because such a first-principle approach is adopted, the user gains a profound physical in­
sight into the function of the EBIC technique. The method can also be considered as a su­
per microscope revealing everything to the minute detail. It also generates a 'slow motion' 
picture of what takes place. The method actually mimics nature itself.
Electron scattering
Scattering p rocesses
The interaction of the beam with the specimen results in five major effects:
♦1)The,trajectories of the beam electrons rapidly deviate from the incident trajectory 
due to the effect of elastic scattering.
^2)This angular deviation can alter the trajectories so greatly that as a result of single 
or cumulative events, a significant fraction of the beam electrons actually 
re-emerge from the specimen, forming the class of interaction products called 
backscattered electrons.
♦3)The diameter of the incident beam, which may be initially as small as nanometers, 
is degraded by scattering laterally to an effective value of micrometers.
♦4) The energy of the beam electrons is rapidly diminished with passage through the 
solid at a rate of 1-lOeV/nm or more as a result of inelastic scattering processes, 
setting an eventual limit on the range of the electrons in the target; this range has a 
value of the order of micrometers and is again dependent on the incident energy.
♦5) As a result of inelastic scattering, energy is transferred to the electrons and atom 
cores of the solid with the subsequent emission of some or all of a wide range of 
secondary radiation products depending on the composition of the target; low and 
high energy secondary electrons, characteristic and bremsstrahlung x-rays, long 
wavelength photons in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared wavelength, phonons and
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plasmons. The important secondary product in semiconductors is the generation of 
electron hole pairs in the bulk of the sample.
Two broad classes of scattering are recognised. Elastic scattering alters the trajectory of 
the beam electron, generally by an average value of about 5®, but ranging from 0 to 180° 
deviation in a single event, while the energy of the beam electron is essentially un­
changed by the event, varying by only a few electron volts. Inelastic scattering decreases 
the energy of the beam electron by an amount ranging from leV up to many kiloelektron- 
volts, depending on the particular inelastic scattering process which takes place, while the 
trajectory of the electron is deviated only slightly, generally by an angular value in the 
range of tens of milliradians.
Cross sections
The mathematical description of a scattering process is known as a scattering cross sec­
tion, which is a measure of the probability that a process will occur. The definition of a 
cross section Q is:
Q = tïïNnt (5.1)
where N is the number of events of a certain type, e.g. elastic scattering events, which oc­
cur per unit volume of the target (events/cm^), iij is the number of incident particles, e.g. 
electrons, per unit area (electrons/cm^) and n^  is the number of target sites, e.g. atoms, per 
unit volume (atoms/cm^). The complete dimension of a cross section are thus:
event,
cm'
electrons ^  atoms
cm" cm'^ J
(5.2)
which reduces to
^events*cm^ j  
(electons*atom) (5.3)
The complete definition of the dimension of the cross section forms the basis for two 
other parameters which describe the beam interaction:
1) the mean free path and
2) the probability of scattering
The mean free path, X, is the average distance which an electron must travel through the 
specimen to experience one event of a specified type and has the dimensions (cm/event).
N =
N Ap (5.4)
N is the number of atoms per unit volume, where is Avogadro’s number, A is the 
atomic weight, and p is the density.
The cross section can be converted into a mean free path by means of the following di­
mensional argument:
event [
Q  V cm^  J
I electrons
A  cm^
atoms
V /
Na mol J  A y  g
atoms
cm* X(^cm electrons ^
event (5.5)
or for one electron )  _  A f  cm QN^P y event (5.6)
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The probability of scattering, P(events/eiectron), gives the number of scattering events 
per electron as it travels through a specimen of thickness t. For a small number of events, 
the number will be proportional to the thickness divided by the mean free path, \JX , or:
QNaPî f  events ^P = A y electron J (5.7)
Elastic scattering
Elastic scattering results from the deflection of the beam electron by the positive charge 
of the nucleus of the atom, and is screened or reduced in effective value by the orbital 
electrons. The Rutherford differential cross section for elastic scattering as a function of 
the scattering angle 0 for a constant value of the electron energy E is given by:
e^Z^dndQ =
16^ 4ti£oE^ sin^(8/2)+[e /^4y
(5.8)
where d^2=27t:sin0d0 is the element of solid angle Q into which an electron of Energy E is 
scattered at an angle 0 from its incident direction, e is the electronic charge, Z is the 
atomic number of the scattering atom, is the dielectric constant and 0^/4 is the screen­
ing parameter Ô and is numerically equal to
Ô = -^ = 3.4 * 10-3Z
0.67
(5.9)g (E in keV)
Equation (5.8) can be integrated over all possible scattering angles form 0 to 180® to give 
a total elastic scattering cross section:
Q = (5.10)
4E^ 5(1+5)
Up to energies of approximately 50keV, relativistic effects of the electron velocity can be 
ignored, representing a correction of approximately 1 % to the cross section at 50keV.
1E-14 - g 1E-14 -q
S cre en ed  Rutherford 
C ro ss  section
— #  -  G e (Z=32) 
-----------  S i(Z = 14)
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C ross section1E-15 IE-15 -
Ge (Z=32) 
Si (Z=14)E
.9
to IE-16 - U  IE--
IE-17 IE -17 —
IE-18
IE-18 TTT^
10020 300 10 0 1 10Energy [keV] Energy [keV]
Fig. 5.1: Screened Rutherford cross section as a function of energy.
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The probability for elastic scattering from 0 to a given angle can be found by integrating 
the cross section differential with respect to scattering angle, normalised by the total elas­
tic scattering cross section:
0
P(0) = f [Q(0)/Q]da= f 27Csin0Q(0)/Qd0 (5.11)
n 0
P(0) = (1 + 0){1 -  [20/(1 -  cos 0 + 26)]} (5.12)
The Rutherford elastic scattering cross section has been found to be reasonably accurate 
for intermediate beam energies, e.g. 20-50keV, and for targets of low to intermediate 
atomic numbers, e.g. Cu. It has been demonstrated that the exact quantum mechanical 
formulation of the elastic scattering cross section should be employed at low beam ener­
gies and for high atomic number targets (Reimer and Krefting 1976). Unfortunately, the 
exact elastic cross section (Mott and Massey 1965) cannot be expressed in a simple ana­
lytic form, such as equation (5.8) which represents the Rutherford cross section. (See also 
Quin (1962), Gryzinski (1964), Bühring (1965, 1966), Yates (1968), Reimer and Lod- 
ding (1984).)
Elastic scattering plays a critical role in scanning electron microscopy. The cumulative 
effect of elastic scattering leads to the phenomenon of backscattering, in which the beam 
electrons undergo sufficient deviation from their initial trajectory to re-emerge through 
the entrance surface. The strong dependence of the cross section on the atomic number of 
the scattering atom entering as a squared term in eqn (5.8), manifests itself in the contrast 
mechanism known as "atomic number" contrast (also referred to as "compositional con­
trast") in the backscattered electron signal. The electron backscattering coefficient, rj, is 
defined as the fraction of the beam electrons which re-emerge through the original en­
trance surface as a result of single or multiple elastic scattering events, for an theoretical 
model see Dashen (1964), Tabato and Okabe (1971), Fathers (1979), Sogard (1980) and 
Dapor (1992). A plot of the backscattering coefficient as a function of atomic number is 
shown in Fig.5.3.
e
©
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scattering
T0 ---------------^ 0   ^  ^ scattering
Cl /  Inelastic
Fig 5.2 Schematic diagram of elastic and inelastic scattering.
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Fig.5.3 Backscattering coefficient for several materials, experimental data (Hein­
rich, 1966) and Monte Carlo simulation. The solid line is an empirical fit hy 
Dapor (1990a).
Inelastic scattering
Inelastic scattering occurs through a variety of interactions of the beam electron with the 
electrons and atoms of the sample. The type of interaction and the amount of energy loss 
depend on whether the specimen electrons are excited singly or collectively and on the 
binding energy of the electron to the atom. The excitation of the specimen electrons lead 
to the generation of secondary products which can be used to image or analyse the sam­
ple. Separate cross sections can be described for the processes of low energy ("slow") and 
high energy ("fast") secondary electrons, inner shell ionisation, which lead to the emis­
sion of X-rays and Auger electrons, bremsstrahlung X-rays, plasmon scattering and ther­
mal diffuse scattering (phonons). For an overview over the various processes see 
Newbury (1989).
Continuous energy loss approximation
The energy loss rate due to all of the inelastic scattering processes can be estimated from 
the continuous energy loss approximation of Bethe (1933). The energy loss dE per unit 
distance travelled, ds, in the solid is given by:
g  = (-27ie‘'NAZp/AEn,)log(1.166E,„/J) (5.13)
= -7.85*10'*f
AE,
log(1.166Em/J) (keV/cm) (5.14)
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where is the mean energy across the distance ds. J is the mean ionisation potential, 
which is the average energy loss per interaction considering all possible energy loss proc­
esses. J has been given as (Berger and Seltzer, 1964):
J = (9 .76Z + 58 .52-0  *5) * 10-3 (5.15)
A plot of the Bethe expression as a function of energy is shown in Fig.5.4 for InP, where 
the dependence of the energy loss rate upon the energy can be readily seen.
In a multi-element specimen the stopping power is an additive function, that is
(5.16)
40
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Fig 5.4 Differential Energy Loss Cross section for the Bethe and Love-Cox-Scott 
expression.
Love-Cox-Scott method
Love et al (1977) pointed out that the Bethe expression for dE/ds is strictly valid only if 
E » J, since, as the electron energy approaches J, it predicts that dE/ds will increase to a 
maximum and drop rapidly to zero at E=J/1.166, see Fig.5.4. Such behaviour is obviously 
unrealistic, as it implies that the electron will cease to lose energy and hence travel indefi­
nitely through the target. The anomaly is a consequence of regarding J as constant 
whereas in reality it decreases discontinuously whenever the energy of the electron drops 
below one of the atomic energy levels. Thus E never becomes comparable with J, al­
though both values converge as the electron energy approaches the Fermi level. Accord­
ingly systematic errors will be introduced.
Love's method avoids this problem by empirically modifying the Bethe expression to im­
prove the limiting behaviour as E —> J.
Equation (5.13) was rewritten for a multi element specimen in terms of the variable V, 
where V=E/J' and J' refers to a multi-element specimen, that is
dE
ds
GiZj 1 (78500
A- I ^‘ V
1 , C|Z: A
(5.17)
f(V)
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where f(V) is expressed as
f(V) = 1.18 * 10"^V2 + 1.47 * IQ-^V ,
and J' as
In(J’) =
EfciZj/Ai)
thus
dE
ds
J’
1
1.18*10“  ^(E/J’) 2+1.47^10-6 (E/J’)
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
The electron mean free path À in a mixed element target of i elements each with atomic 
weight A. and weight fraction Cj is given by
Qj, the elastic scattering cross section of element i.
Including more details into the energy loss process:
The Bethe and Love-Cox-Scott expression describes the energy loss as an integral of all 
participating atomic processes and does not distinguish between them. Work has been 
done to include some specific loss processes, for example the loss due to generation of 
secondary electrons (Muruta, 1981), inner-shell excitation, plasmon losses (Reimer, 
1985). All these processes are single inelastic scattering events. Their contribution to the 
energy loss have to be subtracted from the Bethe stopping power
A E = i ï f l  - f f l  Iss
>  ^ /  Bethe V  ^ /  single _
(5.22)
The simulation does no seem to be very sensitive when treating the material as a real 
compound of several elements and using the appropriate equations, as given above, or 
treating the material as a "new" element for which Aj, Zj are averaged according to its 
weight fraction q. This would justify the use of such A, Z values for the Kanaya and 
Okayama equation, see chapter 4.5. The plots in Fig.5.5 are equal within the statistical
Parameter GaAs InP In,.xGa^yPi.y
Bandgap energy Eg=036+0505(l-x)+
0555(l-x)'
1.423 135 1.1902 1.038
lattice matched to InP
density g(x)=5.67-0.35x 5.32 4.79 5.6175 5.1475
Atomic number 32 32 3335 34
Atomic weight 72.7045 72.896 75.7045 78.69
El Jiole pair crea­
tion Energy
E^=2.1Eg+1.3
(eV)
4.2883 2.2* 3.799 3.4803
*) after Holt(1989)
Table 5.1 Material parameter used in the Monte Carlo program.
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Fig. 5.5 Comparison of depth dose distributions for InGaAs generated by tbe exact 
multi element scattering procedure and for averaged atomic parameter. 
20keV
Scatter models for high energy electrons
For high energy electrons the full single elastic scattering approach is no longer feasible, 
too many scatter events take place along one trajectory. A different scattering cross sec­
tion has to be applied, for example the Wentzel model (Baro et ai., 1994 and Soum et ai. 
1983). Also, relativistic effects and momentum transfer from the beam electron onto the 
lattice atoms have to be considered (Salvat et ai., 1992). The energy loss can no longer be 
described by the Bethe energy loss. A dielectric loss function, such as that given by Penn 
(1987), can model the inelastic scattering and elastic scattering and uses experimental 
optical data for the given solid. Therefore, Monte Carlo programs written for high energy 
simulations in the range from 50keV up to lOOMeV have a very different algorithm com­
pared to those for beam energies of up to 50keV.
5.1.2 Monte Carlo Electron Trajectory Simulation
General principles
The development of purely analytic models of electron beam-specimen interactions be­
comes difficult when conditions of multiple scattering are encountered. The complex de­
pendence of the cross sections for the various elastic and inelastic scattering processes on 
electron energy and the complex dependence of the rate of energy loss on electron energy 
(dE/ds~(l/E)LogE) lead to functional expressions which are difficult to solve analyti­
cally. Moreover, even when such expression can be derived, their application to the con­
figurations of real samples encountered in scanning electron microscopy may be severely 
limited due to the need to incorporate specific boundary conditions of size, shape and dif­
fering compositions across interfaces as well as lattice imperfections like line defects. 
For such applications, a more flexible approach to modelling electron scattering is 
needed. Such an approach is obtained by means of MonteCarlo electron trajectory
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simulation. The development of Monte Carlo calculations have been applied to the study 
of magnetic contrast (Newbury et al, 1973), X-ray emissions from particles (Yakowitz et 
al, 1975), X-ray emissions from thin films (Kyser, 1981, Jablonski, 1989 and Fitzgerald, 
1990), the resolution of signals in high-resolution images (Hembrer et al, 1981), Auger 
electron spectroscopy (Ichimura, 1980, El Gomati, 1991), CL (Phang, 1992), electron 
beam lithography (Kyser, 1981b) and the study of semiconductor heterojunctions (Nap­
chan and Holt, 1987; Joy, 1986), to name but a few.
The use of randomly selected numbers at several points in the calculation sequence of the 
simulation is the basis of the name "Monte Carlo". Monte Carlo particle modelling is now 
well established. The name "Monte Carlo" for this method was coined by the Italian 
physicist Fermi when he worked at the Manhattan Project to develop the first nuclear 
bomb. He used random numbers to calculate the direction of neutrons generated by fis­
sion in uranium in a pile.
Difference between single- and multiple scattering
Multiple scattering
An important assumption is that multiple scattering which takes place over a given step 
length can be represented by an equation designed to describe a single scattering act.
A number of individual elastic collisions are grouped together and the net deflection is 
treated in the same way as a single scattering event. This is achieved by dividing the elec­
tron trajectory into a convenient number of step lengths and assuming that one elastic col­
lision takes place in each step. A simple model was proposed by Curgenven and 
Duncumb (1971) which could be processed by the mini-computer available at the time. 
This method has been used and refined by a number of workers (Statham 1975, Mykla- 
bust et al 1976, Love et al. 1977).
Single Scattering
The most rigorous approach is to use a single scattering model. This involves calculating 
the mean free path of the electron between elastic collisions and then using a suitable 
elastic cross-section in conjunction with a random number generator to establish the angle 
through which it is scattered at each of its interactions with the atomic nuclei.
One of the simplest equations used to describe elastic scattering is that of Rutherford. 
However, this formula neglects screening of the nucleus by the orbital electrons and re­
sults in an infinite cross-section for 0=0, which implies the mean free path of the electron 
is zero. It is better to use a modified Rutherford cross section, as already shown above.
The choice of a particular scattering model is dependent upon the computing power avail­
able and the way in which the results of the calculation are going to be applied. For exam­
ple, Heinrich (1976) has pointed out that where interactions close to the surface are 
important, as in determining the spatial resolution in thin films, then a single scattering 
model is to be preferred.
Generally, the single scattering approach is the more versatile method but this is achieved 
at the expense of considerably greater computing time.
I have chosen the single scattering model because interactions at layer interfaces and in 
thin layers are important and can not be neglected.
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Formulation
In the Monte Carlo technique, the beam electron is considered as a discrete particle 
which undergoes elastic and inelastic scattering with the atoms of the sample, which is 
considered to be amorphous. The trajectory is calculated in discrete steps, an example of 
which is shown in Fig 5.6.
X Y Z
n+1
Fig. 5.6 Coordination system for a scatter path. The exact mathematical treatment 
is given by Krefting and Reimer (1973).
At every step in the simulation, the characteristics of the electron are known: position 
(x,y,z), energy and momentum. The electron undergoes a scattering interaction at loca­
tion which causes it to deviate by an angle 0 from its previous path. It travels a dis­
tance S along the new path, where S is the step length of the calculation (see below), until 
it undergoes another scattering event at point The selection of the scattering cross 
sections and step length is made from the elastic scattering cross sections given above. 
For the energy range of interest, l-40keV, significant angular deviations result mainly 
form elastic scattering events. It is common practice in Monte Carlo simulations to con­
sider only elastic scattering when calculating the scattering angle 0. Since the elastic 
scattering can take on any value form 0 to 180® for a particular scattering event, with an 
average value of the order of 5®, the scattering angle must be chosen from the possible 
range in a statistically meaningful manner. The scattering angle distribution is found 
from eqn (5.12) and can be expressed in terms of a random number:
cos 0 = 1 — [20Rj/(l + Ô — Rj)] (5.23)
where R^  is a random number such that 0 < R j < 1. Rj is taken from a pseudo random
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number generator. Substitution in eqn (5.23) of random numbers linearly distributed 
across this range produces a distribution of scattering angles. A further random number is 
used to decide which element of the multi element compound is responsible for this elas­
tic scattering event. The probability for each element i has to be proportional to the num­
ber of atoms i per unit volume. This distinction is not necessary for the energy loss due to 
inelastic scattering because the stopping power is an additive function in a multi-element 
specimen.
The azimuthal angle Vj/ in the base of the scattering cone shown in Fig.5.6 can take on any 
value in the range 0-360® selected by a different random number:
Y = 2tcR2 (5.24)
Since only elastic scattering events are presumed to contribute to significant angular de­
viations, the step length between scattering events is determined from the mean free path 
for elastic scattering, which is found from eqn (5.6) with the total elastic scattering cross 
section from eqn (5.10). The mean free path is in the value of the average distance be­
tween scattering events. Thus a distribution is obtained from the equation
S = -logR 3 X (5.25)
where X is the elastic mean free path. From the scattering angles 0 and \j/, and the step 
length S, the x,y,z coordinates of point can be calculated from the coordinates of 
point P :^
Although inelastic scattering is neglected as far as angular deviation and the path length 
are concerned, energy loss due to inelastic scattering must be considered. It has become 
common in most Monte Carlo simulations to account for the effect of inelastic scattering 
by means of the Bethe continuous energy loss approximation, eqn (5.13) because of the 
plethora of possible inelastic scattering processes, and the lack of accurate inelastic scat­
tering cross section data for many elements. The energy loss AE along a segment of path 
of length S is approximated as
AE = s ( f )  (5.26)
The trajectory of the electron is thus followed incrementally through the target, with a 
permanent knowledge of the electron coordinates, energy and direction of flight. Espe­
cially for EBIC, after each scatter event, the amount of electron-hole pairs generated by 
the absorbed energy, AE, along the previous path segment, S, is calculated and stored, ac­
cording to its position, in the computer memory. The progressive loss of energy from the 
beam electron eventually reduces its energy below the level necessary to excite secondary 
processes and the trajectory is terminated as an "absorbed electron". Alternatively, the tra­
jectory may intersect a surface of the target, leading to electron escape as a "backscattered 
electron". A simulated trajectory of a typical beam electron with an energy of 20keV un­
dergoes in average 400 - 500 single scatter events before it is terminated. Some electrons 
can encounter up to 800 scatter events. Shortly before termination the mean free path 
length is very short. Therefore it is economical to stop the simulation for this trajectory 
when the mean free path length is shorter than the resolution of the matrix in which the 
generated carriers are been stored.
An example of electron trajectories calculated for an InP target at a beam energy of 
20keV is shown in Fig.5.7. Such a plot, consisting of 100 individual trajectories, gives a
good visualisation of the "interactive volume" of the beam electrons. It should be
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recognised that the trajectories are projected onto a plane to give a two-dimensional 
representation.
Fig 5.7 Trajectories of 100 simulated beam electrons, beam energy 20keV.
Fig 5.8 Trajectories of 100 simulated beam electron under 45® impact angle, 20keV.
A real electron beam in an SEM has a certain diameter, r^ , which depends on how well the 
microscope can be focused. The intensity distribution within the beam also depends on 
the beam focus. An ideal finely focused beam has a Gaussian intensity distribution along 
its diameter. This case is considered in the program through the selection of a Gaussian 
random number generator for the intensity distribution along the beam diameter. Hénec 
and Maurice (1976) described such an implication into their program, but it was not de­
scribed elsewhere, until recently by James (1994). Rather unrealistic approaches are taken 
in the literature for the beam diameter. Joy(1984) considers an infinitesimal beam
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diameter and the Monte Carlo simulation is used to calculate effects on a scale of only a 
few nm, including secondary electrons. The beam diameter is an important factor especial 
for targets with small dimensions or for a simulation close to a sample edge.
Testing
A Monte Carlo simulation must be tested to determine the accuracy of the calculated re­
sults. Such tests usually involve comparison with published experimental data on electron 
interactions with solids (Newbury and Mykleburst, 1981). A useful selection of experi­
mental data includes the backscattering coefficient as a function of atomic number of the 
target and as a function of specimen tilt.
The accuracy of the calculated results is dependent on the accuracy of the elastic cross 
section used for calculating the scattering angles and the mean free path length and of the 
Bethe expression for calculating energy loss. The screened Rutherford cross section for 
elastic scattering while convenient to calculate, introduces a bias in the calculated 
backscatter coefficients such that the calculated coefficients are about 15% too high for 
heavy elements. The correspondence between the Monte Carlo calculation and the experi­
mental values of the backscattering coefficients is shown in Fig.5.3.
Statistics
The principal weakness of the Monte Carlo calculation is the need to calculate many tra­
jectories in order to obtain statistical significance. Examination of the individual trajecto­
ries in Fig.5.9 reveals that each trajectory varies greatly from any of the others because of 
the random selections from the range of scattering parameters.
Fig 5.9 Details of a scattering path.
In order to calculate results which are representative of the overall interaction a statisti­
cally significant number of trajectories must be calculated. The precision of the Monte 
Carlo calculation depends on the number of events calculated, with the standard deviation 
(SD) of the calculation given by the expression
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SD = n\''^ (5.27)
where is the number of trajectories which contribute to an event of type "i". The rela­
tive standard deviation (RSD) is then given by;
RSD = 4 r -  = n: • 1/2 (5.28)
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Fig. 5.10 a) and b) development of the EBIC gain with the number of simulated tra­
jectories. c) The evolution of fluctuations in the depth dose distribution. Shown 
is the difference between two distributions after additional 100 simulated tra­
jectories. Values for 20keV, sample RMB1046 with ti=31%.
Thus in a calculation of a backscattering coefficient, the precision of the calculation is 
not determined by the total number of electrons calculated, N, but by the number of elec­
trons which backscatter:
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ni =  tin  (5.29)
In the same simulation, the calculation of electron-hole pair production would be obtained 
with greater precision, since all of the incident electrons contribute to the generation of 
electron-hole pairs.
In Fig.5.10 a) and b) the EBIC gain is plotted against the number n of trajectories. This 
plot has an initial large fluctuation but settles fast to a stable value after about 30,000 tra­
jectories. The fluctuation for the following gain values is less then 1%. Therefore 30,000 
to 100,000 simulated trajectories give a very good estimation for the EBIC gain. Never­
theless, around 10,000 simulated trajectories give the expected EBIC gain with an accu­
racy of 10%, which can be achieved in a few minutes.
Monitoring the decrease in fluctuations in the calculated one-dimensional depth dose dis­
tribution is also a test of the statistical behaviour of the program. For this, the generation 
volume is integrated over a plane parallel to the surface and for every plane, /, of the ma­
trix in which the generation volume is stored. This means the full three-dimensional vol­
ume is transformed into a one-dimensional depth dose distribution.
During the simulation after every extra 100 simulated trajectories a one-dimensional 
depth dose distribution is calculated. The initial curves show large fluctuations between 
them, but match far better after several 10,000 of simulated trajectories. A measure of 
how dissimilar the curves are reveals how well the program is treating the statistical proc­
ess and how long the program actually has to run.
The deviation, afnj, between two one-dimensional depth dose distributions jc„ and 
depending on the number, n, of trajectories, is shown in FigS.lO c) together with a 1/jâ 
function. For comparison each depth distribution is normalised, so that its maximum 
value at any depth is always less than one. o(n) is given by
On =  -  fTi , (5.30)
and jc„.y denote the depth dose distributions after n 100 and (n-1)400 simulated trajecto­
ries, and, L, is the total number of elements of the one-dimensional vector.
Comparison between the expected behaviour of the standard deviation, as and
the calculated deviation indicates that the Monte Carlo program behaves in the expected 
statistical manner.
Targets with special geometry
The great strength of the Monte Carlo simulation is the capability for continually follow­
ing the position of the beam electron through the target. The calculation of spatial distri­
bution of primary and secondary products is straightforward. An example of a calculation 
of the interaction volume in a flat, semi-infinite target is shown in Fig.5.7. When the tar­
get has a complex shape, the boundary can be considered by means of an appropriate 
equation to determine the escape of electrons from the target. An example of the utility of 
the Monte Carlo calculation for the simulation of electron interactions at the edge of a 
sample is shown in Fig.5.11, where beams of various distances away from the sample 
edge are shown interacting with the target. Complete containment of the beam within the 
target is obtained at ~2p,m away from the edge, while at closer positions penetration
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through the side of the target occurs. [The reason for brighter edge contrast] Most impor­
tant is the easy incorporation of a change in material parameters once the beam electron 
is crossing an interface of the multilayer structure.
Fig.5.11 a) Electron trajectories for an impact point close to a sample edge.
Fig. 5.11 b) next page: (false colour image)
A density plot of the electron density where the same colour in different re­
gions does not imply the same density, but instead that moving from one col­
our to another indicates a change in density. The important feature are the 
horizontal lines which represent the material interfaces. This simulation is 
done for an electron beam 50nm away from the sample edge. Matrix resolu­
tion: x,y: 49.1nm z:16.4nm, beam energy 20keV
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5.1.3 Calculation of Charge Collection Microscopy 
Images
To calculate an EBIC image, firstly, the volume density of produced electron-hole pairs 
must be known. This calculation can be performed in a straightforward fashion by calcu­
lating the total energy loss AE in a step of the calculation by means of the Bethe expres­
sion eqn (5.13). The energy E^  ^necessary to create an electron-hole pair is typically three 
times the bandgap of the semiconductor (Klein, 1968);
Following Klein, we call the average amount of energy given up by the incident radiation 
in the primary process of generating a single electron-hole pair the radiation ionisation 
energy E^ .^ The radiation ionisation energy has two well confirmed relations: (a) it is es­
sentially independent of the nature and energy of the ionising particle, provided only that 
this energy is a larger than E^  ^(b) there is a strong correlation between E^  ^and the band 
gap energy. Obviously E^  ^ should be at least as large as this, but normally the electrons 
and holes will also be given considerable kinetic energy which, in some cases, might ex­
ceed the band gap energy. More often it will be lost in exciting phonons (i.e. warming the 
crystal). In view of considerations such as these, Klein (1968), following Shockley 
(1961), suggested that E^ j^  has three contributory sources: the intrinsic band gap energy 
E„, the mean kinetic energy imparted to the carriers, and optical phonon losses. The opti­
cal phonon loss is the product of the number (r) of phonons involved and their average 
energy ( hco). The average residual kinetic energy of the carriers was originally estimated 
as 1.8Eg, but it was shown experimentally that a value of I.IE^ was more appropriate, so 
Egj^=2.1Eg+1.3. Figure (5.12) shows the experimental data on which this is based. E^  ^for 
the ternary and quaternary compounds relies totally on this expression, because no ex­
perimental data are available.
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Fig. 5.12 Experimental data of the ionisation energy. Left, data after Ehrenberg and 
Gibbons (1981); right, (•) data collected by Klein (1968) and (+) by Holt (1989).
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The additive constant of 1.3 ensures that for semiconductors with a small band gap the 
generation rate does not go to infinity, and a minimum energy is required to generate an 
electron hole pair.
The total number of electron-hole pairs produced along a step is then:
Neh = (5.31)
eh
The distribution of carrier pair generation in an InP target is shown in Fig.5.13, where 
relative contours of equal density are plotted as a function of the depth and lateral dis­
tance from the beam impact point.
—  0
Fig.5.13 Contour plot of a generation volume. Lines represent equal carrier density.
The line spacing indicates the logarithmic scale of the carrier density, see also 
Fig.5.25.
For situations with cylindrical symmetry it is enough to convert the three-dimensional 
volume of carrier density into the one-dimensional depth dose distribution and calculate 
with this the EBIC current. The density at one depth is obtained simply by integrating 
over that plane of the generation volume. Repeated for all x,y-planes of this volume gives 
the depth dose distribution, see Fig.5.14. The distribution gives a good insight into how a 
multilayer structure, and the different material parameter of each layer, affect the distribu­
tion. A few layer interfaces are clearly visible in this distribution. One should expect that 
the interfaces are abrupt. Due to the finite size of the element volume, in which the gener­
ated carriers are stored, is it not possible to have an absolute match between structure in­
terface and element interface. Also, when a trajectory segment has its path between two 
segments, the absorbed energy is deposited only in one element. A further refinement of
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algorithm does not seem appropriate, because with the existing one the interfaces are ob­
served, and a refinement would increase the complexity of the program even more.
1.0
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Fig. 5.14 Depth dose distribution for sample E878.
Fig.5.15 represents the case of a multilayer structure where the difference in the material 
parameters for each layer are smaller and the total number of layers is larger. The curve 
shows only small fluctuations.
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Fig. 5.15 Depth dose distribution for sample RMB 1046
With this distribution of carrier pairs as a starting point, the next step is to calculate the 
current gain of the external circuit. In the simple case of planar Schottky barrier, the in­
built potential of the barrier collects all carriers with unit efficiency down to a depth Z,j, 
the depletion depth. The gain for this region is the average number of electron-hole pairs 
per beam electron, E/E^. However, the effect of backscattering is to reduce this gain, 
since part of the incident energy is effectively lost. The Monte Carlo calculation directly
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accounts for this loss in the calculation of the original distribution of generation of 
electron-hole pairs, since each trajectory is followed to completion, whether it is fully ab­
sorbed or backscattered. For carriers produced beyond the depletion depth, recombination 
will occur, except for a fraction, y, which diffuses back to the depletion region. This frac­
tion is determined by the depth, Z, relative to the depletion depth, and the minority carrier 
diffusion length, L (Wittry and Kyser, 1964):
y=exp (5.32)
The gain computed by the Monte Carlo simulation for a Schottky barrier as a function of 
depletion depth for several diffusion length and with an incident beam energy of 30keV is 
shown in Fig 5.16 (Joy, 1986).
10000 —I
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Fig. 5.16 EBIC gain for a Schottky diode for different diffusion length and depletion 
region thickness.
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5.2 Programs Described In the Literature
EBIC contrast simulation for characterising doped microstructures:
Joy (1985,1986), The interpretation of EBIC images using Monte Carlo simulations.
Joy was the first to include a defect into the EBIC gain calculation for a generation vol­
ume obtained by the Monte Carlo method. (Donolato (1978) made his contrast calculation 
with a uniform sphere as a generation volume and (1982) with a Gaussian type distribu­
tion.) The program consisted of the usual screened Rutherford cross section and the Bethe 
stopping power expression along a trajectory divided into fifty steps of equal length. A set 
of 500-1000 trajectories was stored and used for the gain calculation. The gain calculation 
has been done for a Schottky diode with a gold layer for which the program could give 
the layer thickness as a fitting parameter. Also the EBIC gain for a tilted electron beam 
could be calculated. The contrast from localised defects has been calculated with the 
Greens function, given by Donolato (1978), and a recombination strength for the defect. 
Examples of line scan profiles are given for defects at different depth, for different beam 
energies and diffusion length. Those line scans are comparable to the below calculated 
line scan, Eig.5.41 a) without any getter zone.
Werner et al. (1988) determined the spatial dose distribution by a Monte Carlo calcula­
tion procedure. They simulated the trajectories for a path divided into 60 steps and ap­
plied a multiple scattering model. Also a Gaussian distribution of the primary electron 
beam was included. The findings have been compared with measurements on an inclined 
pn-junction (0.5® - 2®) in a Si sample with a short diffu­
sion length of 0.1.. 0.2pm.
The short diffusion length was achieved by an addi­
tional gold diffusion, in order to attain a high local 
resolution in the EBIC measurement. They could then 
empirically describe the 1-dim depth dose distribution 
by an empirically modified Gaussian distribution. The 
spatial dose distribution was approximated to the one 
calculated by the MC procedure via a 'trial and error' 
program, which slightly changes the parameter of the 
approximation function by random numbers till a good 
approach was attained. The approximation is made up
of two Gaussian functions, f(x,z). An integration over x yields the depth dose distribution, 
which displays a greater deviation from the experimental results than the empirical func­
tion does. Further, equidose lines resulting form the developed analytical description are 
given as ellipsoids.
I compared the given approximation f(x,z) with my Monte Carlo simulation for the gen­
eration volume. But I found a large difference between them. The approximation has its 
largest deviation at the centre of the generation volume and seems to be very inaccurate.
Czyzewski and Joy (1990) simulated CL and EBIC contrasts for isolated dislocations. 
They applied the Mott inelastic scattering cross section and a modified Bethe energy loss. 
The mean atomic number approach was not chosen for two-component semiconductor 
materials, instead they included a random number choice between the elements to decide, 
what kind of atom the electron is scattered on. The electron-hole pair generation between
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the scatter events along the trajectory was treated as a pointlike source and used immedi­
ately to calculate CL and EBIC signals of a Schottky diode. Also an inclined dislocation 
was included. The purpose of this program is to explain the EBIC/CL ratio for which one 
experiment was described at that time in the literature (Jakubowicz, 1986). Later, experi­
ments by Kittler et al. (1993), Higgs and Kittler (1993), Schreiber et al (1993), Schreiber 
(1994) and Schreiber and Hildebrandt (1994) followed. A method by Jakubowicz (1986) 
and Paseman (1986, 1994) estimates geometrical parameters in order to explain the con­
trast ratio, but this involves a greatly simplified description of the electron beam genera­
tion volume. The Monte Carlo program avoids these limitations and gives good 
agreement with the measurements for line scans across and along the inclined disloca­
tions. One weak point of the program is that a line scan is made up of only eight points.
Werner and Blumtritt (1991)
The authors apply two Monte Carlo simulations, one for handling the electron scattering 
(to calculate the generation volume) and one for treating the diffusion of minority charge 
carriers inside a target with a defined microstructure. This structure is a defined Space 
Charge Region (SCR) representing a channel structure in silicon, see Fig. 5.17 (Blumtritt 
and Werner, 1991).
beam
SCR
Fig. 5.17 Sketch of the defined channel structure and the generation volume of mi­
nority carriers caused hy the incident electron heani.
Their EBIC simulation is built up of three steps:
1. defining a two-dimensional array for the collection probability equal 1 for the 
SCR and 0 elsewhere.
2. calculating the distribution for the detection probability of minority carriers 
-which are emitted by a point source - by the defined SCR. This is done by using a 
MC simulation of the diffusion process for the minority carriers. (Werner and 
Heydenreich, 1988) by considering the basic relation between transport, absorp­
tion and diffusion length along the path of the carriers.
This stage of the simulation takes a relatively long time and a set of interesting 
distributions of the detection probability are calculated and stored.
3. The distribution of the detection probability has to be convoluted with the distri­
bution of the generation of electron hole pairs. This interaction volume is evalu­
ated by a MC simulation.
In order to have a more flexible interaction volume for an energy- and a beam dependent 
description they " use" an analytic formula derived by fitting it to numeric MC results 
(Werner et al, 1988). This also takes into account of the diffusion-like propagation of the
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primary electrons.
The resulting EBIC profile are relatively smooth for large diffusion lengths and relatively 
rich in contrast for small ones. To get a practical method of accurately determining the 
channel length, 1^^^, they first measure the half width of simulated EBIC peaks at lower 
primary energies with the complete generation volume lying entirely inside the channel 
region while the beam scans the channel. Comparing these half widths with the length of 
the defined channel structure yields basic data for a correction formula.
The presented case is an example of how the described simulation can be used to find cor­
rection formulas if there is first information about the probable structure of the SCR to be 
investigated.
Other Monte Carlo programs, which do not particularly deal with defects, but have 
some interesting features:
Russ et al. (1990) simulated mainly the backscattered electron energy distribution for 
specimen of arbitrary complexity. This includes internal variations in composition or den­
sity and/or surface irregularities. They also simulated the secondary electron signal along 
a lone scan across a surface structure and the EBIC current.
Ly and Howitt (1992) simulated the backscattering coefficient for multilayer sample. Es­
pecially for a aluminium nickel structure and suggest that the backscattered value can be 
used to evaluate the layer thickness.
Fitzgerald (1994) employed the Mott cross section for elastic scatter events, but they 
found a rather unusual distribution for the depth dose. This distribution appears like a dis­
tribution which neglects any scattering along the trajectory and includes only the energy 
loss due to inelastic small angle scattering.
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5.3 Program Details
5.3.1 Random - Number Generator
A simulation for any system or process in which there are inherently random components 
requires a method of generating or obtaining numbers that are random, in some sense. 
Strictly speaking one should not talk about "generating random variables", since a random 
variable is defined (in mathematical probability theory) to be a function satisfying certain 
conditions. It really means that a possible numerical value is generated that the random 
variable can take on, in accordance with the appropriate probability distribution.
A way of generating true random numbers is for example monitoring the radioactive de­
cay of a radioactive element or observing where on a given area raindrops fall.
Usually, the random numbers are generated in a sequence, each new numbers being deter­
mined by one or several of its predecessors according to a fixed mathematical formula. 
The first such arithmetic generator was proposed by von Neuman and Metropolis in the 
1940s.
A fundamental objection to the method is that it is not "random" at all, in the sense of be­
ing unpredictable. Indeed, if we know one number, the next is completely determined 
since the rule to obtain it is fixed.
However, arithmetic generators, if designed carefully, can produce numbers which appear 
to be independent draws from the U(0,1) distribution, in that they pass a series of statisti­
cal tests, Cooke (1985). U(0,1) denotes a set of uniform distributed numbers between zero 
and one.
The following short algorithm is used in the program: 
a=65539 which is 2 *^-4-3
seed:=seed • a seed is of the type longint, a 32 bit-number, one
bit used for the minus sign 
If seed <0 then seed:=seed+2147483647+l
randomgen:=seed/2^‘ This reduces the range to [0,1]
This algorithm is of the form Z^=(aZ;_Jmod(2^^-1 ), which is a special form of a Linear 
Congruential Generator (LCG) Z.=(aZ^_)+c)mod(m). With c=0 it is called a multiplicative 
LCG.
For computational efficiency one should choose m=2*’ and thus avoid an explicit division 
by making use of the binary overflow.
The modulus m is usually chosen to be very large, say 10^  or more, so that the points in 
[0,1] where the U's can fall are very dense. In the chosen algorithm m is the largest prime 
number which is less than 2 *^, b is the number of bits (binary digits) in a word on the com­
puter that are available for data storage, here b=31. Z  ^can be any integer between 0  and 
m-1  without affecting the generator's period.
Testing the random number generator
A test to check whether the U/s appear to be uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 is the 
chi-square test with all parameters known. The interval [0,1] is divided into k subintervals 
of equal length and U^ , U ,^ ..., are generated. For a good test k should be at least 100, 
and n/k should be at least 5, with n, the total number of generated numbers. For i = 1,2,..., 
k, let^. be the number of the Uj's that are in the i_th subinterval and let
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(5.33)
Then for large n, will approximately have a chi-square distribution with k-1 degree of 
freedom under the null hypothesis that the U/s are U(0,1) random variables. Thus, this 
hypothesis is rejected at level a  if i.„ , where x\.i i.„ is the upper 1-a critical point
of the chi-square distribution with k-1 degree of freedom.
The test was performed for n=327680, k=3700 and gave %^=3846. I l l ,  i.„ for an a  of 
0.044 the critical point is 847.004. Therefore these particular 327680 U/s of the
used random number generator behave with a probability of 95% in a way what would 
be expected from truly U(0,1) random variables, so far as this chi-square test can ascer­
tain. Fig. 5.18 gives the f^  for three different types of random number generators. Already 
from those simple plots can one distinguish between a good and bad number generator.
Ferrenber et al. (1992) pointed out the importance of a good pseudo random number gen­
erator. They tested several versions applied to an Ising model. Comparison of the simu­
lated results with the exact result showed that some generators gave only an answer 
within 40o. Only a 32-bit linear congruential algorithm
Xn= f  16807 - i j  (5.34)
similar to the one used here for the Monte Carlo simulation gave the result within lo.
1 6 0  4 -
1 4 0  4 -
1 0 0 0  1 5 0 0  2 0 0 0  2 5 0 0  3 0 0 0  3 5 0 0
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Fig.5.18 Three examples for random number generators, a) and c) are the TURBO 
PASCAL RandomQ procedure, b) the used pseudo random number generator. 
Plotted are the frequency, f-, for numbers distributed over 3700 subinterval of 
the interval [1,0]; a total of 327780 generated numbers.
Another quick method for testing the quality of a random number generator is to simulate 
71, Dapor (1992a). This is done by generating many pairs of random numbers distributed 
in the range [-1,1]. If the distribution is uniform then the fraction of generated pairs 
which lie within the unit circle should approach 7i/4 . The pseudo random number used in 
this work gives a simulated value for k of 3.141605 (tt should be 3.141592). But this sim­
ple test can not detect any clustering of numbers. And this is not at all a method to calcu­
late n in the first place.
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Fig. 5.19 The fraction of random number pairs out of [-1,1] which are inside the unit 
circle is tc/4, if they are of uniform distribution. 
Conclusion
The used algorithm gives the desired uniform distribution of random numbers as the tests 
showed and is therefore sufficient for use in the Monte Carlo program. Such a separate 
test for the random number generator is necessary to make sure that no artificial error is 
introduced into the Monte Carlo model. The uniformity test and the tests described in the 
previous chapter allow a certain amount of confidence in the program.
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5.3.2 Matrix Size
Models used to study larger-scale systems tend to be very complex, and writing computer 
programs to execute them can be an arduous task indeed.
Some aspects of the program need to be highlighted, because they are prone to give incor­
rect results.
The program does adjust its x,y- , z- resolution of the matrix according to the beam en­
ergy and the material in the top layer of the structure. This makes sure that the matrix is 
used in an optimum way, that neither trajectories leave the matrix boundaries or that only 
a small part of the entire matrix is used, and that the best possible resolution is achieved.
Multilayer structures are only a few lOOnm thick, or a few nm for a quantum well struc­
ture. Therefore, it is desirable to have the highest resolution in z-direction. This will in­
crease the accuracy for storing generated carriers according to the position in the layered 
structure. A ratio of 1:3 is given for the difference in x,y- resolution to z-resolution. For 
instance, for a beam energy of 20keV and the sample E878 the program uses a z- 
resolution of 24nm and is therefore much smaller than most of the layers. Only the quan­
tum wells are smaller. The mean free path length is far smaller than the possible layer 
thickness and the program is therefore able to take account of the possible changes in 
cross section and mean free path length when the simulated electron crosses a layer inter­
face. Fig. 5.20 shows the changes in mean free path length along one trajectory, and the 
interfaces at which the changes happen. Notice that the sample E878 has only 4 quantum 
wells, but the plot shows 5 wells and an extra InP layer. This clearly indicates the curved 
nature of the trajectory and the fact that the electron can cross an interface more than 
once.
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Flg.5.20 Mean free path length distrihution along one trajectory for sample E878 
and 20keV heam energy. The changes due to the different material parameter 
by crossing a layer interface are clearly visible.
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The largest source of error in the program is the fact that the simulated carrier distribution 
has to be stored in a discrete matrix, and some parameters of the program are continuous 
variables. The Position of the junction, or position of the defect, can be a floating point 
number, while the position of a pixel in the matrix is an integer multiple of the x,y-, z- 
resolution. Charge carriers are treated by the program as if they were be at the centre of a 
pixel position. The input parameter for a dislocation depth, on the other hand, can be a 
position which is not at a pixel centre. A difference between real position and assumed 
position during the calculation can give rise to a systematic error.
A typical example is shown by increasing the dislocation depth in 0.1pm steps for a ma­
trix with a z- resolution of 0.0246pm. Each calculated dislocation position is a small dis­
tance away from it's desired position. Fig.5.21 shows this behaviour. For a depth of about 
1.4pm the change is of the order of 1 pixel and this does affect the outcome of the contrast 
calculation. Unfortunately this irregularity docs shov/ up clearly only in a special test 
form of the generation volume where the carrier density is kept constant with depth, as 
taken in Fig. 5.21. In a real situation, where the carrier density does change with depth, 
this effect is not directly visible. In order to avoid such artefacts, the input parameter for 
the dislocation depth should be an integer multiple of the matrix resolution in z- direction. 
A similar precaution applies to a line scan, where the lateral position of the defect should 
be changed in multiples of the x-resolution of the matrix. The programmer had to worry 
about this, and now the line scan algorithm takes account of this.
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Fig 5.21 Effect of step size for dislocation position and matrix resolution on the con­
trast calculation. In the ideal case of equal step length the contrast curve 
should be flat for this type of chosen generation volume.
Computer memorv restrictions
A PC based program written in a conventional computer language has access to only a 
limited amount of memory, therefore the data set of the entire matrix for the generation 
volume can not be treated as one single matrix. The amount of data for a 50x50x112 real 
(real: 6 byte, 11 digits) matrix is equal to 1.68 10^  byte or 1.64Mbyte, which exceeds the 
possible addressable memory by far. It is possible to overcome the memory restriction by
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using a trick. Only a much smaller sub-matrix, which is a small part out of the entire ma­
trix, is kept at the time in the memory. The rest of the matrix is stored on disk. In order to 
increase access time for read and write routines those files are kept in a RAM disk. For 
optimum performance the whole matrix is split up in 28 sub-arrys of dimensions 
25x25x16-real. This sub-matrix is big enough, so that during the trajectory simulation 
one electron spends a considerable amount of time (or scatter events) in one sub-matrix 
before it reaches the sub-matrix "boundaries". When changing into the neighbouring sub­
matrix, a write and read process briefly interrupts the trajectory simulation.
In principle it is possible to have a much larger matrix for the generation volume and 
therefore a higher resolution. But this is achieved only by increasing the number of sub­
arrays, which increases the complexity of the program so that it takes longer to calculate 
one trajectory. Also, more beam electrons need to be simulated before the matrix is filled, 
and small local fluctuations do not affect the final result. This is particularly important for 
the depth dose distribution.
It is possible to address a larger memory area in "C" and one can work with a single ma­
trix by applying pointers.
One advantage in using TURBO PASCAL is its fast compiler, Cooke (1985) and James 
(1992). A compilation of the entire source code takes only a few seconds. This makes it 
possible to keep some parameters as "hard wired" procedures in the program, for example 
the layer structure of the simulated sample. Another advantage is the availability of a 
large number of easy to use graphic commands.
The source code of the entire program includes some 3700 lines and runs 'on a pile of mi­
crochips' called a PC with a 486CPU and 6 6 MHz speed. A simulation of 20,000 beam 
electrons for calculating a generation volume takes about 2  hours, and the simulation of a
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Fig.5.22 Development in Monte Carlo simulation by means of the amount of simu­
lated beam electrons.
full line scan 8 hours. U p  to 4 0 0 ,0 0 0  beam  electron s have been  sim u lated . A lth o u g h , this 
PC is a very fast m ach in e, com pared  to what w as ava ilab le  w h en  the first M o n te  C arlo
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programs were written for the interaction of beam electrons with solids, it takes a consid­
erable amount of time to run the program. There seems to be an unwritten law stating that 
the capacity of whatever we build will be exploited to the full and that we are then going 
to require more. This spurs us on to develop increasingly sophisticated systems, see 
Fig.5.22.
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Fig. 5.23 Typical screen display during the Monte Carlo simulation. Displayed are a 
projection of the generation volume and a centre slice out of it, the depth dose 
distribution, the number of simulated electrons and the amount of backscat­
tered ones, and the matrix resolution. The lower half of the screen gives from 
left to right the energy distribution of backscattered electrons, the distribution 
of path length along a trajectory, the angle distribution of the backscattered 
electrons, the number of scatter events before a beam electron is backscattered 
and two cross sections of the generation volume.
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5.4 Visualisation Technology for the Generation Volume
An extensive computer simulation of a three dimensional model has the inherited prob­
lem of displaying the final result and monitoring the correct behaviour of the algorithm at 
various stages during program development. Many small numerical errors in the algo­
rithm might not lead to a collapse of the program but can significantly alter the outcome 
of the calculation. This is especially true for the EBIC gain calculation where out of the 
massive amount of data stored in 280,000 pixel points, representing the generation vol­
ume, only one single value, the EBIC gain, is of importance. Displaying data, in as many 
ways as possible during the simulation as two dimensional colour pictures, gives the op­
erator a quick survey about the performance of the program. Additional procedures are of 
great value during the program development.
1 used available software and purpose written routines for displaying the generation vol­
ume during generation with the Monte Carlo scattering model and during the line scan 
simulation.
The most general known way for displaying or transferring a two dimensional data set is 
done by using contour lines, as for example, for heights on survey maps or isobars on 
weather maps. However, this analogy is not absolutely applicable, because the generation 
volume is a density, that of carriers, in three dimensional space. Therefore the cylindrical 
symmetry of the generation volume can be used to project the three dimensional volume 
onto a two dimensional plane and the carrier density can be pictured by contour lines, 
g(r)=const, see Fig.5.13.
Unfortunately the available contour plot software on the UNIX system is far too slow and 
needs tedious data transformation. Also, in the early stages of the trajectory simulation, 
when the generation volume is still very irregular, such a contour plot program shows far 
too many lines, which appear as unconnected islands.
A far better approach is to employ colours for distinguishing the different densities. 1 
wrote such a colour shaded contour plot procedure and included it into the program. Nev­
ertheless, a more sophisticated visualisation is necessary when the generation volume has 
no longer a cylindrical symmetry, as is the case under beam tilt, or for a simulation close 
to a sample edge. The projection of the full generation volume onto a plane is still suit­
able, but this will fail totally, as soon as a dislocation segment is introduced, as is the case 
for the line scan simulation. This can be dealt with by the commercial software package 
A VS (Advanced Visualisation Software) by A VS Ltd., which runs under UNIX. This 
software package allows one to manipulate the full three dimensional data set for display­
ing an arbitrary slice out of this volume for any given orientation. The highest grade of 
sophistication is an animation of a slice by slice "flight" through the generation volume. 
This is better known in its applications for NMR scans of the human body. The necessary 
network is given in Fig. 5.24 and an example of a generation distribution which includes 
a misfit segment with a threading dislocation is given in Fig.5.27.
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Fig 5.24 Network of modules for an AVS animation.
The written program includes a simpler form of a slice by slice visualisation and is a 
great advantage during developing the program.
A more playful way of visualisation can be done by transforming the data into an autos­
tereogram. This is similar to the coloured contour plot, instead of colours "true" 
heigths/depths are used for displaying the carrier density, simply by using the ability of 
the human brain for stereoscopic perception (Simeth and Sander (1995), Thimbley and 
Neesham (1993), and ftp;katz.anu.edu.au), see Fig5.26. Also, a "wire" model can be ap­
plied to a certain degree, see Fig.5.25.
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b) Generation Volume
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Fig.5.25 3-D Plot of a generation volume. The height represents the carrier density 
and the xy plane depth and lateral extension, a) shows a linear plot, b) shows a 
log-plot. All values are arbitrary.
Fig. 5.26 Single Image Random Dots Stereogram (SIRDS) of a generation volume 
for sample E878. The heights in the image represent the carrier density. One 
of the upper layers appears as a small trench in this ball shaped image.
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C
Fig.5.27 Four slices out of the generation volume after simulating a misfit disloca­
tion with upward turning threading end. The sample surface is at the bottom 
of the picture and the misfit dislocation lies in the centre. The AVS-software 
created this image.
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5.5 Including Line Defects in the EBiC Current
Caicuiation
The previous paragraphs dealt with the generation of the minority carriers in the sample 
by the electron beam and the charge collection of the junction. A first computer simula­
tion for a line scan across a pn-junction was given by Marten and Hildebrand (1983). Ong 
et al. (1994) calculated from such a scan diffusion length and surface recombination 
velocity.
For EBIC microscopy it is of great interest how defects alter the EBIC current. A simula­
tion of the contrast needs to take into account the extent, orientation, strength and relative 
position to the junction of the defect in order to calculate the change in EBIC current 
when a dislocation lies inside the generation volume. The primary effect of the disloca­
tion is to reduce the amount of carriers in its proximity, so that less carriers can be col­
lected by the junction. A secondary effect comes form the change in transport parameters 
around the defect. Due to gettering it is possible that in an area around the dislocation, 
with a diameter of 0 .1  to 2 pm, the diffusion length is larger than in the average bulk mate­
rial. This can affect the diffusion process of carriers to the junction and increase the 
charge collection probability for carriers around the defect. Such a gettering area will be 
treated in the following as a cylinder of a different diffusion length which is assumed to 
be constant and a few percent higher than the bulk diffusion length of the bulk material. 
The dislocation core is in the centre of the cylinder and includes the usual recombination 
process of a defect. The complete algorithm has to execute the following for a simulation 
of a dislocation:
♦l)Treating the recombination effect of the dislocation onto every pixerof the 
simulated generation volume. For every pixel the amount of carriers which 
can reach a defect point along the dislocation by diffusion is calculated and 
the reduction due to the recombination at the defect according to the defect 
strength. This must be done for all points along the dislocation and all pixel of 
the generation volume. The diffusion process needs to take account for the 
different diffusion length of bulk material and gettering cylinder.
♦2) After the carrier reduction for each pixel is calculated the charge collection by 
the junction is calculated. This process is similar to the one without a 
dislocation. That means calculating the fraction, y, of each pixel which 
diffuses to the junction. Only that this time the change in diffusion length at 
the gettering cylinder will affect the fraction y if the carriers of that particular 
pixel pass through the gettering cylinder. Each pixel of the generation volume 
has to be considered.
The position of the dislocation relative to the junction determines which pixel will be af­
fected by recombination and which not. Only if defect and pixel are at the same side of 
the junction, will the pixel undergo a reduction in its carrier density due to recombination 
at the defect. If dislocation and pixel are on opposite sides of the junction then the defect 
will not change the carrier density. Because these carriers can not reach the defect, they 
can not pass the junction. By definition, carriers are collected by the junction and do not 
diffuse beyond it.
J Pixel: In this chapter a pixel represents a 3-dim volume element of the
matrix in which the generation volume is stored. 115
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Fig.5.28 Diffusion process to the defect.
Fig 5.28 shows the case of a misfit dislocation below the junction. Pixel (a) does not "no­
tice" the defect, the defect is screened by the junction . The pixel at (b) will diffuse along 
Tj with the diffusion length according to that layer and for the distance with the diffu­
sion length of the gettering cylinder. The pixel (c) does "feel" only the diffusion length 
inside the gettering cylinder.
e  a)
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Fig. 5.29 Possible ways for carriers to the depletion layer.
Fig 5.29 shows the situation for the charge collection process. Pixel (a) does not see the 
gettering area and contributes according to
exp N
Ll (5.35)
as a fraction to the current. The pixel at (b) is also not disturbed by the gettering cylinder 
an the fraction
7 = exp
L2
(5.36)
reaches the junction. Only the pixel which are in a similar position as pixel (c) experience 
the influence of the gettering cylinder. For those pixels the collected fraction is
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(5.37)
The first term describes the path below the gettering cylinder, the second term inside and 
the last term the final path between junction and gettering cylinder.
This picture is only one possible case of arrangement of junction and dislocation with get­
tering area. Fig. 5.30 shows other possible arrangements. An important situation is the 
case when the dislocation core exists inside the junction and the gettering cylinder reaches 
beyond the junction. In this case no recombination will occur, only the change due to the 
different diffusion length at the cylinder will be detected. This means more carriers can 
reach the junction as compared to a dislocation free material.
Dislocation
core
Gettering 
Zone
SCR
Fig. 5.30 Possible position for tbe dislocation core witb tbe gettering cylinder near 
tbe junction for a cylinder radius larger tban tbe depletion layer widtb.
The procedure for calculating the recombination at the defect for each pixel must consider 
the reduction of carrier density due to the diffusion process to the defect. This means that 
not all carriers will undergo the recombination process according to the dislocation 
strength. Diffusion allows that carriers can move in all directions and therefore many will 
move further away from the defect. By diffusing away from the pixel position the carrier 
density is reduced because the carriers are distributed over a larger spherical volume. 
Only a volume out of the spherical shell which intersects the defect will be reduced by 
recombination. Fig.5.31 is a schematic diagram of the process. Consequently, only the 
carrier density in this small volume segment at the intersection point will be affected by 
recombination and will be subtracted from the original carrier density of the pixel.
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Fig. 5.31 Diffusion spreads the carriers density of a pixel into a spherical volume and 
only the intersection part with the dislocation segment will be involved in the 
recombination process.
Each segment of the dislocation will be considered. And its contribution to the carrier 
reduction for this particular pixel will be calculated accordingly to the carrier density at 
its position. The combined effect of all those point defects along the line of the disloca­
tion makes up the effect of one line defect onto that pixel.
Notice, the program is treating the possible diffusion to the defect and the diffusion to the 
junction as independent. First the diffusion to the defect is considered as a carrier loss at 
the defect and subtracted from the original carrier density at the pixel. And secondly this 
altered carrier density is used for the diffusion process to the junction
Threading end of a misfit dislocation:
In order to get the EBIC gain at the end of a misfit dislocation and to find out, what kind 
of contrast an upwards and downwards turning threader gives, these defects need to be 
included into the program. Fig.5.32 shows the possible situations for the location of the 
misfit segment, the threading end, the position of the junction and pixel positions. The 
algorithm treats this case similar to the one of an infinite long misfit dislocation, as de­
scribed above. Only the recombination of the vertical threading segment and its sur­
rounding gettering cylinder needs additionally to be calculated. Mainly the program has to 
distinguish between all the different positions of pixel in relation to the defect 
arrangement.
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Fig.5.32 Arrangements of a misfit dislocation with a threading end and all the differ­
ent positions of carriers, which the algorithm has to identify.
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5.6 Comparison of Measured EBIC Data with Data 
Obtained by the Monte Carlo Calculation
♦1)EBIC Gain as a function of beam Energy
The simulated generation volume can be used to obtain some basic material parameters, 
for example the diffusion length and the extent of the depletion zone. Wu and Wittry 
(1978) described a method for which they calculate the EBIC gain for several beam ener­
gies and compare it with measurements on a Schottky diode. They get the EBIC gain by 
integrating over a one-dimensional depth dose distribution g(z).
^  = (5.38)
The integration consist ot two parts. Fart one is an integration over the depletion layer 
width, W, where a 100% charge collection efficiency is assumed and part two is an inte­
gration over the remaining part of the depth dose distribution down to the maximum 
penetration range, R, and a collection probability exp(-z/L). By curve-fitting, values of the 
device parameter t (the metal layer thickness), and the material parameter W (which de­
pends on the Si doping) and L are obtained.
Joy (1986) used a Monte Carlo simulation for the three-dimensional carrier distribution 
g(r) and fitted the results to measurements on InP Schottky barriers.
I also used a computer generated three dimensional carrier distribution by the Monte 
Carlo simulation and fitted the curve to the measured EBIC data. The difference to the 
before mentioned approach is the multilayer structure and a buried pn-junction instead of 
a surface Schottky diode on bulk material.
Due to the fact that carriers are generated in the p-type and n-type layers of the sample, 
two types of minority carriers contribute to the junction current, electrons in the p-type 
and holes in the n-type layer. Thus, two diffusion length have to be considered. One diffu­
sion length, Ll, for the n-type region and L2, for the p-type region. Also the SCR does 
not need to have necessarily a 1 0 0 % charge collection efficiency for carriers generated 
inside this region. Sieber (1994) and Beggah et al. (1994) showed that a fit might be im­
proved by reducing the charge collection efficiency inside the SCR. This modification is 
included in the EBIC gain calculation and curve-fitting procedure. Fig. 5.34 shows 5 ex­
amples of curve-fitting for the sample E878. Curves c) and d) include a less efficient SCR 
and the overall fit is improved. Notice that the part of the curve for energy higher 25keV 
shows in this case a larger fluctuation than for a SCR with 100% efficiency. The fit for 
sample RME1046 is given in Fig.5.35.
♦2)EBIC gain as a function of sample tilt
This method is similar to the first in making use of a known change in the depth dose dis­
tribution as a means of probing the material. The first method used the increasing penetra­
tion range with increasing beam energy in order to change the depth dose distribution. A 
similar change can be achieved by tilting the sample. Under tilt more electrons are 
backscattered out of the sample and less carriers are generated in the deeper layers of the 
sample. The calculation for the EBIC gain remains the same as in method one. Only this 
time the EBIC gain is plotted against the sample tilt. Curve fitting gives then the values of 
the diffusion length Ll, L2 and the position of the SCR. Fig. 5.36 shows the fit for the
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sample E878 with the same parameter as used in Fig. 5.34 for the gain vs. energy fit. And 
Fig.5.37 gives the fit for sample RME1046.
Both methods combined give a higher precision for the fitting parameters. What might be 
a good set of fitting parameter for one curve, as with the parameter for curve a) and b), is 
not necessarily a equal good set for the second curve. The parameter for curve e) are a 
good selection for both curves.
Literature values for the diffusion length in GaAs are:
doping [cm'^ ] Diffusion length for 
p-type material 
[pm]
doping [cm'^ j Diffusion length for 
n-type material 
[pm]
9*10'^ 8 5*10'" 1.8
2-10** 7-10 2*10'" 1.2
3.5 6.5*10'" 0.3
1*10'" 2.5 6.5*10'" 0.02
Table 5.2 Diffusion length for GaAs.
The mobility of carriers is being held to a low value by defect scattering centres. At con- 
centrations near the donor solubility limit (~7«
InGaAs
doping
[cm^ ]
hole
diffusion
length
[pm]
doping
[cm']
electron
diffusion
length
[pm]
1*10'" 47 1.4*10"= 2.5
1 -3*10'" 52-74 5*10'" 7.5
1*10'" 140 5*10'" 0.8
5*10'" 2 1*10'" 4
2*10"= 0.4 2 - 4 *10'" 0.4 - 0.6
0  cm ) the effect is catastrophic.
InP
doping
[cm-']
electron 
diffusion 
length [pm]
doping
[cm ]^
hole
diffusion
length
[pm]
4.1*10" 11 5*10'" 3.7
5*10"= 7.5 -11 5*10'" >20
5.3*10" 0.75 -1.6 1.5*10" 12
1.7*10'" 1,9 3*10'" 2
5*10'" 7.5 1*10'" 1.8
Table 5.3: Diffusion length for In^ g^ Gag^ A^s, left side and p-InP right side (Chand, 
1993 and Ahrenkiel, 1991).
The simulated curves give a higher gain than the actual measured curve. It might be that 
the measurement is not picking up the full current due to not ideal ohmic contacts, or the 
beam current measurement gives an inaccurate reading, eithei^duejo the necessary high 
amplification (pA to Volts) or a carrier multiplication in the ‘Faraday cup. Therefore the 
measurement shows a systematic error. By shifting the simulated curves and normalising 
the curve towards the value for normal impact a closer fit is obtained.
Fig.5.38 shows the same calculation for a modified depth distribution and the comparison 
to the measured data for the same fit parameter as in Fig.5.34. For each tilt value, the 
depth dose distribution for normal impact is reduced according to the amount of backscat­
tered electrons under tilt. And finally the EBIC gain curve is normalised for the normal 
impact value. These curves are very similar to the measured curves, which indicates that 
the backscattering effect is the main reason for the shape of the curve, but they do not fit 
as good as the full simulated curves do. Just assuming an overall reduction in the carrier 
distribution due to backscattering is not an accurate description of the process. Before an
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electron is backscattered it can move an substantial way throughout the sample and de­
posit a certain amount of energy. The backscattering coefficient under tilt can not de­
scribes the change in energy distribution. Therefore a simulation gives a more accurate 
description of the process.
♦3) EBIC Gain variation at a sample edge 
By scanning across a sample edge electrons can not only escape from the surface as 
backscattered electrons, they also have the chance to escape out of the side of the sample. 
This extra loss increases the closer the electron beam is positioned at the sample edge. 
Beam electrons are now likelier to escape out of the sample and consequently less carriers 
are generated inside the generation volume. The consequences on the EBIC gain are not 
entirely described by cutting off a part from the maximum generation volume for bulk 
material. The loss rate at the sample side will correspondingly dilute the remaining part of 
the generation volume. This reduction can be calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation. 
Comparison of simulation with measured line scan data are shown in Fig. 5.39.
A simple theoretical model has been proposed by Jakubowicz (1982), which assumes a 
point like source for the carrier distribution.
Another effect of an edge or a surface step can be observed in the SE-mode, because 
backscattered electrons and secondary electrons produced close to the edge can escape 
through two surfaces rather than one. Therefore edges and steps are outlined by a bright 
line. The program is not calculating secondary electrons, but the effect of the edge on the 
number of backscattered electrons can be seen in Fig.5.40, which shows the rapid increase 
in backscattered electrons. Not all of those extra backscattered electrons contribute to the 
image. Due to their direction of flight, many electrons leave the sample without reaching 
the detector. They end up either on the SEM chamber walls, on other solid parts of the 
chamber, or depending on the sample shape (e.g. trenches), reenter the sample.
Reason for not observing misfit dislocations close to a sample edge or in a lateral 
view:
As the plot of Fig.5.39 indicates the change in EBIC gain over a distance of 1.2pm to­
wards the sample edge corresponds to a contrast of 100%. On the other hand a misfit dis­
location gives only a contrast maximum of 6 %, with a FWHM of ~ 1.5pm. Therefore, the 
small change in contrast of a dislocation is hidden under the large scale contrast change 
due to a change in the form of the generation volume. This means that at the sample edge 
the misfit dislocations seems to disappear.
For a lateral view an equal consideration applies. The reduction in gain due to the reduc­
tion in the generation volume is greater than the loss or gain at a defect, for a scan direc­
tion perpendicular to the second surface. So long as the defect is close to the surface, 
which is the case in our sample.
/N
Ü
0 X
Defect
total EBIC 
c u r r e n t
Fig.5.33 Schematic comparison of changes in total EBIC current towards and edge 
and at a defect.
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Monte Carlo simulation for EBIC gain as a function of beam energy
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Fig. 5.34 Fit parameter for energy variation
a) Ll=0.1pm, L2=0.6pm, SCR(1.0 - l.l)pm
Ti=1 0 0 %
b) Ll=0.3pm, L2=0.5pm, SCR(1.2 -1.3)pm,
11=1 0 0 %
c) Ll=0.2pm, L2=0.5pm, SCR(1.2 -1.3)pm,
T|=1 0 %
d) Ll=0.1pm, L2=0.6pm, SCR(1.0 -l.l)pm,
T|=2 0 %
e) Ll=0.16pm, L2=0.45pm,SCR(1.2- 1.3)pm
T|=1 0 0 %
Sample E878, beam current InA
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Monte Carlo simulation for EBIC gain as a function of beam energy.
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Fig.5.35 Fit parameter for energy variation
a) Ll=0.8pm, L2=0.3pm, SCR (0.5 - 0.8)pm
Ti=1 0 0 %
b) Ll=0.9pm, L2=0.4pm, SCR (0.45 - 0.8)pm
ri=100%
c) Ll=1.3pm, L2=0.7pm, SCR (0.45 - 0.8)pm
ri=80%
d) Ll=0.8pm, L2=0.3pm, SCR (0.45 - 0.8)pm
Tl=100%
Sample RME1046, beam current 0.2nA
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Monte Carlo simulation for EBIC gain as a function of sample tilt.
M C  calculation
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Fig. 5.36 Fit parameter for sample tilt
a) Ll=0.1pm, L2=0.6pm, SCR(1.0 - l.l)pm
T|=100%
b) Ll=0.3pm, L2=0.5pm, SCR(1.2 -1.3)pm,
n=ioo%
c) Ll=0.2pm, L2=0.5pm, SCR(1.2 -1.3)pm,
ri=10%
d) Ll=0.1pm, L2=0.6pm, SCR(1.0 -l.l)pm,
T|=2 0 %
e) Ll=0.16pm, L2=0.45pm,SCR(1.2- 1.3)pm
ri=100%
Sample E878, 20keV beam energy.
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Monte Carlo Simulation for EBIC gain as a function of sample tilt, comparison with 
measurements
M C Calculation
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Fig.5.37 Fit parameter for sample tilt
a) Ll=0.8pm, L2=0.3pm, SCR (0.5 - 0.8)pm
ri=100%
b) Ll=0.9pm, L2=0.4pm, SCR (0.45 - 0.8)pm
Ti=100%
c) Ll=1.3pm, L2=0.7jLim, SCR (0.45 - 0.8)pm
t|=80%
d) Ll=0.8pm, L2=0.3pm, SCR(0.45 - 0.8)pm
T|=100%
Sample RME1046, 20keV
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Depth dose distribution modified according to backscattering coefficient and used to 
calculate the EBIC gain under sample tilt
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Fig. 5.38 Fit parameter for sample tilt
a) Ll=0.1pm, L2=0.6pm, SCR(1.0 - l.l)pm
ri=100%
b) Ll=0.3pm, L2=0.5pm, SCR(1.2 -1.3)pm,
ri=100%
c) Ll=0.2pm, L2=0.5pm, SCR(1.2 -1.3)pm,
ri=10%
d) Ll=0.1pm, L2=0.6pm, SCR(1.0 -l.l)pm,
T|=2 0 %
e) Ll=0.16pm, L2=0.45pm,SCR(1.2- 1.3)pm
ri=100%
] Sample E878, 20keV beam energy.
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Monte Carlo simulation for a scan towards a sample edge
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Fig.5.39 Comparison between a simulated line scan towards a sample edge and the 
recorded line scan of sample E878. The fit parameters are:
Ll=0.16pm, L2=0.45pm, SCR(1.2 - 1.3)pm and T|=100%.
The offset for zero distance in the measured line scan results from problems in 
accurately determining the position of the edge in the microscope and possible 
small sample tilt.
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Fig. 5.40 Increase in the amount of hackscattered electrons for an beam impact point 
close to the sample edge. Those electrons contribute in the SE-mode besides the 
secondary electrons to the formation of a white line along the edge.
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5.7 Various Types of Line Scan Profiles
Three different types of line scan profile may be obtained using EBIC, but we only see 
two. They depend on the recombination strength of the defect, the properties of the getter 
zone and the position relative to the junction. Only getter zones with increased diffusion 
length are considered in the following. Three types are shown in Fig.5.41. A positive 
contrast value represents a dark feature in the EBIC micrograph and a negative value a 
brighter feature then the average background. Fig 5.42 shows a measured line scan for 
comparison. Notice that in this diagram negative contrast is counted upwards.
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Simulation parameters:
beam energy 20keV 
junction at [1.2 - 1.3] pm depth 
>  diffusion length i) above SCR 0 .16pm 
ii) below SCR 0.45pm 
defect depth 1.0pm 
carrier lifetime at the defect:!-l/lOO x, 
radius of getter zone 1.5 pm 
defect radius 0.1 pm
r increased diffusion length inside the getter zone by 10%
bulk
Fig.5.41 simulated line scan profiles.
Type a) is the most common type of defect recombination. This normal line scan is ob­
served for a defect without any getter zone. It can be explained by carrier reduction at the 
defect which are then lost for the external EBIC current. The peak width is mainly deter­
mined by the diameter of the generation volume. Such line scans are described by the 
contrast theories of chapter 4.
Type b) appears for a defect with a getter zone. In this case the getter zone has a larger 
diffusion length L' than the bulk material, and the recombination strength of the defect is 
very weak, i.e. the carrier loss due to recombination. The higher probability for carriers 
inside the getter zone, or for those carriers which cross the zone to reach the junction 
does increase the total EBIC current. The recombination rate for carriers at the defect is 
too small to affect the EBIC current. The width of those line scans show the diameter of
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the gen eration  v o lu m e  for sm all getter zo n es , or the d iam eter o f  the getter zo n e  for a very  
large getter zon e.
0 (I m ] 0 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5
1 0
8
6 roundh a c k
l e v e l
threadi ing
_eja_d_._;___
m i s f i t
4
2
0
2
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Fig 5.42 Measured line scan across a threading end and a nearby misfit segment. 
The related EBIC micrograph is shown in Fig.5.50. The baseline represents the 
OV input of the SEM video unit. Contrast values are 21% for the threader and 
2.3% for the misfit.
Fig. 5.43 Original line scan photograph, as used in Fig. 5.42.
L ine scan s o f  type c ) are a com b in ation  o f  the recom b in ation  e ffe c t  at the d e fec t  and the  
in creased  gain  due to a large getter zon e . In th is ca se  the recom b in ation  at a d e fe c t in the  
centre o f  the gen eration  v o lu m e  o u tw eig h s the extra ga in  o f  the getter zo n e  lo c a lly . T h is  
g iv e s  a dark contrast in  the cen tre  o f  the lin e  scan  or, in gen era l, a reduction  in  E B IC  
gain . T he very  large d iam eter  o f  the getter  zo n e  is still e ffe c t iv e , ev e n  w h en  the d e fe c t  
centre is no lon ger  p la ced  in sid e  the generation  v o lu m e. T h e extra ga in  o f  the g etter  zo n e
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predominates at the edge of the generation volume (see diagram). Therefore, for those 
positions of the line scan the contrast is negative or brighter than in the centre.
Fig. 5.44 shows the superposition of two line scans, one simulated for a defect with re­
combination and one simulated for a getter zone only. The superposition and the simula­
tion for a defect with getter zone of the same parameters as for the pure line scans give a 
nearly identical profile. The simulated line scan has a higher diffusion length close to the 
defect which enables more carriers to reach the defect and recombine. Therefore the loss 
is higher and the contrast at the line scan centre is higher than it is for the simple 
superposition.
If the diameter of the getter zone has twice the size of the generation volume, or more, so 
that the generation volume is always inside this area, for a position close to the defect 
centre, the line scan behaviour is similar to a scan in defect free material. Only the back­
ground current is increased. The defect gives a line scan profile as it would give for a de­
fect in bulk material with the diffusion length of the getter zone.
full simulation
g e tte rzo n e
defec t
superposition
Position [jum]
Fig. 5.44 Superposition of a pure defect with a pure getter zone, taken from plot 5.43 
a), b) compared with the full simulation of plot c).
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Fig. 5.45 Line scan profiles for a defect at various depth. Depletion region at [1.2 
1.3] pm, 20keV.
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Fig. 5.46 Centre contrast of line scan profiles at several depth. Also shown is the 
depth dose distribution at 20keV. The short diffusion length is determining the 
contrast maxima, not the depth dose distribution.
Profiles given by pure defects:
Figures 5.45 and 5.46 represent the depth-dependent change in contrast for a defect. Due 
to the relatively short diffusion length, which is about 1/10 to 1/5 of the penetration range 
in this sample, highest contrasts are encountered for defects close to the space charge re­
gion. Also, the contrast is higher for the region below the junction, because this region
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has the higher diffusion length. For a defect inside the depletion region no contrast is ob­
served if one assumes a faster carrier separation time than recombination time.
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.4
1.6
1.8
-0.5 0.0 0.5
position [^ Jm]
2.0
Fig.5.47 Normalised line scan profiles for several defect depths given in pm. The 
sharper profiles of the shallow defects resemble the smaller FWHM of the gen­
eration volume at those depths.
Another observable effect, depending on the defect depth, is a variation in profile width, 
as shown in Fig.5.47. This width is smaller for defects close to the surface and represents 
the blade like shape of the generation volume in this region. See for example Fig. 4.25, 
where this remarked peak in carrier density is clearly visible. Also a plot of the FWHM 
shows the small extension of the generation volume in the upper region of the penetration 
range, as shown in Fig. 5.48. At a position near the surface it represents the width of the 
primary electron beam. At greater depths the generation volume spreads out, due to mul­
tiple scattering along the trajectories, and has its maximum of -70% of the penetration 
range at the centre of the volume. This plot shows greater fluctuations due to a lower 
resolution in the matrix for the generation volume in the xy-plane, compared to the z- 
direction. Also, for large depths is the cross section no longer a single curve but is, in­
stead, a collection of several peaks. The arrows indicate a change in material composition 
in the sample. Those boundaries show up as a discontinuitiy in the FWHM plot.
Another approach for finding the width of the distribution is to use with the moment 
method. The second moment is the equivalent to the variance:
=
x^  f(x)c(x
J l f ( x ) d x ’
But this is not necessarily a 1:1 analogy to the FWHM. For instance, the standard devia­
tion of a Gaussian distribution is only 0.868*FWHM of the curve. In Fig.5.48 the square 
root of the second moment, o, is plotted. This plot is less scattered, and represents the
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initial confined generation volume which spreads out deeper in the material. However, 
this does not increase further for even greater depths.
The line scan profile can not be as sharp as the FWHM of the generation volume because 
for the profile width the diffusion length has to be taken into account. It is in this exam­
ple for the upper sample layer only 0.16pm, but this already substantially increases the 
profile width.
★1 .6 (2 n d  m o m e n t)  ''1 /2  
Fit: R u n n in g  A v e ra g e
1 .4
1 .2
1 .0
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0 0.5 1 . 0 1 .5 2.0 2.6
d e p t h  [p m ]
Fig. 5.48 Full width at half maximum of the generation volume, plotted as a function 
of depth. For this plot, two sets of data have been merged, one with a normal 
matrix resolution and one focused on the upper 0.6pm of the generation vol­
ume. The solid line is an average over the points. The red line is the second mo­
ment of the distribution.
A set of centre contrasts from three different defect types is plotted in Fig.5.49 as a func­
tion of energy. Contrast values have been taken from line scans similar to the one in 
Fig.5.43 for two lines across the dislocations shown in Fig.5.50. In this small area a misfit 
dislocation with an upward (OR DOWN ???) turning threader, a second misfit segment 
and a substrate threading dislocation are close by. The contrast of the black misfit end 
is definitely connected to this depth.
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40
Defect type
black misfit end
white misfit *(-1) 
threader
CO
2
o  20 
O
205 10 15 25 30
Beam Energy [keV]
Fig.5.49 Measured centre contrast for sample E878 as a function of beam energy. 
Measured are a white misfit segment, the black end of a misfit segment and a 
substrate threading dislocation (The contrast value for the misfit segment has 
been inverted.).
line scan 
position
Fig. 5.50 EBIC micrograph with two misfit segments, one of which has a treading 
dislocation end and a substrate threading dislocation. Contrast values are 
given in Fig. 5.49 and one line scan in Fig. 5.43.
A series of plots given in Fig. 5.52 illustrates the complicated interaction between the in­
volved processes. The plot gives for the energies 10, 15 and 20keV a set of contrast- 
FWHM pairs for various defect depths. The left column is calculated with a short diffu­
sion length, taken as L=0.16pm, as was found for sample E878, and the right column is 
calculated with a longer diffusion length, L=2pm. The junction depth is in both cases at
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1.2|im. The solid curve is a guide to the eye and is a simple spline fit. A few aspects are 
represented by those plots.
1. The FWHM increases with beam energy and for defects closer to the junction.
The absolute FWHM is larger for higher diffusion length. Also for deep defects 
the FWHM increases.
2. The contrast increases for samples with a high diffusion length when the defect is 
close to the surfaces, i.e. in the region of the highest carrier concentration, and 
thus traps more carriers.
3. In samples with a short diffusion length, the contrast depends strongly on the size 
of the generation volume, and whether the junction is inside the generation 
volume or below it. If the junction is inside the volume, then defects which are 
close to the junction give the highest contrast. If the volume is entirely above the 
junction then defects which are at the maximum of the carrier density generate 
the highest contrast.
4. In general, a higher diffusion length produces a higher contrast.
Provided with a measure of the defect contrast and the FWHM one should be able to de­
termine in which range the defect falls.
Unfortunately the experimentator can not vary the depth of the defect, but can vary the 
beam energy. Fig. 5.51 gives such a plot for the contrast dependence on beam energy. 
Comparing the simulated curves with the curve of the measured misfit dislocation con­
trast, as shown in Fig. 4.49, indicates for the measured misfit dislocation a depth which is 
above the junction and close to the surface (around 0.5pm).
7.0
6.0
d e fe c t  d ep th  
[pm ]0.2
0.2
5.0 0.4
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4.0
p.4
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2.0
1.0
0.8
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2010 1 2 14 16 18 22 24 26 28 30
E nergy [keV]
Fig. 5.51 Simulation for the centre contrast dependence on energy for several defect 
depths. The defect is an infinite misfit dislocation without a getter volume 
around it. The sample is E878, i.e. with a junction depth of 1.2pm.
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Fig.5.52 Simulation of contrast - FWHM 
pairs for several defect depths and 
energies. Left row L=0.16pm, right 
row L=2pm.
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In order to be more precise, either far more simulations have to be performed, or a meas­
urement method should be used which can give the defect depth. Due to the fact that the 
dislocation spacing is so large, one is unlikely to find the specific dislocation with normal 
plan view TEM. The sample preparation for TEM allows one to observe only a small 
area, typical a few pm. High voltage TEM (up to IMeV) can operate with thicker sam­
ples, and therefore a much larger area can be examined. Petroff et al. (1990) did a com­
bined EBIC and STEM study with a modified 200keV STEM.
A faster simulation can be achieved if one already knows from measured contrast - 
FWHM what the defect parameters might be. The follow up simulation can then pin point 
those values more accurately. It would also desirable for other researchers to have a col­
lection of charts which can give these wanted defect parameters more easily than a com­
plicated program.
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6 Conclusions
>  Monte Carlo Method;
Monte Carlo simulation of electron-beam trajectories in a solid is one of the most power­
ful methods for dealing with electron scattering, mainly because it is not subject to limita­
tions concerning sample geometry and electron-beam parameters. Knowledge of 
analytical point-source solutions for the transport of carriers in a semiconductor leads, us­
ing the Monte Carlo method (finite element method for the generation volume), to a gen­
eralised application to the real experimental conditions. The Monte Carlo method is 
applicable to any study of total EBIC current. The application of the method to the inves­
tigation of EBIC contrast due to any complex of defects and for any kind of junction is 
possible.
However, accuracy and some other limitations depend on the solutions (algorithm) for the 
pointlike defect. The model proposed in this thesis allows a qualitative study of the EBIC 
contrast for a dislocation line and can explain differences between dark and bright con­
trast observed experimentally in EBIC micrographs.
>  Bright Contrast ■ - Gettering
It is possible to simulate a line scan with the assumption of a getter zone around the defect 
in which the diffusion length is higher than in the surrounding bulk material. Such a line 
scan confirms the finding of the measured EBIC line scans. Therefore, in samples where 
bright lines are seen, gettering has taken place. But this gettering is of a certain type, it 
takes place where impurities are captured by the dislocation, but they are transformed into 
an inactive state and do not contribute to the recombination process. The area around the 
defect becomes reduced in impurity concentration and the diffusion length goes up. An­
other type of gettering does increase the recombination activity of the defect, and impuri­
ties are predominantly collected by it. The area around the defect is not affected by the 
diffusion process, see for example Fell et al. (1993).
The defect contrast value may be used as a simple method for characterising the geomet­
rical properties of getter zones of dislocations. For example, the diameter of the zone and 
the actual impurity profile across the zone can be estimated. To obtain better agreement 
with experimental data for EBIC contrast, further theoretical work is necessary. So far, it 
is unknown how the impurity concentration or diffusion length varies across the getter 
zone.
>  FWHM - - EBIC - - Diffusion Length - - Generation Volume
The complicated interaction of four length scale parameters, the extension of the genera­
tion distribution, the diffusion length, the depth of the space charge region and the width 
of the defect core or getter area determine the contrast and the FWHM of a line scan 
across a defect. In order to be independent on lengthy simulations, it is desirable to have a 
catalogue of charts which enable one to evaluate by comparison with measured line scan 
depth and strength of a defect. This project is possible with the program described here 
but the volume of this task will keep the computer busy for months!
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>  Threader - - Misfit
To simulate the end of a misfit dislocation either as the part of the threading substrate dis­
location which comes from the substrate or, after being bent at the interface into the mis­
fit, continues to the surface, is more difficult than a simple misfit segment. The main 
problem in simulating this particular defect type is the multitude of involved parameters.
>  Multi-Layer - - Depth Dose - - Cut & Paste
In order to describe the carrier depth dose distribution in a multilayer structure of any 
kind, two methods have been tried. The Monte Carlo method has shown its accuracy and 
flexibility against a considered cut and paste method with uses existing models for the 
depth dose distribution in bulk materials. Further, with a generation distribution created 
by the Monte Carlo program, accurate fittings to quantitative EBIC bulk-measurements 
are possible which give information about the diffusion length in the p- and n-type mate­
rial of the sample.
A theoretical analysis concerning the analytical description of the generation volume in 
multilayer structures has shown to be helpful for "simpler" structures which fall into the 
restriction applying to the model. This mean that the model is useful for layer structures 
of not too thin layers.
>  Outlook
One might think it is useful to simulate a full image instead of a single line scan, but this 
does not give further information about the defect. All defect parameters are already in­
cluded in one line scan. On the other hand, if dislocation interaction is of importance, for 
instance in samples with very high dislocation densities, as given in Fig. 3.15, then an im­
age simulation can give further information. But an image simulation would require an 
immense amount of computer power.
Simple EBIC gain calculations are faster than defect contrast calculations and could be 
combined with a diffusion length mapping system, recently demonstrated by Barhdadi et 
al (1994) and Richard and Sawyer (1994).
Another field to explore is the trajectory simulation. The random nature of the scatter 
processes might well be describable in a closed form, as already shown for several one 
dimensional problems, see for example the book by Feller. A first attempt has already 
been tried in collaboration with the Department of Mathematical & Computing Sciences, 
but so far has only given a rough method which is similar to a multiple scattering 
approach.
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7 Summary
The experimental part of this thesis is concerned about the technical details for an EBIC 
system, which has been set up at the University of Surrey for the first time. Its instrumen­
tation and use has been described in chapter 2.
The Application to semiconductor multilayer structures has shown its potential for defect 
visualisation. EBIC appeared especially useful for determining the quality of strained 
layer samples and the strain relaxation therein. During studying different samples, a 
unique white contrast of misfit dislocation lines was discovered. A quantitative descrip­
tion of this white contrast with the existing EBIC contrast theory is beyond its range, as a 
detailed investigation in chapter 4 pointed out. By employing the Monte Carlo technique 
for EBIC, in order to achieve a better description of the dissipated energy into the sample, 
an alternative way to approach the contrast calculations is practicable. The Monte Carlo 
simulation makes it possible to include getter phenomena into a numerical contrast calcu­
lation, as was shown in chapter 5.
The Monte Carlo program developed in this thesis combines in one program what has ex­
isted so far only in isolated programs and it extends the line scan calculation to defects 
with getter zones.
The program includes the following components:
(The literature reference gives the paper which first describes this element.)
^1)handling all single elastic-scatter events along (Shimuzu et al, 1976) 
one trajectory
♦2)Energy distribution of backscattered electrons (Newbury and Yakowitz, 1976)
♦3)beam/sample tilt (Myklebust et al, 1976)
♦4) realistic diameter and intensity distribution (Myklebust et al. 1976)
in the initial electron beam.
♦5)Z dependence of the BSE (Newbury and Myklebust, 1981)
♦6)Depth dose distribution ( " " " , " )
♦7)Multilayer structures (Newbury and Myklebust, 1981)
for EBIC (Napchan a. Holt, 1987)
♦8)EBIC current (Joy, 1985)
♦9)EBIC line scan simulation (Joy, 1986)
♦10)Sample geometry (edge, layer thickness) (Russ et a l, 1990)
♦11) Getter zone around a dislocation NEW
Missing elements, which are desirable to include into the program are
♦l)Mott cross section (Krefting a. Reimer, 1973)
♦2)energy loss and cross sections for (i) x-rays, (Shimizu, 1976)
(ii) secondary electrons, (iii) plasmons
Tests of the program on the results for backscattered electrons (energy distribution, 
backscattering coefficient and beam-tilt dependence) and comparison with available data 
in the literature give very good results. Also, penetration range and depth dose distribu­
tion agree with analytical models for bulk material. Furthermore, for multilayer structures 
the Monte Carlo technique proved to be superior over analytical models. This assuring 
performance of the program lead to the next step, the addressing of the EBIC gain calcu­
lation. Using it for calculating the total EBIC current, and comparing the result with 
measured EBIC data, gives fitting parameters for diffusion length and the space charge
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region. The same set of fit parameters can describe three different types of measurements. 
One for EBIC gain as a function of beam energy, one under sample tilt and one for a scan 
towards the sample edge.
Contrast calculations give, by assuming a cylindrical getter zone with an increased diffu­
sion length around the misfit dislocation, the right contrast and line scan profiles.
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Monte Carlo
Monte (from Latin, Mons = the mountain) Carlo is a mountain in the French sea Alps, 
close to the Italian boarder. At its base lies the small principality of Monaco with its 
world famous Casino. The Casino gave more or less the name to the numerical method 
described in this thesis. On the other hand, the mountain is a popular place for paragliders 
in spring and autumn. The author can be seen in the picture shortly after take off, to the 
right, at sea level the buildings of Monaco. The beach (not visible in the photo) is used as 
landing field and it is the only suitable landing area apart from the water. Unfortunately, 
this beach is crowded with tourists in summer and flying at Monte Carlo is not allowed. 
The steady sea wind during the day makes long flights possible and very enjoyable. A 
place worth while to visit. Forget Monaco, unless you are seriously rich.
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